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Bicycle Safety
Class To Be Held

KEA Mai
Vote For
Sanctions
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) The 600 members of the Kentucky Education Association
may vote today on whether to
ask the National Education Association to impose sanctions in
Kentucky.
The request, if approved,
would amount to a sort of
"black listing" of the state's
schools, warning prospective
teachers and industry of what
NEA considers to be inadequate support for education.
. Two statewide groups, meantime, voted opposition, in different degrees, to any sanctions.
The Kentucky Association of
School Administrators said
Wednesday evening it opposes
"the threat of sanctions and entourages" the KEA ti--iSeinlaly
to recommend that NEA lift the
threat.
The Association of classroom
teachers asked the KEA not to
seek sanctions at this time. Instead, the teachers suggested
that KEA appoint a committee
to study 14 NEA recommendations for improving Kentucky
schools, to coordinate its study
• with state agencies and report
back to the delegate assembly
in 1973.
At the opening session, Mrs.
Louise Hite, a second grade
teacher at Middlesboro,- was
nominated without opposition
as president-elect.. She is now
KEA vice president and would
assume the higher post in April
of 1973.
Michael Auxier, a mathematics teacher at Floyd County's
Betsy Layne High School, will
become KEA president Friday,
--Succeeding Claude 'Piitvis of
Louisville.

The Murray City Park
' Department will sponsor a
bicycle safety class at the City
Park Saturday, Aprft-2Z aria
a.m.
Held in conjunction with Dr.
Nan Ward's Health and Safety
class, the class will be open to
all bicycle riders ages 12 and
under. Each participant will
receive a ribbon and safety
sticker. Chief of Police James
Brown will give tips on bicycle
safety and each participant will
tested through a safety
be
course. All participants will be
eligible for a bicycle rally that
•
afternoon.
The -rally will'start at 1 p.m.
at the Park and will cover a twomile course. There will be four
divisions; Tots, 6-9 years, Ins, 10-14, Juniors, 15— termediate
21, and Seniors 22 and over.
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Two Topics For
pedal Session
Assured By. Ford

,
in- his call for the special sesFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Two topics definitely have been sion.
In particular, he said, "I susdecided upon for the special
legislative session to convene in pect I might add" ratification
June - congressional redist- of the federal constitutional
ricting and updating of Ken- amendment on equal rights for
women. He said he had retucky's voter registration law.
many requests to in.
ceived
decithat
ing
In acknowledg
sum and confirming the session----clude that issue in the session.
would begin in mid-June, Gov....--Ford said he would not have
a special session solely
Wendell Ford told a news co,iLference Wednesday he had not to enact a .new congressional
redistricting plan since the feddecided yet whether to include
eral courts had not directed
other subjects as well.
him to do so. Neither did .the
Even that part of the agenda
declare.
-6ew crat cism rom Fors Re- the redistricting plan enacted
publican predecessor, former-- by the 1972 General Assembly,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, who said he added.
Ford had informed the court,
the need for action in the two
areas showed Democratic legis- however, that he would include
the matter in his call for a spelative incompetence.
Ford said he might decide ciats0ssion and ask the Gener----embly to shift a few prelater to include other matters al
cincts in its present plan so as
Twenty-five students from quality experiment that into make the districts more
Mrs. Jane Sisk's class at volved 25,000 Tennessee high
equal in population.
of Key. Calloway County High School school students, teachers, and
By David Hill
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be askedzIO collect
That's how it was last night at tendon called attention to the he deserves more," Cothran much useful information to ticipants will
Ford's letter to the court to
environmental researchers who the trash and garb,ige at their
the "Stan Key Day" banquet, fact that Key's jersey was the concluded,
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'Stan Key Day' Held Wednesday;
Key Presented With Hazel Key

tilloway Students Participate
In Six-State Research Project

Slave Day Planned
By Senior Class

Easley- Named_ Red Crosszo,..
Fund Campaign Chairman

Sea Mists Show TO
Be Held Next Week

The Weather

Carl Neumeyer To Direct
In Honor Concert At MSU

Revival Services
Planned At Hazel

Spring Recital
To Be Presented
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By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service

Answer: Our "unofficial secretary of state" was born in
---Germany on May 27, 1923.-Like
:
----- Nixon's old adversary, John
Kennedy, Henry is a native of •
Gemini. People born under this
• Zodiac sign are mentally agile;
they often make abrupt
changes in course.
When Henry was 15, the Kiltsingers moved to America. Hitler's Germany had become too
much for them. Herry served
in the war effort, followkng
which he entered Harvard,
where he earned his doctorate
in 1954. He was teaching at
Harvard, when Richard Nixon
•
summoned him to the White
House. Yet this was not his first
— call to greatness. Four--1371
-a 0 •
rifIrAte
presidents, beginning with
Dwight Eisenhower, have
AferfAr4Piraia."1411bi Vitt,"V.6.‘
called on this astonishing man
(
(/........
for his advice and companiona
s
ship.
l iiri_.....__::_
,
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Masonry suffered a blow this week in the death of
Guthrie Churchill who was called by the Grand
Master lagt Sunday.
Guthrie was one of those dedicated individuals
who never pushed himself forward into the
limelight, yet was one of the strong planks of the
.
Masonic Order in West Kentucky.
He was a Mason and a Shriner and had held the
highest office in the area organizations of the Royal
Arch Masons, Council and Commandry. He served
as the Grand High Priest of the state organization -of the Royal Arch Masons, and had-been named to the Knight York Cross of Honor.
Guthrie Churchill was active in all phases of
Masonry and was considered as one of those in-

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMER 71Li

Moi—Ieff McKeel, age 77, (lied last night.at the
home of her daughter, Mrs.'Winifred Jackson.
• A feature story on Arthur L.Bailey, formerly of
......—MNirray, who now_ operates a huge 565 bed medical
metropolis in Orlando, Fla., is reprinted today from
the Orlando Sentinel magazine s'eCtion.
Army Specialist Four Bobby J. Hall recently
participated in the most extensive tactical
;helicopter airlift to have been conducted by the U. S.
'Army in Europe.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Taylor of Roswell, NM., an_notince_the__birth.of ason. Mark Kyle, born April5.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Taylor and
Mr. and Mrs. Verble Taylor, all of Murray.

2.0 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Barney 0. Langston,
age 60, and Irven Miller, age 77, both on April 11.
Henry L. Waldrop who has been on duty with the
Navy on the battleship USS New Jersey in Korean
waters is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. A.
Waldrop.
"John Conger is painting his bus station. Same
color", from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray".
Mr. -and Mrs. Eugene Allen and children, Vicky
and Gene Tyler, of St. Leuis, Mo., were the recent
-guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lubye Robertson.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre this weekend is
WaltDisney's Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
•

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfill the lust of the
flesh.Galatians 5:16.
The heart that is filled with love of God doesn't have room for
love of,self. And vice versa.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Students who demand, and get, more voice in
running the collegiate factories of knowledge pose to
us taxpayers and parents a considerable problem:
how are we going to persuade undergraduates of the
time-proved fact that knowledge, like timber and
whiskey, should be seasoned a bit before using?

man's knowledge can go
beyond his experience."
—John Locke
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Question: "Tell us about the
horoscope of Henry Kisainger."

Guthrie Churchill

West Kentucky "alive."
This type of Mason is difficult to find because of
the pressures of business, making a living and the
other factors involved in daily life.
His wife and life companion, Mrs. Frances
Churchill, served for many years as leader of the
local Order of Rainbow Girls.
Guthrie achieved many other honors during his
years as a Mason and held many offices in local and
state organizations.
He will be missed by his family and his friends.
His death will leave a void in the ranks of Masons
who work and who make Masonic organizations
remain alive and active.
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In intellectual skies
God lives as-much as ever
Flowers and trees do not
Prove or disprove Him.
That God lives
In vast eternity
The proof can never
Than in me.
.._•

-

‘ie

be mere,

Such a ,frail vessel To carry to word
The music pours forth
The sweetest still heard
In the heavenly chorus
God wrote the score
He plays the chords
The harmony is His.

—Tom

Mrs. Lester

CA
Mr. and MI
801 College(
the parents
Steven Rog(
pounds

not weighing affaini-Witsik:
We know his marriage ended
unhappily. But what's he really
like, this chief architect of our
new China policy? Let's look at
his stars.
Sun is in early Gemini, where
Wild Bill Hickok had the Sun.
This Gemini placement imbued
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) Henry with a love for pure re— Tami Hogan was a bright 9- search. He has one of the truly
year-old who always showed first-rate minds in Washington,
her parents her school work.
and he does his homework. Our
Capricorn President relies on
Except one item.
him.
It was a crayon illustrated
If the Sun rules his individpoem called "Thank you for
uality, we may say Mercury
life" that she wrote herself. It
es his thoughts. The quicksaid:
_
"Thank you Lord for, letting -silver planet is powerful in
Gemini,from which it makes a
me lie alive today,
beautiful aspect to Saturn
"I like you for my family,
(fate). From this, we judge
"We do live quite happily,
that Henry Kissinger knew at
"We always play together,
an early age that someday he
"Oh!:Thank you for the sunwould walk with kings. And he
shine' Weather,
has. .
"It's just wonderful to be
Mars is Henry's energy; it
alive!"
joins his starry lineup in GemiTarn ',a father, Gary.,At
ni. This man is untiring in his
tenant with the suburban Carefforts.
michael fire department, said
We know that Pluto is usually

he and his wife found the poem
the day after his little girl died
last Thursday of leukemia.
"My wife looked in a folder,
and there was this poem right
..an top- We'd. never seen it- be,

fore. I wonder if she

planned it

prominent in the horoscopes of
celebrities. Located in the ninth
publicity ) degree of Cancer,
this planet promised him fame.
Pluto forms one corner of a
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fabulous Grand Trine involving •
Neptune- (imagination) and

Uranus (innovations).
Leo is the Zodiac sign of
in December 1970 that Tami
kings and actors. Mysterious
A man named JackNeptune is in Leo, predicting
had the deadly disease.
Jack, he went down to the river.
that Kissinger will draw the ar"We never told -her that she
That river was deep
rows of envious men as he inhad leukemia because we al....and cold
creases his power. When his
ways hoped she'd become well
Water it was
public service is over, Henry
again,- Hogan said. "We just
....drops it was not.Jack watchedmay well echo the astrologer
told her it was an infection.
Kozminsky who wrote, "The
Jack, he watched
"She was reserved, shy and
road to power is not the road to
thoughtful. She was always conhappiness."
bubble after bubble after bubble...
cerned about everybody else,
Neptune is hostile to Venus
drift, swirl, and pop
even at the last. The day she
I the affections). This means
drift, swirl, and pop
died she asked her mother how
that our subject could be crueldrift, swirl, and pop.
she-her mother-was doing."
ly deceived in the romance deTime came
Tami's teacher, Sister Mary
partment.
Jack, he got tired
Carton of Our Lady of the AsMighty Saturn is exalted in
sumption School, said the little
libra. Its exact location warns
and sat on the bank.
was
girl knew something
that Kissinger could find his
Jack...
wrong. "She said once she
life savings eroded by poor inJack, he never got up.
wished she could have just one
vestments. However, Saturn
day when she didn't feel sick."
does receive the blessing of Sun
Esther Carolyn Tucker
Tami's grandmother, Mrs. and Mercury, which should re1614W. Main Robert Mead, said the young- move some of the hex.
Murray, Ky. ster "could put herself in your
Do you imagine that this man
place. She knew more than is all drive and ambition? Don't
What. -You thought she knew be deceived. Study his Jupiter,
which is located in subtle Scarabout life."
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
00 and opposed by Venus. This
man loves the good, quiet life.
Sex Life
Part of him yearns for a home
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
in the country, for the laughter
England
MANCHESTER,
National Institute of Mental Health
of children and for time to enAP) - The millipede -does
joy them. He would love to sit in
have a sex life. Anyone who.
a
garden, watching sunlight filto
leg
a
in
have
drugstores
doesn't
1967.
doubts it
Chronic Wog Users?
ter through his trees. It was not
stand on, according to a GerBut the new sampling of
Jupiter, then, which drove him
The familiar claim that
American households revealed
man zoologist.
ever upward to the councils of
Americans have become chronic
that, among the users (45 perlectura
Dr. Ulrich Haacker,
the mighty.
drug users does not appear to
cent of the womep and 33 per- . er at Hambuig University, told
Uranus orbits high in his
be valid, according to new recent of the womeh interviewed)
Monday
scientists
of
meeting
a
tenth horoscope house of worldsearch evidence.
about one in five had taken
that he has recordings to prove
ly standing. Uranus seems
A scientific study carried out
drugs on a regular daily basix
it.
by university, government, anti
strangely fateful in Pisces; we
for six months or longer.
In a speech to the second
psychiatric, institute researchers
An important issue in the
judge that Kissinger was born
challenges the claim and indistudy was the extent to which
World Congress on Myriapods-to become deeply involved in
cates that most Americans who
persons become involved in, usmany legged animals--he said
our secret diplomacy.
do use psychotherapeutic drugs
ing psychotherapeutic drugs On
he had recorded millipedes
Gentle Venus is almost unnodo not take them On a regular
this point, the survey showed
ticed in his twelfth solar house
mating in South Africa and
or long-term basis.
that regular long-term use is
of secret sorrows_ Its meaning
various parts of Europe over
Instead, most people seem to
molt • likely to occur among
is clear to an astrologer! this
the past five years.
be relatively conservakve in
those for whom drugs are preman sincerely wants true love,
The South African male millitheir use both of pre(fiption
scribed by a physician.
but it seems always to elude
and over-the-counter psychopede woos potential partners by
Prescription drug takers who
therapeutic drugs.
use non-medical sources (relarubbing one of his 21 pairs of him. Yet Venus is strong in her
Unlike previous surveys based
tives and friends) were not likelegs against his shell. Accord- own Taurus, suggesting there
solely on drugstore'records, data
ly to use The drugs regularly.
is something of thepoet in Herr
ing to Haacker, this produces a
were obtained by interviewing a
Drugs most -likely to be used
Professor.
through
going
saw
a
like
noise
of
cross-scction
population
ha
daily
b men on a long-term
444
4entaie4eele
-the
-If
wood.
aricrolder:Ttottrw
is
aiThils
sis we e-TU seoatiits.-MTETC;
Sun
moves to 21Cancer this
Eoo--4th
mood she shows it by licking
the refearchers drew a profile of
phenobarbital. Women, on the
It will bring him inyear.
usage 'patterns and. reasons for
other hind, ate most likely To
his kneecaps.
creased fame, though - that
drug use..
use minor tranquilizers Over
The Britislj, millipede, on the
hardly seems possible. His rulStudies have shown widelong period of time.
other hand, attracts potential ing planet Mercury
is now at a
spread. acceptance and use o6. Nationally, according to the
snAtes by banging his head on critical degree; as his proresearchers, the use of minor
tranquilizers. anti-depressanta,
second
a
times
five
ground
the
gressed Moon moves over Nepstimulants, sedatives, nd bartranquiliiers is much •.more fre
ifaLyeral minutes. The, ftune-bunsinise-4-hecouid ba-bade-t. "
'4'•.male etS71:amits-Wirrredrugs.
prescriptions were fillet in U.S.
ly deceiver}
Her father said he found out

Saturday, Al
at the Murra
Hospital.
They hay

I NNOCENCE—A young girl skips gaily past patrolng British soldiers, an everyday reality to her, in the Lower
Falls Road area of _Belfast in Northern Ireland.
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KEMP GIRL
U. and Mrs. Danny Kemp of
Miinheim.Germany,announce
thelbirth of a baby girl, Anne
Lester, weighing six pounds
12% ounces, born on Saturday,
March 25, at a hospital in
Germany.

-work dOne in-the schools and
community. Mrs. Melvin Earles, district
_preaident„ conducted tif
meeting and presented Glynn
Wilson with a We membership
in the Kentucky Congress of
Parents and Teachers. Mrs.
Earles was presented with a
_Kentucky- Colonel certificate on
behalf of U. Gav . Julian
Carroll by Mrs. Perry Smith
who also installed Mrs. Perry
Nprsworth,y as second vicepresident and Mrs. Robert
Daley as secretary for the 197273 year.
Music was presented by the
Jackson Sixth Grade Chorus
under the direction of Miss
Donna Nall. Selections were
used from the production,"How
the West iWas Won."
Thomas S. Massie,'clirector of
Community Services, Kentucky
Department of Child Welfare,
was the speaker for the
evening.
Massie discussed adoption
and foster care, two of the
services of the department. He
said that on the state level there
are 524 approved adoptive
couples, including 12 in McCracken
County.
ApproxlmateTY 40 children aie
placed in adoptive homes each
month on a statewide level. He
said that about 60 per cent are

Las Vegas, Nevada. Great ilialliactitlen per cent increase.
grandparents are Mr.- and Mrs.
Awards were presented to
Eldon Jones, of Provo, Utah. Mrs. Martha Dawson and Dr.
Carroll Traylor for outstanding
BARROW GIRL
Sheltie Ann is the name
chosen by Mr. anti Mrs. Dale
&WOW of 512 South 8th Street
Murray; -for their- baby girl,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, born on Wednesday,
April 5, at 10:37 p.m. at the
Murray Assembly No. 19
Murray-Calloway County -Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Hospital.
held its regular meeting on
They have one son, Kevin Tuesday, April 4, at seven
Dale, age eighteen months. The o'clock in the evening at the
father ,is.: et_npioy_ed at_ the Masonic Hail, with Miss Vicki
Calloway County Soil Im- Katberer, worthy advisor,
provement Association.
presiding.
An initiation was held with the
Mr.
and
are
Grandparents
Mrs. Rudy Bucy of Murray and degrees being conferred upon_
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barrow of Miss Becky Humphreys and
Hazel Route Two. Great Miss Tina George.
Plans--were made--for thegrandparents are-Mt. and Mrs.
Milos. Hendricks.of Murray and smorgasbord supper. The
Mr. and Mrs. C.M. Manias of Grand Offrcers par6, ivai set
— ' forSunday;April 30:Misr-Janet
Wreak Route
Newberry, recorder, read the
minutes.
,
Members present were Nita
ROBERTS GIRL
Atkins, Becky Edwards, Janie
A baby girl, Lori Gayle,
weighing seven pounds three Lamb, Mary Doran, Diane
ounces, was born to Mr. and Kalberer, Vicki Kalberer,
Mrs. George Roberts of Paula Cook, Barbara Sledd,
Murray Route Pour on Sunday, Phyllis Coleman and Leslie
April_ 9, at 6:10 p.m. at the Klein, Sorua Vikann, Tanunie
Murray-Calloway County Bell, Kathy Higginbotham,
Linda George, Lesa Robertson,
Hospital.
The new father is employed Pat Evans, Irene Futrell, Janet
by the Murray Division of the Newberry, Debbie Nance,
Lucretia Crawford, Kathryn
Tappan Company.
Coleman, Marsha Robertson,
Grandparents are Mr. and Joni Scott, Tina George, and
Mrs. Onis Roberts of Murray Becky Humphreys.
Route Four and Mr. and Mrs.
Adults- present were Mrs.
John Bucy of Murray Route Faye Lamb, Mrs. Lillian
Five. Mrs. Nora Bucy of New Robertson, Mrs. Frances
Concord is a great grand- Churchill,
and
George
mother.
Williams.

to two years of age. The
department in the past two
years, has shifted its efforts to
recruiting homes for the hardto-place child, he said.
Massie challenged the group
to continue efforts to make the
juvenile program a success and
to keep the best interest of our
children as the number one
goal.
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CASOS BOY
Mr.and Mrs. Roger M. Casos,
801 College Court, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy,
Steven Roger, weighing nine
pounds 3% ounces, born on
Saturday, April 8, at 1:03 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have two daughters,
Julie, age three, and Elizabeth,
age eighteen months. The
father is an instructor in the
Romance Language department at Murray State
'University.
Grandparents are Mrs. Rosa
Isabel Casos of Arequipa, Peru,
Mrs. Velma Crofoot of Spokane,

Initiation Held
At The Rainbow
For Girls Meeting

Mrs. Smith Gives
Program At Good
Meetillt
Mrs. Mildred Smith
presented the special Easter
program at the March meeting
of the Women's Society of
ChristianService of Rle_ Goosl
Shepherd United Methodist
Church.
Her presentation was titled
"A Celebration--of Liberation
for Eastertime" and ifs purpose Was to renew our faith by
affirming the meaning of the
crucifixion-resurrection event
for our own lives, Mrs. Smith
said.
The scripture was read by
Mrs. Smith and lappropriate
Easter tongalv—Tesung by the
members, accompanied _ by
Mrs. Emma Knight on the
piano. Mrs. Ruth Wilson offered
the closing prayer.
Refreshments of cake and
coffee
were served to
Mesdames Smith, Emma
Knight, Ruth Wilson, Lee
Lassiter, Esther Sigmon, Reba
Miller, Katherine Wilson,
Dorothy Dunn, Maggie Woods,
and Alice Knight.
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Several Prenuptial Events Honoring Miss
Judith Catherine Adams Held Recently

Universitylchool And Kirksey PTA Units
Receive Awards At First District Meet
The Andrew Jackson School
Parent—Teacher - Association
was host to the First District
_Spit g , Conference of the
Kentucky Congress of Parents
and Teachers held at the school
at Paducah.
Special
awards
were
presented at the meeting with
the Murray University School
receiving_ the Hazel Bennett
plaque for the largest per cent
increase in membership.
The Kirksey PTA unit tied
with Clay of Paducah for second
place on the publicity book for
schools with access to two or
more newspapers. Mrs. Elvin
Crouse and Mrs. James Miller
compiled the book and Mrs.
Glen Gibbs was publicity
chairman for the Kirksey Unit.
First place on the publicity
book went to Cooper-Whiteside
of Paducah and third place to
Forrestdale of Paducah. Mrs.
Norman Blakely is district
publicity chairman.
Mrs. Chester Grant, cultural
arts chairman, presented
awards to students from
Freemont, Cooper-Whiteside,
Jackson, and Wingo. A silver
tray was presented to Morgan
and Jackson schools for having
the largest - attendance'.
Membership awards were
presented for schools that
reached the same membership

The new father is serving with
the Army in Germany. He is a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky Law School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Kemp of Murray
Route One and Mr:and Mrs Joe
Weeks of Princeton. -Great
grandparents are Mrs. Lee
Reeves of Almo Route One and
Mrs. Lester of Princeton.
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Mists. Judith Catherine present and were asked to sigh
boek by Mrs. Jerry
Adants,Anallth brideelect_of - the b
Bobby Keith Henry, has been Henry.
—
honored with three special
The home of Mrs. James
events held in the pail two Rogers on North 16th Street was
weeks.
the scene of a miscellaneous
A lovely bridal coffee was shower held on Thursday, April
held on Saturday, April 10,from 6, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
ten to twelve o'clock in the evening in honor of Miss
morning in the Red Room of the Adams:
Holiday hin.
Ms Gayle Rogers, Miss
The gracious hotitesseti for the Susan Hale Miss Celia Simoccasion were Mesdames Bill mons, and Mrs. Jimmy Stroud
Furgerson, Marvin Harris, were the charming hostesses
Louis C. Ryan, James Washer, for the occasion.
By Abiskikil Van Buren
-Lawrence Suffill, Bill Adams, - The honoree- wore-- a -green
Jr., Jerry Henry, Archie pant suit with a gift corsage of
DEAR ABBY: I would like to know who is responsible Simmons, James Annbuster, daisies.
The
hostesses
for the care and 'entertainment of an elderly mother who
Donald Henry, Alvis Jones, and presented Miss Adams with
lives alone and has no hobbies or interests.
Jerry Adams.
pottery from her chosen pattern
There are five of us children, all married and living in
For the event the honoree as a wedding gift.
the .area. I feel that the responsibility should be shared
chose to wear a yellow tunic ' Refreshments of punch and
equally among the two sons and three daughters. My broth- pant suit with, a print blouse. cake in the lavender color
ers feel that a mother is the responsibility of her daughters. Her hostesses' gift corsage was scheme were served. TwentyWhat would you suggest I do about this situation?
of white, carnations with pearl seven persons were present or
TROUBLED DAUGHTER
wedding rings. She received the sent gifts.
DEAR TRRUBLED: Who is "responsible?" You all guests along with her mother,
A breakfast was given by
are. What should you do about the situation? Exactly what Mrs. William A. Adams, Sr.,
I presume you have been doing. Giving your mother all the and her mother-in-law to be, Mrs. Woodrow Herndon and
Mrs. Eugene Russell on,.
time and attention_ your caii, and reminding your brothers Mrs. Eunice Henry.
The beautifully appointed Thursday, March 30, at ninethat she is also their mother, and they ought to be ashamed
coffee table was overlaid with a thirty o'clock in the morning at
of themselves for neglecting her.
linen cloth and centered with an the Holiday Inn for Miss
arrangement
of pink car- Adams.
DEAR ABBY: This eeneeins saying grace at the table:
nations and white asters. Silver
For the event the honoree
My husband and I never had said grace, however we do
dime to wear a laveodar suit
thank the Lord for our- food, along with all our other • appointments were used.
Miss Adams was presented with matching print blouse and
blessings in our prayers at night.
•
When we invite a certain couple over for supper, they. with a mixer as a gift from the was presented pieces of her
'hostesses.
,
chosen pattern of pottery as a
always say grace out loud at Our table. Correct me if I am
Sixty-three —i
Ftrsts ere
4f-they.-4eel-liwk
saying grace; they should say it to themselves because by
this time they know we don'tsay it.
If you agree with me, Abby, what would you suggest I
say to these people? •
QUIET AT MEALTIME

Who should take
care of mom?

DEAR QUIET: It would be impolite of you to discourage your guests from saying grace aloud at your table if
that is their custom. If you wish to remain silent, that's
your privilege.
DEAR ABBY: My boss [a woman] invited me to a
bridal shower for a coworker. I brought a shower-gift to the
party, which was a small buffet supper. My boss gave the
bride a very nice clock radio.
The next morning at work I found a note on my desk
from my boss. It said I owed her $1.50 for my share of the
clock radio and $1.75 for the food at the shower.
When I was invited, nothing was said about chipping in
torthe ftii)d or the clifieli-1161.0.` Ai-di -Since I brought my own.
shower gift I didn't see why I should be expected to chip in
for another one.
Never in my life have I gone to a party where I was
later asked tp chip in for the refreshments. I am only 17,
and this is a lot of money ter a working girL IT you were
zoe, would you pay it anti keep your mOuth shut, or refuse. •
to pay it and risk getting on the bad side of the boss?
HAD IN HARTFORD

Thursday, April 13
The Junior Class of Murray
High School will present the
play,"Room 222" in the Middle
School audftorum at eight p.m.
Tickets are one dollar in advance and $1.25 at the door.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Colson
whose home and contents were
destroyed by fire will be
honored with a shower at the
cafeteria of New Concord
-School-at seven p.m: -

Anta.*
Burkeen of
Mrs. Robert
Murray Route Six has been
diskriFaiiad from the -Western
IiiipiisTlfortnital Paducah.

Executive Board
Of Woman's Club
Holds Meeting

The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
luncheon_ meeting at the club
house on Monday, April 3, at
,eleven-thirty o'clock in the
morning with the president,
Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
presiding.
Mrs.Sam Knight gave a final
report of the successful student
contests held throughout the
city and county. Several winning entries have been sent to
Lexington to be included in
state competition. '
Announcement was made'of
the ICFWC convention at the
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington, on
April 18, 19, and 20. Mrs:
Lawrence Philpot was named
as head of the publishing of the
new club cookbook.
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr:, of
the Sigma Departnient announced that her department
was playing the :Music
Department—ilia 'baiketball
game and the Beta-Sigina Phi
sorority would be Competing
w
er'Cl
pm
, at seven p.m. a
Murray Middle School gymnasium. This sports activity is
an endeavor being made by
the Sigmas to replenish the
Wells Purdom,Jr.,are the over- money in their treasury since
the purchase of a film projector
all chairmen.
Chapter-M—OT the R.E.O. for the Murray Middle School.
presentwere
Those
Sisterhood will meet at 12 noon
Bethel
Richardson,
Mesdames
at the home of Mrs. John
Sam Knight, J. Matt SparkQuerterrnous.
man, Jack Bailey, John Belt,
Thomas
Brown, Ewen
The Murray State Home Allbritten, John Livesay,
A.C.
Economics Club will have a LaFollette, Joe Prince, Bob
rummage sale from eight a.m. Billington, Gus Robertson, Jr.,
to four p.m. in front of the Ted Bradshaw, and J.I. Hosick.
former Belk's store on the west
Side Of the coati—square in
downtown Murray.

Save cheese

The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
Sunday, April 16
Small pieces of Cheddar
7:30 p.m. at the First Christian
cheese (under one pound
Open house will be held at
and less than two inches
Cherch in Murray. Barry_ Regents Hall Dormitory,
thicki can be satisfactorily
Rolston will Italk about the City Murray State University, from
frozen_...andltept_up__to _six_
Recreation Departmenl.-All =two- tolour p-.m.--Refreshrnenta,
newcomers to the area are will be served in the lobbOt .. months. Texture will be
slightly- grainy so it -id best
welcome. Please be prompt. Dress is "Sunday Best" and the
used for oking„
TAlid-y-Ou re.1 If You-re telling ifPie-it-'public invited
Friday; April 14
is, and Itolieve you are, refuse to pay it.
The
Norlh
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
DEAR ABBY: In response to the waitress who wonders
the home of Mrs. Hallet Dunn,'
why people will sit at a table with dirty dishes when there
1005 Fairlane Drive, at 1:30
are clean tables:"•
I am one of the-offenders. Often a particular table is
A chili supper was held at the An Exciting 2 Week Tour
The Lynn Grove PTA will
better lieted, roomier or has a better view than the othsis
basketball Oaks Country Club on Saturday
Intramural
sponsor
Also it can be out of the traffic, or quieter. [Why clie
June 12-26, 1972
games at the school at 6:30 p.m. evening, April 8, with the theme
previous-diners sit there?I
---_ eents-.-- "being "April Showers:"Cunduuted trf
50
and
25
Admissionii
If a person is just grabbing a quick bite, he can sit
The door prize was won by
anywhere, but if one intends to enjoy a lingering meal, he
Dr. & Mrs.
The seventh, ane`eighth Mrs. Mickey Boggess. Various
should have his choice of tables. Dirty dishes or not.
Wayne A. Lamb
grades of Hazel School will card games were played and
RUTH W.
present four plays at the school prizes awarded.
For Information Contact
Hosts and hostesses for the
starting
at 7:30 p.m.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
evening were Mr. and Mrs.
WAYNE A. LAMB
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Mob, Los Angeles. Cal.
Saturday, April 15
Danny Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
110 Ogburn
The Murray-Calloway County Gene Hendon, and Mr. and Mrs.
envelope.
Country Club will have a closed Mike' Morgan.
Paris, Tenn. 38242
dance atthe club from nine p.m.
A steak night for couples is
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
seven
(901) 642-9215
being planned for May 6. Plans
to one a.m. The charge is
Know," mead $1 to Abby, Box SIM, Los Angeles, Cal. WOW.
dollars Per couple. Mr. and Mrs. will be announced later.

rm.

Chili Supper Held
At The Oaks Club

- VISIT
The Bible Lands
on

THIS
WEEK ONLY
Selected Group

SPRING
SHOES

RAIN COATS
PANT COATS
KNIT COATS
1/30ff
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Julius Erving
Bibby, Nater Are Signs
With NBA
ABA Draft Choices tThReraminftre,„,-a

Los
Seri
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Baseball Strike Closer. To- - ----Settlement;

Squires of theAmerican BasNEW YORKAAPI - The owners and that 'the _strike_ refusing to pay the players for ...
----ketbell Association says there aintinuir
. ig makidrama of base- could end today..
time they were on strike.16EW -YORK TAP).-- Henry -teams have announced- mew
on the
"a conceded
The issue no longer is the They argue that the players are
ball's stalled season shifted
Bibby, a starting guard .on choices or leaked them to the part of the National Basketball
scenes to Chicago today where pension question which touched osid
the for 182 days, not 162'15
UCLA's national championship press.
Association to destroy the
the 24 mijoi league owners off -baseball's first general games. By that reasoning, pay
•
basketball team, and Swan NaThe Floridians, who also ABA."
were to consider another pro- strike almost two weeks ago. for the 13 days the players
ter, backup center for the picked another 6-foot-11 center, . An Angry Earl Foreman
posal designed to end the play- That matter was settled by a have missed would be elimiBruins, have been selected in Charles Tharp of Belhaven, in made the statement Wednesday
-er, strike as it moved into.its compromise ;590,000 contribu- nated. The players argue that if
the American Basketball Asso- the sixth round, announced at as he confirmed reports that,:•
'13th day.
tion agreed to by the owners they are asked to play the full
ciation's draft.
the draft the earlier selection of his star rookie Julius Erving
"We have worked out a new during marathon negotiations 162-game schedule, they should
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - three men decided to purchase
Mike Stewart, a Santa Clara had signed with the NBA At'dffer and we are closer to a Tuesday.
Bibby
was
picked
by
the
be paid for that full schedule.
Three Minnesota men heard the Eagle from. Pan Gurney of Carolina Cougars in the eighth redshirt, on the second round; lanta Hawks.
settlement," reported Marvin
Now, the players are cams-- walaux.:saiiiiii
-lame
,about people taking atock_in Sante Ana—CaL_Lur MAL
Scott_ English, Texas-R- -Paso:........_Foreman_said
wank' _ask
'Miller, executivedirector of the tioning,on_vnai basis they you__
-round
split between the two leagues world heavyweight boxing including engine. Bobby Unser which of-Atednesdayla-deaft,
included rounds sis in the third round; an uniden- the Justice Department to look
'striking Players' Association, be paidpaid when they go back to
missed
the
games
on whether
champion Joe Frazier, and de- piloted the car Wit year.
following two separate meet- work.
through 20. Bibby previously titled underclassman in the into the signings of Erving and
so far should be made up at all.
"We picked Bobbt Unser's was selected by the New York fourth round,and Greg Starrick high-scoring Charlie Scott, who
ings Wednesday with John
"It's a simple proposition," National League owners are be- cided to try it with a 1971 Gurney Eagle race car.
car because of the many track Knicks in the National Basket- of Southern Illinois in the fifth jumped from Virginia to PhoeGaherin, negotiator for the said Gaherin. "We say, if we
lieved insisting on playing the
If
the
newly
records it set last year and be- ball Association draft.
named
Minround. The team previously had nix of the NBA last month. He
owners.
attempt to make up some or
schedule and fitting the nesota Invader, which will be sai
cau
;
s.e, it was available for
aimotinced it had picked also said he is seeking a meetMiller scotched early reports any of the games postponed so full
Na, ter, a,6-190t-1.1. redahirt.. Dwight Davis of Houston as its
postponed games into the sea- driven on the 1972 U.S. Auto
ing with Virginia's congressionthat the strike had been settled far and in so doing we create a
Invader
than
chose
was
No.
2
center
for
UCLA
beson. American League owners. Club circuit by Larry Dickson
Minnesota
No. 1 draft choice.
al delegation to look into the
but indicated the two sides situation where an admission
are willing to forget the post- of Marietta, Ohio, wins the In- Dickson to pilot the ear and hind.Ali-American Bill Walton.
Erving and Scott cases.
Were edging closer toward an will be charged for the games,
the
pick
up
and
dates
choponed
Among the other players
dianapolis 500 next month, inzed
atLeff
mec
erhtoof
nirSt_. Paul,_ i
na asPchi
iitein
.sfeassev
ct
ih
n bryou
tted.Ficcidians•
Both Foreman and Erving
:agreement.
we'll pay them. But if we bring
season in progress.
sen Wednesday were Nate Wil- confirmed reports that Erving,
there won't be enough room in
Gaherin,- on- his way to Chi- it in as a single admission douThe ABA excluded under- 'nuns; who played last season who quit the University of MasThe car, now at Santa Ana, is
That was certain to be one of the winder's cittle for all the
-"-Cagb for the meeting of owners, bleheader, we owe them nothclassmen
in its Wednesday with Cincinnati of the NBA as a sachusetts last year to turn
owners.
being
prepared
for
shipment
the main subjects .for dissaid the only matter still in ing additional."
•"This is the first time in the next week to Indianapolis for draft. The first five rounds hardship case, by Indiana; and professional had signed a concontention was the question of
The Owners are steadfast in cussion at tridayts-meeting.
a
history of the Indy 500 that the 500 time trials next month. were conducted in secret last Steve Turner, a 7-foot-4-center tract estimated at $2 million
:paying the players for any
there's
been a car owned by a
Because of Securities Ex- month although a number of from Vanderbilt, by Memphis. • with the Hawks.
games postponed by the strike
public corporation consisting of change Commission regu'but made up later in the seamany, many stockholders," lations, Rogers said Minnesota
son."Everything else ,is in
•
•
said James C. Rogers, seers= Invader,
allowed-to•
.Place," Gaherin said.
T
tary treasurer of Minnesota In- publicly tout its stock-for exThe players reportedly have
-- vader,.Ine.
innple, -say how-niany
softened their'ttd stand-that
Rogers, 40, owner of a St. are available and at what
,they be paid their full salaries
DETROIT (AP) - The via- the U.S. Players and siPped Paul insurance agency, joined price,
.
if they Play a full 162-game iting table tennis team from the predinner drinks.
Dale Maloney, 37, official of a
But Rogers added, "Minschedule. One report said that
The-Chinese mere
-.2soplesaispublic-at.Cana-is,
tv-B4E-rarrying *WI Min
being wined and dined in splen- uniformly in black Mao jackets pany, and Ronald C. Larson, oration' composed of great
a player proposal quite similar
dor Wore buckling down to its and slacks.
1V1Innesotti stOckmatipmentear orire nunibere
to the last offer made by the first
Security about the mansion suburban company in forming, holders. The sale of stock is iz
match.
The 14-member team, hosted was tight. Policemen ringed the the corporation eight months - the procesS of being completed.
Wednesday night by Detroit grounds, and police boats pa- ago.
Now that Minnesota Invader
Mayor Roman Gribbs, will dine troled the Detroit River behind
Maloney serves as president, has stock, a .machine and a
the
mansion.
.tonight in the English grandeur
Larson as vice president.
driver, can it be competitive?
After a practice session today
ofAvleadowbrook Hall at OakThis is a lesson on the problems that face the church in modern times. How the church is to
All the principal officers. "We feel we'll definitely qual- BOlgrenk-AP)-- The Boston - land University in Rochester.---siatirtonight's visit to Oakland have been avid tans of 'Auto ify," said Rogers. "There's no
do its work and the great difference in the responsibility of the individual Christian and the
The delegation arrived ear- University and the old English racing for a number of years, question about it according to
Celtics and the New York
church, the body of Christ.
Knicks, who fought tooth-and- her Wednesday at Metropolitan mansion, the group will spend more or less involved in sprint- our driver and chief mechanic.
nail while splitting six games Airport and was met by a team Friday sight-seeing and will car ricing as fans and also as, If we can keep the car going
play the U.S. team at Cobo participants," said Rogers.
during the regular season, open of US. table tennis players..
mechanically, we should hit the
The two-week Chinese tour 'of Arena Friday night.
their struggle Thursday night
"We're very active in our top five."
On Saturday, the delegation businesses and very active in
for the Eastern Conference the United States follows a 10will go to Ann Abor to tour the the financial _ community.
ionship of tile National day visit to Canada.
And
The weather was warm_andUlnYernhat of Michigan campus we found that Joe Frazier went
=ball Association.
Collies- moved into 44a--ounny as--the Chinese squad4--and-play-an-exhibition match. - public seven or elight
Year"%cr-Held
.semifinals by eliminating At- chartered plane, with U.S. and s)- Late: that day, the team will beTore his first profight.
We are tol&that drugs,iielhnd riches are the great problems if
time.Conic and see how
Lsntii 4-1. The Knicks ousted Chinese flags painted on its leave for Williamsburg, Va., en
they are not new but even young people in the Bible met each one of them victoriously. This
"We decided that nobody ba5... The Hardin Conservation
route
to
Washington;
New
nose, arrived at the terminal,
Baltimore Tuesday, 4-2.
Is not a series of statistics but the study of real people in the word of God. You can-not afford
ever gone Public w
-iffi-distn- -Field Trail Club -held their
'During the regular season where about 100 newsmen wait- York; Memphis, Tenn.; Hunts- pionship auto racing and auto membership trial at the Land
to miss down to earth study right from the Bible.
each team won two games on ed under tight police security. vile, Ala-, and
Angelesracinglethe 14%1 sporktn-the tenieetil-T.4dr.es field trial
its home court and one oil the 'The airportreception was lowcountry."
grounds April 1.
road. Five of„the six w!re bit-" key and inarFted-bY'twenty -Rogers said that, after a
First place in the shooting dog
minutes
of
speeches.
ter struggles(and only one conthorPuf)h
invIsUgation
qteqkr
_calagmk-atna. irk%-,ha
'test was mit a se
Lady_Pointer_female.ownet_by
.. The Knicks have the edge in- their- responses to, reporters
.experience, especially with questions.
}113*
siress
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Chuang Tse-tung, leader of
their starting five, but the CellBowling League
was won by Rex, Pointer male
lea seem to have received more the visiting delegation and con- Team
by F.B. CYouch, Lynn
mileage from their bench and sidered the most brilliant table Johnson's Grocer y
81
23
Grove.
71 33
-players hire Steve KuberSki, tennis player in the world, was Ezell Beauty SCh001
Second place in the Shooting
Murray Insurance AgenNEW YORK (AP ) - A top
'Artie Williams and Hank Fin- the only Chinese speaker at the cy
62/
1
2 411
/
2 official of the U. S. Lawn Ten- Dog category was won by
1
1
kel, who were all instrumental airport or at the mayor's man- . . . .
-`ntorraynturfter
30711--53175 nis Association-said Wednesday Dusty. SottPr-d08,-owned by
sion.
,in the victory over Atlanta.
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' juries. Starting guard Dick of friendship first, competition Kroger
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meeting of the International by Gordon R. Crouch of Lynn
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three-time
men's
High Team -Game f5C)
Barnett has an ailing back and
Johnson's Grocery
834 Lawn Tennis Federation in Co- Grove.
is listed as doubtful for Thurs- singles world champion said.
Ezell Beauty School
751 penhagen, Denmark.
Setond 'place in the latter
No demonstrations marred Johnson's Grocery
days game while Earl Monroe
739
category was won by , Doll,
High
Team
Game
(HC)
the
team's
first
day
in
the
• has an injured ankle, but is exFederation rules bar contract -Setter female, owned by R.B.
John.son's Grocery
1021
Evangelist
Doran Road at Holiday Dr.
country.
pected to see action.
N.H.C.A.
975 pros from playing at Wimble- Siress:Third place was won by
James P. Miller
After the delegation had rest- Ezell Beauty School
The best-of-seven series will
950 don and in U. S". champion- Dot, Pointer female, owned by
High Team Series (SC)
Move to New York on Sunday ed at a hotel, Mayor Gribbs Johnson's
ships,
and
from
competing
for
Bill HtVphreys of Mayfield.
Grocery
2286
( Ind return to Boston the follow- greeted the visitors at his man- Ezell Beauty School
2208, the Davis Cup.
2013
sion where they mingled with N.H.C.A,
ing Tuesday.
"Hopefully, we'll be able to
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High Team Series (NC)
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Johnson's Grocery
2847 have open tennis after the
Ezell Beauty School
2805 meetings," Walter E. Elcock,
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High Ind. Game (SC)
first vice president of the U. S.
190 'association said in a telephone
Glenda Hill
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Wanda Nance
186 intentew Wednesday with the
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New York Times.
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Chinese Table Tennis
Team Wined, Dined

SPECIAL SERMONS
You Will Want To Hear!
— Friday, April 14 at 7:30 p.m. "The Fullness of Christ"

Celtics And Knicks
Open Series Tonight

— Saturday, April 15, at 7:30 p.m.--
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Effective April 15,
the following Insurance Agencies
will be Closed all day Saturdays.

PURDOM & THURMAN

INSURANCE AGENCY

HOLTON VMELUGIN
-
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Roy Campanella Is Moved
From Intensive Care Unit
VALHALLA, N.Y. 't AP) Former Brooklyn _Dodger star
Roy tampanelli has been
moved from the intensive care
unit tO the-post surgery mediard of Grassland Hospital
Tali conamon, officials
-Said Wednesday.
Campanella was admitted unconscious to the hospital on
March 30 sintering from a pinmonary embolism. Until
Wednesday his condition had
brew
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Racers Edge Out Vanderbilt 4
8-6 In Baseball Wednesday-

Los Angeles Squares Playoff
Series With Milwaukee Bucks

NBA

1AP) Virginia
ican Baslays there
on the
Basketball
;troy the

By JACK STEVENSON
AssoCiated-Press Sports Write'
. LOS ANGELES (AP) "That was probably the mo'st
significant victory of the year
for us," declared Los Angeles
Laker Coach Bill Sharman following his *club's 135-134
triumph-which squared the
'playoff series with Milwaukee
at one apiece.

McGlocklin came on to lead a
waiee ralU_Avilb 1Zpoints. hfiltil
The clock showed 1:17 left
when his sixth field goal of the
period put the Bucks ahead 130129.
But then McGlocklln fouled
McMillian, who .sank two.free
throws, and a 20-foot West
jumper gave the Lakers a
three-point lead.

a matter of record, the Lakers
-have -played-in Milwaukee.:10
times since Jabbar joined the
Bucks, winning only once.

Johnson Traded To Phoenix Suns

BALTIMORE (AP) - Gus
The NBA playoffs continue Johnson, the"flambOyant-"Nontonight with the start of the eycomb," Will take his flashy
Eastern Conference finals be- wardrobe and-hopefully--his
the.-New York Knicks spectacular dunk shot to Phoenix !er the next National Basand the Boston Celtics.
Two games will be played in ketball Association season.
Traded by Baltimore Wednesthe American"Basketball AssoBut as the clubs headed for' Jabber .ciit_ik-ta. ape _before ciation. The New York Nets day, the last of the original
play-the-Virginta-SquIres'in the Bullets will be trYhig to bounce
Wiu1e .and -Frida-Yrs game Hairston's decisive basket.
start of their East Division fi- back from two knee operations
No. 3 in the best-of-seven Na17
with
Haiston
finished
nal and the Denver Rockets when he reports to the Suns.
tional Basketball Association
"If he has a little of the old
Western playoff finals, con- points. Gail Goodrich had 25 for and Indiana Pacers square off
Phoetroversy still raged over. the the Lakers and West 28. Fol- in the final and deciding game Bullet left in him," said
Jerry
Manager
General
nix
Division
West
Bucks
the
best-of-7
for
lowing
their
of
Jabbar
• play that brought the final two
Colangelo, "he'll help us. I'm
semifinal.
Los Angeles points Wednesday was Lucius Allen with 23.
The Knicks and Celtics ap- placing a great deal of merit in
night.
Wilt Chamberlain grabbed 17
to be evenly matched. the man's pride.
pear
Happy Hairston scored the rebounds for the winners while They split six regular season
A second team All-NBA
Jabber
and
field- goal with six seconds left Curtis Perry had 12
choice four times arkra (tombitter
them
of
most
games,
seven for the Bucks.
after a pass from Jerry West.
pettor in live'Alt-Star games,
struggles.
Following Friday night's
Earl Monroe, although suffer- Johnson was used sparingly in
"Hairston traveled along the
game, the clubs meet again in ing from an injured ankle, 39 games during the past seabaseline," argued Buck .Coach
Sunday.afternoon as
probably will be in the Knicks' son while recovering from two
Larry Costello. He ran at Milwaukee
starting lineup in place of in- cartilege operations.
least 212 steps and never put
With a meager scoring averjured Dick Barnett, who is out
the ball down."
age of 6.4 points, compared
ailment.
back
a
with
Costello also asserted that ofThe Nets have been the most with a lifetime mark of 17.4,
ficial Manny Sokol was out of
team of all those in Gus had few opportunities to
surprising
control
when
lost
West
position
New York fini,shed smile and exhibit the gold star
playoffs.
the
of the bail, which hit the offibehind record-setting Ken- imbedded in a front With.
third
cial before West retrieved it.
His running and leaping abilitucky, but brushed off the ColoIn any event, Hairston's layseverely limited, Johnson
ty
the
in
two
to
games
four
nels
(AP)
BUFFALO, N.Y.
up put the Lakers ahvap 135-turn DU crowds
oubdio--lonaer
Ea
A5
tuii.
•-•,.- 1--asainica,Gar4,-who aru2kAdL,t Virginia took the regular sea- Sy snaring a rebauncl ieith
;•:1 If • lir. 11114,7t
before, finally has connected.
Abdul-Jabbar added the final
The 40-year-old Mrs. Gera son series from New York,sev- hand and using a windmill
two of his game production of
it into the basket.
struck a blow for the middle- en games to four, but the Nets sweep to jam
40 points.for Milwaukee.
But he remained flashy off
aged female set-not to men- won the last three games. The
He was outscored, however, tion women's liberation-when key to the Nets' sudden rise the court with mod attire,
by the 'Akers' Jim McMillian, she received a favorable court has been rookie guard -John about 100 pairs of shoes, and a
who hit a career high of 42, in- ruling Wednesday in her bid to Roche, who took over for'Bill car equipped with television,
Melchionni when the All-Star stereo tracks and a bar.
cluding 17 in the third_ quarter become a baseball umpire.
"I feel like a free man,"
was injured before the end of
when the Lakers built a 10With the court behind her, it the regular season.
Johnson said when the trade
point lead.
appeared that she would at last
The Squires, led by rookie was announced. "There was a
Sharman commented,"When get approval from the National
Erving, have sur- lot of pressure on me because
Julius
you lose the way we did on Association of Professional
jelled since the defec- .of my knee injuries, pressure
prisingly
Sunday, it can really affect Baseball Leagues to
. umpire in tion teal* NBA of star Charlie on the club and on Gene I Coach
game
this
but
your confidence',
the Class A New York-Pennsyl- Scott.
Gene Shue)."
should help us get it back."
vania League.
The 33-year-old Amon has
Denver's upstarts tied the
That's why he called it the
Mrs. Gera signed a contract series with favored Indiana 3-3 another season to go on a twomost significant *tory of a in • 196a with-leagus-presidene. after beating-the Pacers.106-99. _year cor4ract worth 1110..900 annually. which paid bin) about
season during which the Lakers. -Vinee-f•leNarnara, only to have Sunday:
•
won a record 33 in a row and 69 it rejected by Hank Peters,
for each minute played
$180
Ralph Simpson leads the unoverall for andher NBA mark.
president of the NAPBL, which derdog Rockets, while Indiana this season.
All told, the lead changed controls minor league baseball. is paced by rookie 'George „.,4 broken wrist, a broken
hands 14 times during the FoMcGinnis, Roger Brown and ankle and recurring knee problems have limited Johnson's at,
rum struggle Wednesday before- _ She said _the decision dis- Mel Daniels.
a capacity crowd of 17,505. The criminated against her becausescore was knotted on nine occa- of her sex. -Mrs. Gera carried

Foreman
Vednesday
Patta that
us Erving
- NBA At-

would _ask
!nt to look
:rving and
Scott, who
a to Phoemonth. He
ig a meetngressionI into the
es.
id Erving
at Erving,
ty of Masr to turn
wd a con112 million

Lady Umpire
Called Safe

.f
•

is to
ad the

* how
,. This
afford

MUM*.

mission on Human Rights and
filed a court suit against baseball, naming Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn and _McNamara
among the defendants.
Her long fight finally culminated as she left court clutching her contract Wednesday.
-. McNamara-- described -the
agreement as a "normal oneyear paCT,'-bill declined to reveal details. It was signed a
week ago.
If finally approved to wear a
baseball chest protector, Mrs.
Gera will have succeeded in a
lifelong dream.
"I'll keep trying until I'm
80," she once said.
Mrs. Gera became interested
in baseball umpiring when she
3fficiated Little League and
THE • WINNER-Minnesota
semi-pro games on Long
North Stars' forward Jude
Island. In 1966, she attended an
Drouin has a big missing-tooth
umpiring school in Florida and
smile in the dressing room after
finished with high honors.
in
Louis
St.
over
victory
4-3
a
"My only trouble was finding
the National Hockey League
chest protector," she said.
a
Stanley Cup playoff quar"They don't make them for
Cities.
Twin
in
series
terfinals
women."
Drouin got the winning goal
Her gregarious nature also
which gave Minnesota a 3-2
posed another small problem.
series.
seven
of
best
edge in the
"People said I talked too
AP Wirephoto)
much to the players," she said.

At the end of the third quart
ler, the Lakers led 106-96. But
when Bob Dandrige of the
out, Jon
Bucks fouled

Bier

.1.90.4.4.
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PENSIONLESS HALL OF FAME-Max Carey, 82, shows off
some mementos of his 20-year career in major league baseball at
his home on Miami Beach, Fla. The former Pittsburgh Pirate
outfielder earned a place In the baseball Hall of Fame, but he
receives no pension from baseball.
AP Wirephoto

tivities throughout his career.
Matson is Baltimore's alltime leading rebounder with 7,133 or 12.7 a game, and second
in scoring with 9,781 for a 17.4
.
average.
In exchange for Johnson, the
Bullets received a second round
choice in, Monday's. draft,
choosing- Tom -Patterson of.
Ouachita Baptist, and' "other
not yet re-

considerations"
vealed.

Rick Weisman put -Murray on had three hits to lead the
BY MIKE BRANDON
Murray
attack..
Pryor,
-in - the-Nth--thelseerebeart
, "Prikesgiov48wrilec
- Ueda
Woman and Engler also hit
Three-rnen contribtded three fling.-.
safely.hits apiece yesterday afternoon
Murray exploded for four big
Murray hosts Austin Peay to
,tha-MiagraY - Sla18-baseba1l-irurtr1stthe-sixth frame, taking a doubleheader today and trvii
team .edged out Vanderbilt 8-6. advantage of two walks, two
tomorrow the Racers journey-to
The Commodores came into fielders choices and an error.
town sporting a 19-5 record and B0810 and hurler Greg Engler Southeast Missouri for a single
contest. Murray
return
were ranked- the 11th best
produced the runs with- two home Saturday for a 3 p.m.
college team in the,nation.
singles.
clash with the University qf
The contest was dominated by
Vanderbilt scored three times LouLsvile.
four
first
the
for
pitchers
the
in the.seventh inning and going Vanderbilt 000 000 303 6-10-1
ngnithertejud-Mte- die-bottom of the-frame the Murray
000 014 210 8-12-5
get a man past third base. But a
Racers held a 5-3 lead. But a
Mike
double by first sacker
double by Steve Barrett
Bono which followed a single by
followed by a homer by Rod
Pryor increased the margin to
four.
A solo blast by Bono in the
LOS ANGELES(AP)- Julie
eighth inning provided the final Lynn Holmes, the U.S. Olympic
Murray run and then Van- figure skater who was favored
derbilt scored threein the ninth for Ai medal in the Winter
to eut the final margin to two. Olympics until a near-fall
Engler wentthe distance for placed her fourth, has signed tit
Murray and gave up 10 hits contract with the Ice Capades, .
and in the next round Jerry
while fanning four and walking
Dunn, another forwent}, was
Miss Holmes, 21, of North
only two. The win raises the Hollywood, Calif., will make
chosen.
The Colonels also picked Matt junior right hander's season her debut as a feature skater
Gantt, St. Bonaventure; Bill slate to 2-1.,
tonight with the ice show in
Bono, Rudnick-and Barrett all Denver.
Kennedy, Arizona State; TerryBenton, Wichita.State; Ernest
Pettis, Western Michigan;
Cleveland Hill, Nicholls, La.,
State; Andrew Pettis, Oklahoma; David Hall, Kansas
,,State; Jerry Clack, Oklahoma
State;_.- ati
.rz
Ar

Julie Lynn
Signs Ice Contract

Kentucky Colonels Get
Two State Cage Players
LOUISVILLE, K.Y. LAP) The Kentucky Colonels gained
two players from the Bluegrass
State Wednesday as the American Basketball Association resumed its college draft.
In the _14th pound Tom Parer, a forward from the University of Kentucky, was tapped,

BOWLING
STA N
GI
THURSDAY COUPLES
FINAL STANDING
Bowling League
L..
Team
84, 2 351. 2
Red Birds
78
42
Nigh Owls
72, 2 47, 7
Ten Pens
69' 2 5012
Fighting Foyr
52
68
C's
B'sand
63' 2 56' 2
Demons
58
62
UP's and DOWN's
58
62
Alley Cats
60'; 592
Strikers
58 '62
Reapers
57'2 62,2
Ro-ad Runners-54
66
Wild Ones
67
53
Rockets
72
48
Bunnys
75
45
Strikes
95
25
The Beginners
Hiijh -reTtrruarne iSCT
743
Red Birds
693
Reapers
662
Night Owls .
High_ Team Game (HC)
838
Reapers
835
Red Birds
Ten Pens
784
High Team Series (SC)
1945
Red Birds
1920
Reapers

Billie King Threatens
-4-MitPlaying Tunis-

--To conduct the draft, the 11
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
teams participated in a confer- (AP)
Billie Jean King gave
ence call with the league office Britain's Wimbledon tournain New York.
ment a backhand slap Wednesto quit
In other draft action players day and threatened
tennis
famed
the
in
playing
included:
tournament if prize money isn't
6th Roupd-Denver,Sam Die- increased.
bert, Kentucky State.
"Thelop prize for women at
8th Round-Floridians, Ron yimbledon is $3,600," said the
28-year-old pro, "yet they gross
Thomas, Louisville.
$1.3 million during the two11th Round-Indiana, Bill
week event."
Burton, Eastern Kentucky;-VirMrs. King is in St. Petersginia, Kern Hollenbeck, Ken- burg for another stop on the
tucky.
Virginia,Slims tour,from which
12th Rukind--Mempliib, Henry ,she eshied over 1-1130,008 last
Bacon, Louisville; Dallas, Stan year.
Key, Kentucky.
Billie Jean, a three-time
winner, was upset,
Wimbledon
Lee
-Indiana,
13th 200
last year by Australia's Evonne
Simms, Morehead State.
Goolagong. As a result, Miss
15th liound7-13aliK'Ron
GoifilAg6hg ifirovfrated as the
Murray State.
17th Hound-Dallas, Al Vii- world's No. 1 woman tennis
iyer.
"1 go ërazy when Fin in20th Round-Utah, George
" troduced as the No. 2 player in
Bryant, Eastern Kentucky.

High_ Team erte's (NC,
2355
Reapers
2271
Red Birds
2254
Up's and Down's
High Ind. Game (SC)
145
Marvin Burket
132
„John Hill
• '9
Bobby Campbell
2133
Dixon
Betty
)92
Mary Smith
151
Burlene Brewer
(NC
Game
Ind
High
-Aftarirrrr
Hill
sureJohn
74w
13aBbsi-camptiT,n 236
Betty Dixon
•
-Mary Smith
220
Burlene Brewer
High Ind Series (SC)
585
Fred P. Stalls
572
Jim Neale
568
Marvin Burkef
519
Mary Smith .
488
Dixon
Betty
464
Patsy Neale
High Ind. Series (HC)
645
Fred P. Stalls
628
Marvin Burke)
620
Larry Lyles
606
Mary Smith
593
Betty Dixon
592
Glynda Black
High Averages
•,
..MEN
190
Jim Neale
181
Dan Jones
18°
Don Abel
179
T.C. Hargrove
178
Norman Chancey .
177
Lyman Dixon
WOMEN
159
Mary Soi,th
158
Patsy Neale
151
Judy Parker
150
Betty Dixon
148
Verona Grogan
A47
Jean Chancey

..

the world," said Mrs. King. "I
had my best year in 1971. How
can they name a champion
from only one tournament?"
Billie Jean, although singling
out Wimbledon by name,lashed
out at tennis in general.
"People have to realize'that
business and sports are one and
the same," she said. "The ones
getting hanged are the players.
Tennis purses must go up."
Billie Jean hasn't been as
successful this year. She hasn't
won in the last four tournaments.
getting pity:-fricbu
ched up,." she said. "I like
being on top, enjoy the challenge, but when you're up
there, the other 30 or so players
are trying to shoot you down
- -every week."
Mrs. King said she planned to
"it might be my last unless
their format is changed."
\r,./
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Be Sure
to check with The Bank of Murray before
financing your carl

't
't

36 Mo.
24 Mo.'
Amt of Loan' 12 Mo.
"C
Pmt
Pmt
mt.
Pmt
Int
Int.

1,000.

45.62

9418

87.29

47.48

31.73 't

142.28

\.

2,000.

63.47

94.96

174.58

190.00

91.25 i 284.92

118.69

218.22

237.44

114.06

356.24

79.34 1

_

'c

2,500.

i

3,000.

142.44

261.87

234.88

136.87

427.20

95.20

3,500.

166.24

305.52

332.32

159.68

498.52

111.07

1

1
I
1
tl

I

.1

free Credit

8.65 percent

8.87 percent

8.36 Percent

i

1

Life Ins' 4.75 add on
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the New Lowest
Interest Rate in town
Check With The
. AUTO DEPT_
Main Office
4th at Main
^

wimr..-z„.2_31.4.29votomporic"

tsa---x,veitrt.„

makeithe Difference
BANK of MURRAY

Before Financing Your New Auto
AUTO DEPT.
University Branch
N. 12th Street-
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Ten-Week Lake Level Study Is Completed

TrUdeau frowns _
on death penalty

STRIPES,
_FA5TE

reputation as a
OTTAWA -• Despite an pride in their
but that
people,
law-abiding
murders
of
alarnung incidence
•
Main
gone.
be
soon
may
image
of police, the federal governthe
of
obedience
their
in
factors
ment shows no Went to restore
been respect for pocapital punishment in Canada. law have
firm attitude toward
a
and
lice
on
There is still legislation
the courts. But the
by
crime
the books which authorizes
today
attitudes
lak
hanging for the killing of police, permissive
lessened regard for the
sheriffs and prison • officials, have
traditional system.
: but this has not been enforced law and the
has not been
---by-Prtme Minister Pk-re Tru- . This problem
helped by the attitude of the
deau and his cabinet.
government which'
On every occasion where a Trudeau
refuses to enforce
consistently
police officer has been murpunishment for police
dered and a hanging penalty capital
hanging is
ordered by the courts, the gov- killers even though
existing legisernment has made a commuta- called for in the
- lation.
tion to a prison term.
King Features Syndicate, Inc.
Commissioner Higgitt told
There has been considerable
that one
agitation in Canada in the last the Senate committee
aspects
MODERN PIRATES THREATEN TO BOMB A TANKER:-As
12 months toward restoring the of the most distressing
the long as men have sailed the seven seas, pirates have preyed upon
was
scene
Canadian
the
of
death penalty _ to discourage
in heroin addic- them. Times and methods have changed, but the evil of piracy
shooting down of police. There sharp increa
heroin addict remains today! Modern day pirates threaten to bomb an oil
have been quite a number of tion. He said the
from tanker, with its fabulously rich cargo, unless ransom is paid.
expanded
had
population
enforcelaw
of
brutal tailings
1966
until
5,000
to
4,000
static
a
From their helicopter,"The Tanker-Jackers- drop a near-miss
ment officers which have
to an estimated 18,000 today. fire bomb-and order the captain to radio his home office what he
shocked Canadians.
The commissioner said there has seen. Watching the action on shore, The Phantom-ancient
The government is to bring
a connection between the. Nemesis of all pirates-vows to end this new plot to terrorize the
was_
Parliament
to
new legislation
soft drugs.
to clarify its position on capital so-called hard and
sea lanes. Will he succeed?
Most heroin addicts, he added,
punishment but the whole attiFind out in the thrilling new story in THE PHANTOM starting
such
drugs
softer
with
tude of the Trudeau adminis- started
April 17, in the LEDGER & TIMES.
Monday,
alcohbl.
tration has been toward easing as marijuana, or even
—the criminal code rather than
._. stiffening penalties.
rrime_AtaPsties..„11
vnth Trudeau - Commissioner
Higgitt of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police says the
[Canadian rate of crime has alnioafrcloubled within the last ten
years.
He says that of particular seriousness is the higher inci&Tee:.Or_ alines ._Jaf. ..xictence
which mated percentage-wise
the increase of crime in the
United States.
Evidence given to a committee of the Canadian Senate
showed that offenses against
the criminal code last year totaled 1.11 million compared
ith..514,JXKI in .1962.
This included 430 murders
compared with 217 a decade
ago, 260 attempted raurders
compared with,83 and 77,000 assaults compared with 27,000.
'Canadians have long taken
advertisement

GET FAT OFF
THIS WEEK
so.. con eat at and lau that
y oo co, ,oh$4V yew oppetsi• ood
•scest pounds VIA the I I I
oil
peel
Iteductno Plan yOu con toe. all pounds
and ....chin horn ih,oh. neck, loo..o.s1
- oil as., - and sic:dolls. ossq111 as
he X Ii Redoong Plan
yo feiIo
40v „•01 sattstrna ro•Olt, no
•
longer vroll to,, be It. pr.sonst. oe
it.
-Itioxtx_ILE01^9. hub" b•50."
X II Non to,,, Iltoi
1•13/
/1.1.
••
TO,.
You i0111 .•04011
a•Ot your package rocloy On Guarante•
of
lOSS or rooney bac. - no
No

qu•shons asiod

Payless Discount
S 4th Street & Maple
Murray, Ky.

publici
Philippines tourism

By ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service
MANILA - According to the
International Union of Official
Travel Organizations, the number of tourists visiting the 7,100
islands of the Philippines in
1971 decreased by 6.3 per cent
over the year before.
That simple statistic speaks
volumes about the tourisra
Irou.bles_in the PlullPPlne.s.
While the foreign exchangeearning tourism industry has
been growing rapidiy and
steadily elsewhere in AÜV
tourists have been shunning the
Philippines as if it were afflicted by that proverbial
Plague,
And in a way the Philisipines
is suffering from a -kind- of
plague: an extremely bad, and
in many cases exaggerated,
public image as a land of
crime, violence and disorder.
A recent survey of New York
City travel agents provides a
vivid example of the kind of
bad public relations the Philippines has. Those agents charactatiiraclippines as a
Land of "high crime rates,"
"unruly elements," "r.iots and
shootings," "anti-Americanism" and "lacking color and
romance and suffering from a
shortage of hotels and internal
-transport!'
Even advocates of the Philip-

Buy A New Mobile Home
From

GREEN ACRES
in April
and get central air conditioning.
FOR ONLY

29.95

INSTALLED.

HURRY TO GREEN ACRES.

PARIS, TENN.

, GREEN
ACRES
MORILIE
HOMES
Hwy. 79E
Paris

FREE
DELIVERY
FREE
SET-UP
BANK
FINANCING
V.A.
FINANCING
WRITTEN
WARRANTY
SERVICE AFTE
THE SALE
QUALITY
HOMES
LARGE
VARIETY
Open 6 Days
Closed -Sunday's
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A tetV-iveek Study of proposals preparation for the
for 1(é -fig -'Kentucky and season.
"We have now received
Barkley Lakes at higher levels
in September and October in- comments from the various
dicates that the resulting organizations whose programs
waterfowl, would be affected," said Reed
in
problems
mosquito control, and other A. Elliot, TVA Director of
programs would outweigh the Water Control Planning. "We
benefits of the change in find that proposals for a delayed
-drawdown _Would -haVe major
_operations, TVA said today.
In January, representatives. adverse effects on state and
Western Federal wildlife programs as
Kentucky's
of
Waterland, Inc., a tourist well as on TVA and Corps
promotion organization operations."
- The principal adverse effects
counties
in
operating
surrounding the two lakes, of delaying the drawdown would
asked TVA and Corps oi be in programs concerned with
Engineers to study thg mosquito control, waterfowl
feasibility of higher water food planting, feeding areas for
levels in September-October. migratory shore birds, native
Kentucky lake on the TVA plant production, bunting, and
system and Lake Barkley on the maintaining water flows for
forps's Cumberland River navigation in the lower
system are connected by an Mississippi River, he said.
open canal, so the two agencies Elliot listed adverse effects
cited in agency comments on
operate these.lakes jointly.
The proposal receiving most the proposed change:
consideration called for holding
•-The delay would interfere
the level of tife two lakes near with fall mowing of vegetation
elevation 356 feet above sea in shallow areas exposed by the
level) from September 1 to annual water level drawdown,a
November 1 to increase the ne '. escary step in mosquito
Probabillti-OT niore-TavorebTe 'control.
lake conditions for the tourist _ ---- -It would' interfere with
present seeding of waterfowl food crops
industry. Under
operating procedures the level on 600 to 800 acres of exposed
4
is usually dropped from
elevation 356 on September 1 to
354 by , December' 1 ,ip

ground, reducing the chances
these plantings would survive.
-Migratory shore birds
would find a reduced acreage in
the drawdown zone where they
forage for invertebrate and
plant life.
-The present drawdown
promotes rapid growth in the
drawdosviuone of anall sedges
and other native grasses that
provide green browse for
wildlife, including more than
50,000 Canada geese wintering
on the two lakes each year.
-Higher September-October
water levels would interfere
with hunters building blinds and
sowing grass in surrounding
areas, activities that are
usually conducted during this
period.
-late summer and early fall
is the usual low-flow period on
the lower Mississippi River.
Adequate water depths for river
traffic then depend partly on

water released from reservoirs
upstream on tributary rivers. Delaying the drawdown of
Kentucky and Barkley would
reduce streamflows during this
critical period.
Elliot did not rule out the
possibility of future changes in
operating levels for the two
lakes, pointing out that "TVA
and the Corps of Engineers
continally search for possible
modifications to our operating
schedules which would improve
uses of the reservoirs withont
on
effects
significant
established needs of essential
existing programs."

KANSAS CITY (API - It
pines must confess that there is night visit along "the strip" an inordinate level of crime as Manila's oceanfront Roses wasn't a ballroom or a concert
Boulevard is known - will hall, but there was the electric
and violence in the country.
Signs outside _ plush night- bring the visitor to a dozen posh excitement-of the big band.
-This is where the action is,
clubs that request visitors to nightclubs and gambling ca"deposit your firearms at the sinos...ha some of those clubs, this is where it's happening,"
the shows are about as racy as veteran jazz leader Stan Kentdoor" and stories in the Manila
on told a group of high school
press detailing what to do if any voyeur could hope for.
Attractions outside Manila, music teachers.
threatened with a bomb hardly
which can be reached by road
help the situation.
•'Music is communication.
Official reassurance that not or by fairly efficient domestic The instrument is an extension
air services operated by_four of the individual," he said.
a single tourist has been shot in
airlines, include the 3,000-yearrecent memory provides only
And_ for nearly, four hours,
ohl Ittigao-bal/r rice terraces in - Kenton_ one of the most articusligl'IFelièIIrom concern.
the mountains of Northern Lu- late spokesmen for big band
Another problem is that despite the government's official- zon; the cool, mile-high, pine jazz for more than 30 years,
tree-studded summer capital of
declared "open skies" poljoined with his 18 musicians to
Baguio ) where the United
..icythe number of airlines
the generation gap.
States maintains what one bridge
serving the country is reThe scene was Ruskin High
"the
as
describes
wag
Asian
stricted both in terms of numonly air base in the world dis- 1010°1, a suburban school dis- STACKED UP—
ters and number of flights.
guised as a golf course"), and trict on the southern edge of The SIX•StOry Centaur Standard
Only 17 airlines now have
oity. A Lai-natal -covered Shroud s encased -in ,test
3itc-3 ad Bolfral
"ATIrtr
rights at Manila. Many of those
the floor of the combination stand at Sonny-oaths. Collf., for
where
Corregidor,
arid
dual.cannot pick up passengers at
.
final al/gnment before shtpment
intermediate stops such as sands of Americans fought-and., gymnasiuni-auditorium
The jazz-workshop clinic to NASA and trrp to Mars
died in World War II.
Hong Kong and Bangkok. Only
A two-hour Air Manila_ flight opened with the Kenton band
a few airlines, including Hong
to the southernmost island of grabbing the attention and enKong-based Cathay Pacific
Mindanao takes the visifOr to thusiasm of some 200 teen-age
Airways, provide daily links
Zamboanga, which features musicians with a 30-minute probetween Manila and the British
colony, which is a stepping- .batik smuggled from Indo- gram.
stone for the tourist flow to the .nesian Borneo and gems smug- • Then,- for an hour the teengled in from Ceylon, a Spanish as were counseled and en__PhilIPPlues,
uence-tthelocafdialectis-'70—ceikaged on tlkir-parteiitir
- The destruction of Manila Incent Spanish), the Santa strument.
per
a
ternational Airport by fire
Cruz Island with its pink, clean
couple months ago has had a
In a windup session of the
and delightful beach that has afternoon, members of the
surprising effect.
Filipino
than
Although passengers must _seen more foreign
Kenton band explained and
visitors, and a famous treepass through a fire-blackened
demonstrated the art of improis
that
park
city
the
in
house
wing of the airport building on
used by visitors. and honey-- visation.
arrival, and check out on de203 North Brewer
Throughout the clinic the emmooners for overnight stays.
parture at a golf driving range
was
"study,
practice,
phasis
In short, the Philippines has
or a Chinese restaurant near
much to offer the visitor from listen, imitate, know your inthe airport, everything moves
strument, and when finally you
abroad.
with greater efficiency than beThe problem is to overcome do, you'll find-your style, your
fore the airport burned.
the bad image the Country now approach to improvisation, to
Tourism officials are hoping
Jazz.":
has.
that a much-Unproved airport
will be constructed to replace
the destroyed facility.
Meanwhile,only some 140,000
tourists visit the lush, tropical
island nation each year, compared with nearly one million
who visit Hong Kong and
500,000 who travel to tiny Taiwan.
It is all extremely unfortuv Tunics
nate. For the Philippines truly
should be one of the great tour- istdestinations in Asia. And the
v Hot Pants
I receive letters and phone-rails from many saying all sorts of
country certainly could use the things,and asking me to do everything. Needless to say, it's a very
foreign exchange earnings.
v Shorts
encouraging boost to my nonexistent ego (smile I. It seems some
Among the many attractions
parts of America have chosen me to be their black man anywhere,
of the Philippines is the warm
v Skirts
anytime, and to give them all the answers to the -black problem."
friendliness of the Filipino peoI got a very interesting request from the City of Pasadena in Caliv Coulottes
ple, a friendliness that seems fornia that I want to share withyou. The Pasadena Union newspainconsistent with the image of per has asked, as a ,business in the community representing the
Slacks
violence and crime.
people, "What can we do to help create the type of environment of
The many islands of the Phil- accomplishments instead of frustration, a community where peov Cover-Ups
ippines offer a multitude of at- ple can drive down the streets in the black community and see
tractions, froriA hundreds of things that should be done and get a group of city fathers togetherratkets
white and pink [ created by a
and do it"
mixture of white and red,coral )
I feel that Pasadena has come a long, long way as it relates to the
beaches to fantastic terraced
races. They've taken a very; touchy and delicate situation of busing
rice fields to mile-high moun- and learned to live with it. The most important thing to me is that
tain resorts with some of the they are willing to make-an all-out effort to help their fellowman,
finest golf courses in Asia.
regardless of his color.
Manila, despite its many and
I'm so impressed by this city that I want the whole world to know
starkly evident contrasts be- and watch Pasadena do some things that haven't been done as it retween the rich ,and the poor, is lates to race.
one of the most--"in" and swingThe City of Pasadena is going to employ the so-called unemploying cities in all of Asia.
able, if they have a deSire to work The City of Pasadena is going to
There are more than 2,500 improve their race relations. The City of Pasadena is going to rid
first-class hotel rooms avail- the black community of its dope pushers, bums, and undesirables;
able in Manila. Anolifer 1,000 -it's going to itiak it safe.* all citizens to walk the streets day or
rooms are scheduled for com- night, regardless of neighborhood.
Business and industry ire going to try anything they can outside
pletion by the end of this year
of disastrous "giveaway" programs.
One of the finest is the Manila
I need not tell you that I'm very busy. I don't need another job.
Hilton, which offers an imprescombinalion OT-cdmfOrt, 147!Wily tiasladtt tang-ctrtrairtrtritriwtcwIttheiriendft beingmore involved with his community and his countrylhan his family.
excellent food and quick, courBut, this is an opportunity that tSOme small way I might mediteous service.
ate between the black.and the white, the rich and the poor, the
Literally dozens of fine resyoung and the old. Urn not being paid a salary by Pasadena. It's
taurants are available in Manila, olfering Filipitto.'Amer- just one more opportunity that my country has allowed me to help
•
ican, French, Spanieh, Italian, repay my debt as a concerned individual.
All over the country I'm asked day in and day out, "What can we
Chinese and practically any
Aar Jer.otti.110Catilic-statclitbalItat.21..gitatideniV.-7.7-..
,!;--your city's commitment is sincere, you do it;too.
Vor the more adventurous, a

9
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Sandy presents
HOLLY WOOD I U PI I Sandy Duncan. star of
television's "Funny Face,"
joins Walter Matthau. Gene
Hackman and Sally Kellerman as presenters at the 44th.
annual Academy Auards
presentations.
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Stan Kenton Speaks
To Music Teachers
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We Cannot Guarantee Happiness But for less thin 17.N
a day, we can:
1. Prepare and serve you three meals a day.

II

2. Keep your room and bed ithiens clean.
3. Give you maid and aide service.
4. Provide a nurser for eight hours of your day.
5. Order your medicines and bring them to you as
prescribed.
6. Call your doctor when necessary.
7. Check on you every hour during the night.
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III
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g.' Provide recreational activities.
9. Provide a weekly religious service all denominational )
10. Provide color TV., air conditioned lounge, landscaped
grounds and a cool front porch tor summer enjoyment.
11. You may have your own car & use our premises as you
would your own home.

/

TIsese are the advantages, we invite you to ask our
residents about the disadvantages.
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MISS
CLAIROL®

Mini Mist
121 0 Instant Dry Shampoo
:
(

>4'"IiMISS
'CLAIROL® \

7-oz Price for 9-oz. Size/

in folk /$21':

Now

Shampoo Formula

CAIN,TOOMMA

RINSE AWAY
SHAMPOO

Creme Formula
HAIR COLOR BAI 1 f'

Only

The Natural-Looking
Haircoloring
preferred
by -hairdressers-- - -everywhere!

HAM

Rinses away
your dandruff!

COLOA
BATH
.1! NANUItAL,

40 Tablets
Now at Say-Rite's

CE

The Natural-Looking
Haircoloring
You Shampoo In!

SAVE AT
SAV-RITE!

7 oz. Price_

Regular '1.75

P O.
.

Regular '1.19
Value

Regular.
1.00 Value
Gives immediate relief for arthritic
.(2Ca aches and pains. ?)\-P'

-Q4ex-excxext-i-

JOHNSON and JOHNSON

COTTON
LLS

Regular 51.15 Value
Say-Rite Saves
You Money
Every Day!

)ed

You

\I SII I 110 n

Now—
Only

Cotton Balls

Regular 49' Value

Regular '1.50

POLIDENT
TABLETS

Have You
CLAIROL
Shopped Our Jewelry True Brunette
The True Color Hair -Color
Sliov
31111
_
Recently?
$ 1 68

Now at
Say-Rite's
Low Price
X
15 Polident Tablets plus
011101111111
a 5c. Coupon in Package0
Good on Next Purchase

Your Choice
MOISTURE
MAKE-UP

COMPACT
MAKE-UP

Subdues Lines
and Pores

Natural Looking
All-In-One Make-Up

Say-Rite's
Low Price

R

9-oz.

CLAIROL

Regular
2.50
Regular '1.19
40 Po/,dent Tablets plus
a Free Denture Bath

All Shades and Colors

Regular '1.75
Value

POLIDENT
TABLETS
26 Poildent Tablets plus
a 10c Coupon in Package
Good on Next Purchase

NASAL SPRAY
SHAMPOO

CLAIROL
GREAT BODY
SHAMPOO

Regular 89' Value

For fast relief of congestion due to, colds.
Nasal Spray

Regular 98'

Smv%

Regular 794 Value

3.5-oz.

17 Ounce

7-ounce
5J39 Value

With IRON
2.59 Value BEAUTY BATH OIL
Softens and smooths
your skin.

Alberto Culver V05
Creme Rinse
/ 8-ounce
8-ounce

4 SH!DES

Regalar '1.75

Regular 984
...04.110••••00

tignipment - and- Evaluation
Team which tests field and
garrison food _preparation
systems. The team is currently
engaged in work on a conIf you were 27 years old and tinuous bread-baking process.
could out-bake your own mother
A Vietnam veteran with nine
• and wife, would you admit it? years of military service,
You would if you were Staff Sergerinl Morgan as definite
Sergeant Richard E. Morgan, a plans to make the Army a
master baker-at the U.S. Army career. Maybe during that time
Natick Mass.) Laboratories, he'll come up with cookery
• and holder of the highest score which contains "that extra bit
Army-wide in your primary of love." and who can,beat
1!
.
, --mitt-tar y---crcrurratinita-14 that?-•"--‘
- speciality.
Interested in
If you are
Sergeant Morgan admits becoming a master cook or
shyly that he is a better baker baker, contact your Army
than his mother, although he Representative Sergeant Jerry
does give her credit for outdoing Work, at the Shopping Plaza in
. him when it comes to Mayfield, or cal 247-4524
: - decorating. Besides, her
Collect) for an appointment.
: cooking "has that extra bit of
THE ARADCOM
love in it. You can't beat it."
ENLISTMENT OPTION
Of his wife Sharon.: "She's not 46Almost 70,000 soldiers have
really a good halter, yet, 'but," served in the metropolitan
^'• he allows, "considering she areas of ARADCOM(Army Air
r. didn't know how to cook until we Defense Command) during the
were married, she's improving past 14 years because they
•-• all the time."
the
ARADCOM
selected
•
Sergeant.Morgan got his start Enlistment Option when,joining
in his mother's kitchen, honed or staying Army, During the
his skill at a bakery in his native- past two years the only AIT
' West Des Moines, Iowa and (Advanced Individual
served as took and baker for Lt. Training) garduates from Fort
General Melvin Zais in Vietnam Bliss, Texas assigned to
ARADCOM have been
the
before coming to Natick.
Option that soldiers have.
preparing bread and pastries, aVallable for such metropolitan
as any Army baker will tell you. areas as Detroit, San FranHe must know organization, cisco, Los Angeles, Colorado
operation, and administration Springs, El Paso, Key West
of bakeries, as well as how to and Miami, Florida, Boston,
adapt tiread and pastry recipes New York, Philadelphia,
• when all the ingredients are not Washington,and Norfolk, Va. If
available. Even climatic you would like to pick your
conditions can influence the location while serving your
way in which food is prepared. country in the U.S. Army, see
At Natick, Sergeant Morgan your Army Representative for
• is a member of the Food Service more details.
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TO HOLD FREE HEARING AID
CONSULTATION
FRIDAY, APRIL 14
9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
At
Slid-Towner Motel
Hazel Hwy.
Murray, Ky.
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Beltone is please
to
announce that. they have
secured the serviceS
Jewell Warford, Certified
.}fearing Aid Audiologist
for our special one day
hearing aid consultation
If you have a hearing
problem, Mr Warford
ativaas• you to come In tor _
a free electrorir hearmq_
tr!st, and lemonstrat,on
of the Beltone flearmg Glasr,es
NO ohliaation

'
D an t mit th.s oolsortunity
Her. Is your chance to
try the newest ace Imes' SM.
tone Hoo.Ing GIesses, II you
hes.tate ID us* I Phteremy cha
hay fear of bee, stored ot,
In Is atilt Inehtweaph?.. core
tortabter.
eterectIvo
model
n•uy be the answer to your
Preyers

Jewell Warford
Hearing Aid
Specialist

FRESH BATTERIES

/
1 2 PRICE
If you are • hearing •id
user and come in during
our special hearing oid consultation for a free demonstration, you may perches.
a set of botteriet at'
,offence, Limit one see—% •
customer. If you can't tome
in, call Office, for hoot. op,
pointmenf. No obligation.

Free

battery

checker,

Free Radio
Free Model of the
Beltone in the ear Presto

POINT LOBOS STATE RE- ,uturally fragile ,shelLs are
SERVE,Calif. — Win the Cali- crushed rather than incubated,
fornia brown pelican follow the Fife reported.
Concurrent with this pathetic
California grizzly bear into exbreeding failure, a curious and
tinction?
Friends of the monarch of the mysterious collaspe in the pardiving birds in the Golden State ental responsibility of the pelifear so, and with disturbing cans has occurred, observed
reason. "Old Grampa," the the ranger.
"In the past, the adult birds
solemn seabird with the great
beak and the great pouch for always jealously guarded their
storing his food, has waddled young,fending off enemies and
and winged his way into many keeping the eggs covered and
hearts,and the sorrow over his warm," said his report.
present plight is not light.
"Now it seems more common
James M. Fife, state park for the adults to wander away
ranger oLtbe_PointLatoS_State
..noLsAtiog_if _the.
Reserve, six- miles south of eggs are incubate& or if predaMonterey, on California's Cen- tors raid their nests."
tral Coast, has compiled
Risebrough reported that the
somber evidence that the Cali- insecticide DDT is dumped into
fornia brown pelican may be on the ocean after it is either
his way out. His paper is based washed off the -gents by rain or
on coMpetent-sources,which he carried-tfiroligh the- air -as alisted in a bibliography, and way.Once in the sea, it is abon his own observations and ex- sorbed into Rlankton. Small
periences as a state ranger.
fish, in turn-, eat the plankton
Fife and other authorities and are consumed by the peliconclude that the big bird with cans. Fife said fish-eating birds
the homely charm and ma. store up concentretions in their
jestic dive faces milli:when be- fatty tissue, fronf where it is
cause of the concentration of dispersed through their sysDDT which has seeped into his tems, and adversely affects the
ocean fishing grounds.
reproductive processes.
More than two years ago, Dr.
Some friends of the CaliRobert W. Risebrough, a scien- fornia brown -pelican were
tist with
Dniversity of_Cali-_ heartened --observe many imformes In.stitule of Marinelte- mature-Wirds iirtivitotifirW
sources, was quoted as saying peninsula area last year. Some
the brown pelicans were laying were led into the false assumpeggs with shells so thin they tion that the problem of the din-'
cracked under the weight of the appearing pelicans no longer
mother. The brown pelican has existed. But Fife said last year
been here since prehistoric was an exceptionally good.
days, and he has-been an at- breeding year for the pelicans
traction taken much for in Mexico and the bumper crop
granted by Californians and migrated to Monterey, raising
their visitors.
the optimism of,some pelican
Fife, in his report, said the lovers.
brown pelican has not bred on
Some ask:
Bird Island at Point Lobos
"If all these pelicans are surSince 1961, when only one egg viving in Mexico, why can't
out of the many laid was known they survive in California?"
to hatch and survive.
"The answer becomes obviFife's bibliography includes ous," points out the ranger.
the Point Lobos Reserve rec- "As the pelicans migrate
ards„an interview with Alan northward and then return,
Baldridge, librarian at the they are fishing in waters polHopkins Marine Station, luted by the very poison that
Pacific Grove; and Audubon decimated the California
Society magazines for Septem- flocks."
ber and July of 1969. From 1961
"It may be already too late
to 1965, the pelicans laboriously for the brown pelican," Fife
built their pests at Bird Island, wrote.
but with no evidence of sucWill man once more write a
cessful hatching.
shameful epitaph over another
At first, it was thought hu- species of Mother Nature's
mans,intruding upon the realm creation?
of the seabirds, and low-flying
Those who have thrilled to
airplanes hampered the hatch- the spectacular dives of the
ery. In 1969, the first-re- wise old codger in the surf, who
corded thin-shelled eggs began have laughed at his sometimes
to appear or were first noticed ludicrous antics in the sea and,
on Anacapa Island, off Santa who have treasured him as a
Barbara, Fife found.
wildlife neighbor, apparently
"Each year since then the have a hard and heavy load of
eggshells were found to be pro- despair to carry this decade.
gressively thinner and more
and more eggs were found
crushed in the nests, apparently fly the weight of the parent
bird," said Fife. In the spring
of 1970, -only two eggs from
about 600 nests-inspected were
The State Department struck
sufficiently strong shelled to
successfully hatch. In the another blow for women's
spring of 1971, only eight eggs rights by telling -American
produced chicks out of 600 diplomats not to treat secretaries as "housekeepers, office
nests,
Citing his authorities, Fife wives, or chars."
said DDT is considered by
If they'. volunteer to act as a
many marine biologists Labe a -gofer" employers should
major factor due to the high "treat it as a favor to he reconcentrations of that chemical turned," said the Department's
found in broken shells and newsletter-.
crushed- ern-61Y- or1TE-Tard—all
inhibiting enzyme (carbonic
anhydrase ) tends to form in the
("burr
IA,
Mill \t 1)1)1)
body of the parent. pelican
Quincy Jr•nr", oiornod vktth
Causing a breakdoim in the
tyr(oltiter
(;.,1,1%.‘11 Jr.
bird's ability to se&ete a thitk
friecont New siul dire, 1 the
layer of caltium carbonate
•
ocore for .1:oml.
thi...itinbeAmoUblati‘oweigisspeolrgtiyasesal4
kirthis natural protection, the un- .'

Secretary not 'char'
says State Department

made inthe minority represen7
WASHINGTON -7 A__giiiet explained that the vast major- months of his stewardship as latiott area and Wed
that_ the
revolution has been going on at ity of those Fforitrians are Cu- nalloruit-director of Selective state directors have been
"very
Tarr
Curtis
W.
When
Service.
many
are
not
U.S.
bans
and
grass-roots
level
in
the
Sethe
responsive" to the program.
two
_came.in
to
succeed
NIP
-tin:germ' a-- requirement--for
lective Serelre-systern. "--" 'Tut we-still-havesomewayOn Jan. 1, 1969, there were. -local board membership. years ago, he put new vigor be- to go," he said. "The goal we
1,618 minority faces to be seen Furthermore, they added, the hind the drive.
Last January, Tarr ap- have in mind is to achieve
serving on local draft boards. consolidation of boards in FloRenaldo P. Madam,40, minority representation appointed
rida eliminated 53 places.
Today there are 2,895.
proximately proportionate to
"We are working on this situ- a Puerto Rican from New York
This figures out to e jump
minority populations in the
from 9 per cent to 15,1 per cent akin and so is Gov, (Reubin) City, as the first Equal Em- the
states
and counties. We are not
officer
Opportunity
ployment
representation for blacks, per-- Askew," he said.
involved in_ nationbecoming
Service
headSelective
at
In Hawaii, 45 of the 61 local
sons with Spanish surnames,
quotas."
Orientals and American In- board members are Orientals. quarters and gave him the job wide
The, 15.1 per cent minority
dians. The 4,100 local boards California has 37 Orientals of riding herd on the problem.
boarcimembership would
local
Maduro
exinterview,
In
an
throughout the nation rand serving.
somewhat
below the roughly
be
Guam,Puerto Rico arld threw-- - Gen. Lewis-Hershey-began to- pressed gratification aver the
nal Zone)have a total member- move toward increased minor- "very significant contribu- 171 pirr edit total- minority
States.
ship of pearly 18,000.
ity membership in the waning tions" the governors have population of the United
Four "state" directors are
black: Ernest D. Fears, Virginia; Victor Bynoe, Massachusetts; John T. Martin, District of Columbia, and Col. Joseph Christmes, Virgin
Men's unlined
One Group
Men's
One Rack Men's
pernta-press
Men's
Underwear
Sports Coats - 20 Percent
Col. Henry C.Oyisato, who is
Jeans
PoPlha
by
Hanes
_
off
sale
of Japanese ancestry, is state
-Regular
Jackets
Shorts, Briefs, Perrna-press
director for Hawaii; Lorenzo C.
Small, Med. & T-Shirts &Vest reg. 4.99
-Aflague, a Chanwrro, is top
Sale 3.99
man in Guam and Manuel' F.
Large $.699
3 for $3.39
Siverio is director in the comMen's White *Good selection
monwealth of Puerto Rico.
Men's
Handker The most dramatic changes
knit pants
chiefs
in local board makeup, reflect8 for WOO $12.99 to
ing progress in race relations
$17
not generally appreciated,
Good selection
have corm in the Deep South.
Governors nominate local
Boy's jeans - $2.99 & $3.99
board members,. usually upon
the recommendation of the
Boys'
itate,directors, and the presykilLIKunks 7 $,?..99 to 3.99
ident o
points them.
One Table
•
In Alabama, for example,'
Boys
Shoes
only 10 blacks out of 303 board
Reg. 6.99
members were serving at the
end of 1970. By last Jan. 31, the
Reg. 5.99
number had more than tripled
Reg. 4.99
— to 34 out of 259.
The increase in Mississippi
was even more noteworthy. As
of Jan. 1, 1970, six blacks were
listed out of a statewide total of
Girls
New Shipment boys
304. Thirteen months later,
Canvas Shoes -'$1.99 to $3.99
there were 65 out of 353.
toddler sizes 9 mos.
Substantial increases in
Ladies
black membership on local
thru 5 yrs
Canvas Shoes - $1.99 to $3.99
boards also were registered in
Sun suits,
Georgia, Florida, Virginia and
-Ntordrearelina: So
reline shortafts
and Louisiana had more moderate rises.
& knit sets
As for board members with
New Shipment Ladies
Spanish surnames, the inSandals - $2.99 to $6.99
creases in the two states with
-largest such..populations_ re-'corded impressive increases.
California, whose Spanish
Zell Tian=

pupa

_exceeds No. 2 Texas by 50 per
cent, rose from 52 out of 1,089
local board members to 60 of
1,119 in the 13 months since the
end of .1970.
Texas, with 2,059,671 persons
with Spanish surnames,
climbed more steeply, from 89
of 808 to 134 of 817.
Curiously, Florida, No. 3 with
;382 reartients-4vith-Spanishsurnames, dropped from six
out of 432 to zero out of 379.
A Selective Service official

The Victoria Phaeton that
Rudolph Valentino had made
for his honeymoon with Natasha Rambova in 1923 has
been bought by a California
collector for 630,000.
The car was in perfect condition, said a spokesman for
Parke-Bernet, the firm which
sold the silent screen star's car
at a Hollywood'auction,

New Shipment Ladies
Pant Suits,

Good selection
Boys sportswear
by "Brass Tacks"
Jeans, Shorts & Tops
Sizes 2 thru 7

Slacks
Ti it

New
Shipment
Ladies
Swimwear
by Ravi &
Imperial
Sizes 7 thru 46

•
Ladies
'Nylon
Jackets
Reg. 5.99
Sale
$4.99

Girl's
Nylon
Jackets
Sizes 9 mos.
to 14 yrs.
$3.99 &
$4.99

SETTLE-WORKMAN
306 Main Street
Phone 753-2447

FABULOUS SOFA SALE!
FLORAL SCOTCHGUARD PRINTS
Cushions, Quilted, Soft E.49e,
Solid Deck.
'179' '180'
Loose

VELVET-CHENILLE-LOOSE
CUSHIONS, ARM COVERS, SELF
DECKED, MATCHING WELT:
Beautiful Blue, Gold,
,Persimmon, Green:

perma-press
Slacks
Sizes 10
thru 44
$4.99

-

$196°'

OTHERSTufted Adiims -Back. Contrasting
Welt-3 loose Cushions-Gold,
Ivory, Green, Tangerine

Market
414
Sales
FURNITURE
& APPI IANrEc

414 N. Market St. — Don Veazey, Mgr.
Paris. Tenn. — Phone 901-642-6996
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CITIZENS and TAXPAYERSWAY COUNTY
Many of you do not realize what the Planning
and Zoning Board, composed entirely of memurray, appointed by
bers from the City of
Mayor Holmes Ellis, h e done to your right to
a own and dispose of pr. serty as you see fit.
You are not -all ed, by City of Murray. ordinance, to sell ny of your land, unless the
parcel contains ore than five acres (and then
must be use for agricultural purposes only)
without the •ermission of the Mayor of Murray
'I.
I
•
.55
.11
regulatiow.applies if your land lies within four
miles, as the crow flies, from the center of 12th
and Main Streets in any direction.
This distance could be extended to as much
as five miles from the city limits of Murray in
any direction.
Do you as a citizen and taxpayer, desire that
this kind of power be placed at the disposal of the
Mayor of Murray and a board of nine people
selected by the Mayor?
The following are members of the Murray
Planning and Zoning Board:
Robert Moyer, chairman
Holmes Ellis
Thomas Hogancamp
Bob Billington
T. Waldrop
John Ed Scott
Humphrey Key
Howard McNeely
Charles Mason Baker
The present members of the Murray City
Council are:
Is

lyester
Ion
press

ks
10

44
!)9

BASSETT

Al. le

11

1'

WARD A

"

Prentice Lassiter
John Ed Scott
Rex, Alexander
Buel Stalls
Dave Willis
HatOn West

Paul Mansfield
Roy Starks
Will Riley Furches
Fred Workman
R. L. Ward
Melvin Henley
If you want your voice to be heard attend the
e urray 1 y ounci very
mee 'rigs o
second and foorth Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in the
Murray City Hall at Fifth and Poplar Streets.
You are also entitled to attend the meetings
of the Murray Planning Commission which
fOrrnulates the rules and regulations that affect'
your right to sell and hold land. These regulations
may then be enacted into law by the Murray City
Council. The Planning and Zoning Board meets
each second and fourth Tuesday at 7:30 in the
City Hall.
It is the wish of a concerned group of citizens
that the extension of these city rules and
regulations into county property be terminated
and the citizens of the county be entitled to sell
and dispose of their property as they see fit.
This advertisement is paid for by a group of
concerned Calloway County citizens. It is our
intent to familiarize the citizens of Calloway
County with rules and regulations that they may
not beaware of.
We urge each reader of this newspaper to
contact each member of the Murray City Couneil
and each member of the Murray Planning and
Zoning Board and make their desires known.
We feeLthat an un-elected group of people
should not have this power.

Howard Brandon
Marshall Gordon
_
-

— •.

WARD B
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"ARMY GREEN .
_
SFC JERRY WORK
Team which tests field and
OLIZCOOK__WIFE-IS garrison food preparatio
HE ARMY'S TOP CHEF
systems. The team is currently
engaged in work on a conIf you were 27 years old and tinuous bread-baking process.
Could out-bake your own mother
A Vietnam veteran with nine
and wife, would you admit it? years of military service,
You would if you Were. Staff Sergeant Morgan has definite
Sergeant Righted E. Mn,a tiara to make the -Army a
master baker at the US. Army career. Maybe during that time
Natick (Mass.) Laboratories;
come up, with cookery
and holder of the highest score which
contains "that extra bit
Army-wide in your primary cif lOve."
and who tan beat
military occupational that? •
speciality.
If you are
interested. in
Sergeant Morgan admits becoming a master cook or
shyly that he is a better baker baker, contact your Army
than his mother, although he Representitive Sergeant Jerry
does give her credit for outdoing Work, at the Shopping Plaza in
him when it comes to Mayfield, or call 247-4524
decorating. Besides, her (Collect) for an appointment.
cooking "has that extra bit of
' 111E ARADCOM
love init. You can't beat it."
s ENLISTMENT OPTION
Of hiswife,Sbnron "W's not,
Almost 70,000 soldiers have
really a good baker, yet, but' served in the metropolitan
he allows, "considering she areas of ARADCOM(Army Air
didn't know,how to cook until we Defense Command) during the
were married, she's improving past 44- --years because they
all the time."
selected , the
ARADCOM
Sergeant Morgan got his start Enlistment Option when joining"
in his mother's kitchen, honed or staying Army. During the
his skill at a bakery in his native past two years-the only A1T
West„,-,Des Moines, Iowa_ and (Advanced Individual
_ served as cook and baker for Lt. Tridifinkrigartiturteisirten-Fort
; General Melvin Zais in Vietnam Bliss, Texas assigned
ARADOOM have been - the
before coming to Natick.
Option that soldiers have
_40Liabsing _
baker in the Army than merely
Enlistment options -are
preparing bread and pastries, availibleforsuch
metropolitan
•
as any Army baker will tell you. areas
as Detroit, San FranHe must know organization, cisco, his Angeles, Colorado
operation, and administration Springs, El Paso, Key West
of bakeries, as well as how to and Miami, Florida, Boston,
adapt bread and pastry recipes New York, Philadelphia,
•
when all the ingredients are not Washington, and Norfolk, Va. If
available. Even climatic
you would like to pick your
conditions can influence the location while serving your
way in which food is prepared. country
in the U.S. Army, see
At Natick, Sergeant Morgan your Army Representative for
• is a member of the Food Service more details.
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laturally fragile shells are
crushed rather than incubated,
Fife reported.
Concurrent with this pathetic
breeding failure, a curious and
mysterious collaspe in the parental responsibility of the pelicans has occurred, observed
the ranger.
"In the past, the adult birds
always jealously guarded their
young,fending off enemies and
keeping the eggs covered and
warm," said his report.
"Now it seems more common
for the adults to wander away
•
y„not caring_ if the
eggs areanCubated,
tors raid their neets."
Risebrough reported that the
insecticide DDT is dumped into
the ocean after it is either
washed off the plants by rain or
carried through the air as a
spray. Once in the sea, it is ab-

n.
move toward increased minority membership in the waning

made in the minority representation area and noted that the
state directors have been "very
responsive" to the program.
"But we still have some way
to go," he said. "The goal we
have in miriff is to achieve
minority representation approximately proportionate to
the minority populations in the
states and counties. We are not
becoming involved in nationwide-quotas."
The 15.1 per cent minority
local board membership would
be somewhathelotv the_roughly
17.7 per cent total minoriti population ofthe United States. s

of his stewardship as
national Effector of Selective
Service. When Curtis W. Tarr
came in to succeed him two
years ago, he put new vigor
hind the drive.
Last January, Tarr appointed Renaldo P. Maduro, 40,
a Puerto Rican from New York
City, as the first Equal Employment Opportunity officer
at Selective Service headquarters and gave-him the job
of riding herd on the problem.
• In an interview, M.aduro exgratification over the
"very significant contributions" the governors have

One Reek MealsSports Coats - 20 Percent
off
Regular
Sale
31.99
28.00
23.99
22.00
20.00
18.00

Men's unlined •perma-press
poplin'
- Jackets
Small, Med. &
Large $.699
Men's short
sleeve knit
Sport Shirts
$4.
$6.99

Men's White 'Good selectioi
Men's
Handker chiefs knit pants
8 for $1.00 $12.99 to
$17.99

Good selectine
Boy's jeans - $2.99 & $3.99

One Table
Boys Shoes
Reg. 6.99
Reg. 5.99
Reg. 4.99

New Shipment boys
toddler sizes 9 mos.
thru 5 yrs.
Sun suits,
canvas Shoes - 62.99
& knit sets

New Shipment Ladies
Sandals - $2.99 to $6.99

periences as a state ranger.
fish, in turn, eat the p
ton
Fife and other authorities and are consumed by the peliexceeds No. 2 Texas by 50 per
conclude that the big bird with cans. Fife said fish-eating birds
cent, rose from 52 out of 1,
the homely charm and ma- store up concentrations in their
local board members to 60 of
jestic dive faces extinction be- fatty tissue, from where it is
1,119 in the 13 months since the
cause of the concentration of dispersed through their sysend of 1970.
DDT which has seeped into his tems, and adversely affects the
Texas, with 2,059,671 persons
ocean fishing grounds.
with Spanish surnames,
reproductive processes.
More than two years ago,Dr.
climbed more steeply, from 89
Some friends of the CaliRobert W.Riaebrough, a scien- 'fornia brown pelican were- - of 808 to 13( of
_
tist With the University of CaliCuriously, Florida, No.3 with
__
fornia's Institute of MairtrieRez- mature birds in the -Monterey
t5T;382-reiliteltli-Spittntir
iources, was qu
as saying peninsula area last year. Some
surnames, dropped from six
the brown pelicanfwere laying' were led into the false assumpout of 432 to zero out of 379.
eggs with shells 90 thin they non that the problem of the disA Selective Service official
cracked under the weight of the appearing pelicans no longer
mother. The brown pelican has existed. But Fife said last year
been here since prehistoric was an exceptionally good
days, and he has been an at- breeding year for the pelicans
traction taken much for in Mexico and the bumper crcp
granted by Californians and migrated to Monterey, raising
their visitors,
The Victoria Phaeton that
the optimism of some pelican
Fife, in his report, said the lovers.
Rudolph Valentino had made
brown pelican has not bred on
some ask:
for his honeymoon with NaBird Island at Point Lobos
"If all these pelicans are sur- tasha Rambova in 1923 has
since 1961, when only one egg viving in Mexico, why mil been bought by a California
out of the many laid was known they survive in California?" collector for $30,000.
to hatch and survive.
"The answer becomes obviThe car was in perfect condiFife's bibliography includes ous," points out the ranger.
tion, said a spokesman for
the Point Lobos Reserve rec.- "As the pelicans migrate
Parke-Bernet, the firm which
ords, an interview with Alan northward and then return, sold the silent screen star's car
Baldridge, librarian at the they are fishing in waters poi- at a Hollywood auction.
Hopkins Marine Station, luted by the very poison that
Pacific Grove; and Audubon decimated the California
Society magazines for Septern- flocks."
bet and July of 1969. From 1961
"It may be already too late
to 1965, the pelicans laboriously for the brown pelican," Fife
built their nests at Bird Island, wrote.
but with no evidence of sucWill man once more write a
cessful hatching.
shameful epitaph over another
At first, it was thought hu- species of Mother Nature's
mans. intruding upon the realm creation?
Loose Cushions, Quilted, Soft Edge,
of the seabirds, and low-flying
Those who have thrilled to
airplanes hampered the hatch. the spectacular dives of the
Solid Deck.
ery In 1969, the . first-re- _wise(Lid codger in tile surf, who
corded thin-shelled eggs began have laughed at his sometimes
to appear or were first noticed ludicrous antics'in the sea and
on Anacapa Island, off Santa who have treasured him as a
Barbara, Fife found.
wildlife neighbor, apparently
Each year since then the have a hard and heavy load of
eggshells were found to be pro- despair to carry this decade.
gressively thinner and more
and more eggs were found
Beautiful Blue, Gold,
crushed in the nests, apparentPersimmon, Green.
ly by the weight of the parent
bird," said Fife. In the spring
of 1970, only two eggs from
about 600 nests inspected were
The State Department struck
sufficiently strong shelled to
successfully hatch. In the another blow for women's
spring of 1971, only eight eggs rights by telling American
produced chicks out of 600 tnplomats not to treat secretaries as "housekeepers, office
nests.
Citing his authorities, Fife wives, or chars."
said DDT is considered by
If they volunteer to act as a
many marine biologists to be a "gofer" employers should
major factor due to the high "treat it as a favor to be reconcentrations Of that chemical turned," said the Department's
in. brakes...shells_ a.nd.. _newsletter
crushed embryos. He said an,
-• • ,
inhibiting enzyme (carbonic
anhydrase tends to form in the
Mpairalit•hurti
body of the parent pelican
ii1111,i,NVi(N)lk it
Quincy Jones .signed
causing a breakdown in the
prnithieer Siutiuel Gultiv%is Jr.
bird's ability to secrete a thick
to compome and direct the
layer of calcium carbonate
Avner for -(:ome Bark to
is nature protection, the iii-

se ec on
Dresses
Jr's., Misses SE Half sizes
New Shipment Ladies
Pant Suits,

Good selection
'Boys sportswear
by "Brtass Tacks"
Jeans, Shorts & Tops
Sizes 2 thru

Slacks
To

Ness
Shipment
Ladies
Swimwear
by Ravi &
Imperial
Sizes 7 thru 46

Ladies
Nylon
Jackets
Reg. 5.99
Sale
$4,99

Ladies Polyester
Girl's
& Cotton
Nylon
perrna-press
Jackets
Slacks
Sizes 9 mos.
Sizes 10
to 14 yrs.
thru 44
$3.99 &
$4.99

SETTLE-WORKMAN

FLORAL SCOTCHGUARD PRINTS
9,79' '180'

Beltone is pleased
to
announce that they have
secured the services of
Jewell Warlord, Certified
Hearing Aid Audiologist
for our special one day
hearing aid consultation
If you have a hearing
problem, Mr Warlord
invites you to come in foc
a free electronic hearind
test, and demonstration
Of the Beltone /4ear7rirl
Glasses
No obl,gatior

n,ss #3 orriootivnIty
nor* IS your thence to
try Itio nrenost oat
1.1
11.41,111 CISIS01. it you
Itos,totir iS oss 5 bowing aid
Inc heir . ot being stored St.
tnis lotOst
tom
WNW.,•...entree-tiro
model
e.nr, 5* Otto runner 15, your
prayers

POINT LOBOS'STATE.RESERVE,Calif.- Will the California brown pelican follow'the
California grizzly bear into extinction?
Friends of the monarch of the
diving birds in the Golden State
fear so, and with disturbing
reason. -Old Gramps," the
solemn seabird with the great
beak and the great pouch fcr
storing his food, has waddled
and winged his way into many
hearts, and the sorrow over his
present plight is not light. James M. Fife, state park
of the Point Lobos State
Reserve, i mites south- o
MenterrY,--0-6-Call1ornia's Centre' Coast, has compiled
somber evidence that the California brown pelican may be on
his way out. His paper is based
an competent sources, which he
listed in a bibliography, and

brown pelican

ity of those Floridians are Cubans and many are not U.S.
citizens, a requirement for
local board membership.
Furthermore, they added, the
consolidation of boards in Florida eliminated 53 places.
"We are working on this situation and so is Gov. Reubin)
Askew," he said.
In Hawaii, 45 of the 61 local
board members are Orientals.
California has 37 Orientals

FABULOUS SOFA SALE!

9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
At
- -Towner Motel
Mid
Hazel Hwy.
Murray,'• Ky.

Don t

California'

WASHINGTON
A
revolution has been going on-at
the grass-roots level in the Selective Service system.
On Jan. 1, 1969, there wel'e
1,618 minority faces to be seen
servhig on local draft boards,
Today there are 2,695,
This figures out to a jump
from 9 per.cent to 15.1 per cent
representation for blacks, persons with Spanish surnames,
Orientals and American Indians. The 4,100 local boards
throughout the nation (and
Guam, Puerto Rico and the Canal Zone) have a total membership of nearly 18,000.
Four "state" directors are
black: Ernest D. Fears, Virginia; Victor Bynoe, Massachusetts; John T. Martin, District at-Columbia, and Col. Jo,
epn_ ____Clristmal, Virgin
Islands.
Col. Henry C.Oyasato, who is
, of Japanese ancestry, is-state
director for Hawaii; Lorenzo C.'
Aflague, a Chamorro, is top
man in Guam and Manuel F.
Siverio is director in the commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
The most dramatic changes
in local board makeup, reflecting progress in race relations
not generally appreciated,
belie come in the Deep South.
,Oovernors nominate local
board members, usually upon
the recommendation of the
3tMe-AireelftCs,
ident of the United States points them.
In Alabama; for example„
only 10 blacks out of 303 board
members were serving at the
end of 1970. By last Jan. 31, the
number had more than tripled
- to 34 out of 259.
The increase in- Mississippi
was,even more noteworthy. As
of Jan. I, 1970, six blacks were
listed out of a statewide total of
304. Thirteen months later,
there were 65 out of 353.
Substantial increases in
black membership on local
boards also were registered in
Georgia, Florida, Virginia and
North-Carolina. South Carol'
and Louisiana had more mod.'
erate rises.
As for board members with
Spanish surnames, the increases in the two states with
largest such populations recorded impressive increases.
California, whose Spanish

Jewell Warford
Hearing Aid
Specialist

you are s hearing old
user and come in during
our special hearing aid consultItion for a free demonstration, you may purchase
a set of batteries at halfprice. Limit one set to
customer. If you can't coma
in, coil Office, for home appointment. No obligation.
if

Free ,
Free

battery

Radio

Checkers

VELVET-CHENILLE-LOOSE
CUSHIONS, ARM COVERS, SELF
DECKED, MATCHING WELT.

Secretary not 'char'
says State Department

'196'

Tufted Arms-Bactt. Contrasting
Welt-3 loose Cu_s
, ions-Gold,
Ivory, Green, Tangerine.

Market 414 Sales
FURNITURE & APPLIA%NCES

414 N. Market St.- Dort Veazey, Mgr.
Paris. Tenn.- Phone 901-642-6996
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CALLO WAY. C
Many of you do not realize what the Planning
and Zoning Board, composed entirely of members from the City of Murray, appointed by
Mayor Holmes Ellis, have done to your right to
own and dispose of property as you see fit.
You are not allowed, by City of Murray ordinance,,,to sell .any of your land, unless the
parcel contains more than five acres (and then must be used for agricultural purposes only)
without the permission of the Mayor of Murray

19

Esommump
BASSLIT

.16

regulation applies if your land lies within four
miles, as the crow flies, from the center of 12th
and Main Streets in any direction.
4This distance could be extended to as much
as five miles from the city limits of Murray in
any direction.
Do you as a citizen and taxpayer, desire that
this kind of power be placed at the disposal of the
Mayorkof Murray and a board of nine people
selected by the Mayor?
The following are members of the Murray
Planning and Zoning Board:
Robert Moyer, chairry7fIn
Holmes Ellis
Thomas Hogancamp
Bob Billington
T. Waldrop
John Ed Scott
Humphrey Key
Howard McNeely
Charles Mason Baker
The present members of the Murray City
Council are:
WARD A
Prentice Lassiter
John Ed Scott
Rex Alexander
Buel Stalls •
Dave Willis
Haron West

WARD B
Paul Mansfield
Roy Starks
Will Riley Furches
Fred Workman
R. 11Ward
Melvin Henley
If you want your voice to be heard attend the
second and fourth Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in the
Murray City Hall at Fifth and Poplar Streets.
You are also entitled to attend the meetings
of the Murray Planning Commission which
-formulates the rules and regulations-that affect
your right to sell and-hold land. These regulations
may then be enacted into law by the Murray City
Council. The Planning and Zoning Board meets
each second and fourth Tuesday at 7`:30 in the
City Hall.
It is the wish of a concerned group of citizens
that the extension of these city rules and
regulations into county property be terminated
and the citizens of the county be entitled to sell
and dispose of their property as they see fit.
This advertisement is paid for by a group of
concerned Calloway County citizens. It is our
intent to familiarize the .citizens of Calloway
County with rules,and regulations that they may
•not be aware of.
We urge each reader of this newspaper to
contact each member of the Murray City Council
and each member of the Murray Planning and
Zoning Board and make their desires known.
We feel that an un-elected group of people
should not have this power.

Howard Brandon
Marshall Gordon

+.1111Ir

ir•
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FOR SALE

Shuttle site choice
blurs Apollo 16 launch
By FRANK MACOMBER
There have been NASA disMilitary-Aerospace Writer_
cussions of a shuttle Wipe on
Copley News Service
each coast to cover all launch
The magic number is 16 as trajectory possibilities. But
the stage is being set for-the this-likely would he too costly to
April 16 serniwindup of the Push by Congress, despite its
Apollo, manned lunar expedi- Political advantages.
Nord) Florida, whose ecotins - Apollo 16. But the alten tion of the aerospace com- nomic stance already has been
munity has pivoted to what its strengthened by a decade of
leaders consider to be an even U.S.space launches from Cape
Kennedy, mounted a vigorous
more significant event.
The federal space agency's and costly campaign to land the
decision whether to select the space shuttle base as well. A
Easter-West Coast as the mul- California group calling itself
tibillion-dollar launch-recovery the Space Shuttle Task .Force
site for the manned spaceshut- has beat a steady staccato in
tle program is coming down to support of Vandenberg and Edthe wire. Wherever it goes, the wards. It has the public support
site preparation will mean big of Gov. Ronald Reagan arid Lt.
.,new space spending. The dollar Gov. Ed Fteinecke.
iii-offt to CcithiritifiRfes-leiff
* region of the shuttle site will be on both sides of the continent. A
enormous.
site selection decision; could
Selection now has narrowed come at any time. The 1Presito Cape Kennedy, Fla., jump- dent considers himself a Caliing-off place for all of Amen- fornian. But he must take note
ca's manned -space missions so of the claim that the governfar, and Vandenberg Air Force ment could save billions by
Base on the coast of Central choosing Cape Kennedy, beCalifornia. Vandenberg has cause much of the ground supEdwardrAir Force Base in the port hardware for a space shutCalifornia desert as a recovery tie base already is in place
area. Kennedy Space Center there. Not so at Vande&wg.
has a "skid strip" which could Its launches have been conaccommodate the landing of fined to unmanned spacecraft,
the earth-orbiting shuttlecraft. most of them military.
About the size of an airliner of
The stakes are high, indeed,
the DC-9 class, the shuttleship for the shuttle program will
--willreturn to earth horizontally ant from.
$8
belike an3irplane after a vertical tw.een now and 1975, when the
launch like a missile.
first manned flights would be
The backstage maneuvering scheduled if Congress votes
for site selection is about over, enough funds to meet that
A special National Aeronautics timetable. Unmanned test
and Space Administration pan- flights would begin in 1976.
el is to recommend the site to
Opponents of the space shutNASA Administrator James
Yek. bewas cd_thc tle project claim the spending
be-claser
tremendotis economic impactifture
on the region to be selected, the 112 or $1:, billion. They plan -a
outcome has significant politi- fight in Congress to block or at
least slow the flow of dollars for
cal overtones.
Consequently, President Nix- the shuttle, perhaps pushing
on is expected to cast the decid- back its operational date to the
ing vote on wheie - the shuttle raid-19a0s, when the nation
hopefully has some of its other
base will be located.
There are seemingly valid affairs in better order.
The shuttle base site selecarguments in favor of both
gates _Only_ frOni_Yandenherg, tion is inevitable soon, perhaps
for example, could a shuttle- in Aprt, -about-the Anne-Apollo
craft be hurled into a polar or- 16 is due to blast off from Cape
bit, if that is what project plan- Kennedy, regardless of what
ners want. But only from Cape Congress votes up or down for
Kennedy could the shuttle be the project later.
Some of the same members
sent spiraling into space from
west to east. That's because the of Congress who helped to shoot
solid-fueled booster will carry down the nation's supersonic
the shuttleship only about 25 transport program are reloadmiles into space, then fall back ing their guns to take a sight on
to earth via parachute about the shuttle project. Headed by
200 miles from the launch point Sen. William Proxmire, DWis., they say that unmanned
to. be recovered for reuse.
From Cape Kennedy the earth-orbiting satellites can
booster would fall into the sea. achieve as much scientific inFrom Vandenberg it would formation as manned spaceland somewhere in the western craft at less than a third of the
United States. Hence, no west- cost. They point to the achieve- toaast launches from Vanden- ments of Russia's Luna 20 robot
which went to the moon and reberg.
The West Coast base could be turned lunar samples to earth
used as the launch site for craft without a hitch.
. whose trajectories were angled
Shuttle prograrh supporters
north or south into the Pacific. contend it will achieve tremen.
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dous savings over previous
mooned missions because the
recoverable booster can be reused up to 20 times and the
nianried .sattiperaft from_ 100_
to perhaps 500 times because of
its airplane-like flight characteristics.
The site ,selection will have
little effect on the aerospace industry. It must build the complex space shuttle system'.no
matter where it is launched and
recovered. Industry needs the
program to help recover from
the doldrums which have
hounded it the last three years.
The economic impact on the
region which gets the launch
base in another story. Somebody will win and somebody

FOR SALE

BABY CLOTHES, all ikinds, CREOSOTED POLES and Penta
ladies coats, dresses, skirts, etc. treated-lumber. Also-styrofoiun
Also hand paintesi pictures, logs for dock flotation. Murray
dishes, lamps and other items Lumber Company, 164 Maple
Across from Bunny Bread on Street.
ITC
Concord-Woad.
AMC
NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42
8' HYDROPLANE,factory built, tablets $3.00. Money Back
plywood and fiberglass- $65.00. Guarantee. Safe-T Discount
Phone 753-6387.
A15C
Al4P Pharmacy.

MOBILE HOME, 12'150', air
conditioned, fully furnished and
carpeted with underperming and
electric pole. Phone Farmington
345-2506 or 345-2157.
Al9C
PAYMASTER- CHECKWRITER
machine, priced • reasonable.
Used less than 10 hours. Phone

BRAS

Vivian Parks Is
Named Director

Paris, Tenn.
ANTIQU
Copper
drop p
glasses
Pitche
Oak D
Can, C
FOR THE
Baby s
ROUSER
Coffee
Electri
clocks,
NEW

ROOM-SIZE COLONIAL DESIGN OVAL RUGS
-_

12'x50' TWO BEDROOM 1968
trailer, new washer, new air
conditioner, underpenning.
$3,400. Will sell for $3,000 without
air conditioner and washer.
Phone 753-8657.
A14C

1959 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
runs good, 4 speed transmission,
cattle racks, $200.00. Two burner
campiog. sto_ye, never used,
$16.00. Tow bar, almost new,
$30.00. 8' Trailer, $75.00. Phone
753-4874.
EAR CORN. See or 'call John C.
Steele, 753-7275.
A15C

nal PAPAW,MI

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

(Belk

21" TV SET, cabinet model, like
300 CASE TRACTOR, plow, new. A bargain. Phone 753-1277
eultivator_and wagon. Phone 492- days qr 753-6175 nights.
Al5C
8816.
Al4C
USED COLOR TV 'console,
BALDWIN GRAND piano, used, Curtis Mathis,$300,00. Phone 753superb condition. Wurlitzer 44700953-4421.
A14C
grand piano, used. Two
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New 1968 VICEROY MOBILE home;
Baldwin organs and pianos. 12'x64', Excellent condition. Two
Practice pianos. Rent-To- large bedrooms, unfurnished,
Purchase plan. Lonardo Piano except for built-in gas range. Set
Company, &CPAS from Post up on large private lot in city.
Office, Paris, Tennessee. AMC Carport, front and back porchi
built on. Phone 435-4981 or 75316' GLASSPAR pleasure boat 8109 after 4:00 p.m.
A14C
with 75 H.P. Johnson with
electric start. Phone 753-6227

Wth

dollar stales.Hence the
selection, while it must be based
primarily on space technology,
inevitably will have a political
tinge and repercussions in an
election year.

FOR SALE

AUCTION

Marvelous poce. So many sarMns tones ca airy Amer,cana cdors not, gokl, avocado Greet.
taisap4,04 room,anattuojLthaiMN.c_g48,00.1grutsaar
WAY-Awl,
•
braid woven of99% n?on.
rmatellarmirs carpel Mem.ose'
,
wary arty cotton vacuum or sweep es youvrooktorm arm rue Reversobis las mace am wear
sod 499 SALE 3.88
83 SC(3. tau*

1971 BOAT AND trailer, 1972-65 1962 FRONTIER MOBILE home,
H.P. Johnson motor. Phone 753- 10'x50', two full sized bedrooms,
8263 after 6:00 p.m.
Al7C Trailer number 66, Shady Oaks.
$2,000.00. Phone 753-2359.
A14C
HANDMADE YARDSTICK
holders, telephone hook covers,
and burlap flower arrangements.
Will make good Mother's Day
gifts. For appointment to see or
price information call 753-2462 or
liestiellesfr4m1
753-5170.
Al3C
mower riele f.i.I•

Joh
111
'-

abeoe•iiibila

usually 39.99
A..0-.4,102,130 (9.12)
ONE INSIDE -doer; .and tiedlavatories. See at the Ledger 14
Times office, 103 North 4th
Street.
. :TFNq

very
This wee
Dre
Lots of o

Snapper.

muR,
sCHAIN
LINK
FENCE

SHORTY

AUCTION SA
15J0.:00am
Littlejohn ho
Kentucky.
more Road,foil
sale 2/
1
2 miles
- Selling new
new dining
recliners, bra

firiAtE -DACHSHUND Puppy,
three months old. No 'papers.
Price $30.00. Phone 753-2462. A13C
19' SELF CONTAINED Utopia
travel trailer. Sold new $3,800.
Will tajre offr trade for used
mobilehome.Phone4362145.
Al3C

wsnaLm

1981-1
/
2TON CIIEVY pickup, new
paint, and new tires, $400.00. W'
alumimun boat and 7 H.P. motor,
$125.00, or will sell separately.
1965 Oldsmobile 88 four door, full
power, air conditioning, $800.00.
Phone 436-2145.
A13C

SINGER SEWING machine with
Powilifid5asd 8 Hilesgenis
round bobbin. See at 209 Irvan
Per Running Foot
Street.
phone
753-4392,
J.
S.
Vivian Parks of Owensbore
Al5P Ovtlit includes Sears CHIEFT:AIN
has been appointed director for McClure.
MURRAy
HOME AND MO
quality salyasited steel letting
the 1972 production of Rarneses,
MATCHING END tables and
_the....Strky _of. Moses.
fabric, top rail, use posts,
coffee- tab*. -Mao -three ---,tea(
1---HObLY - PARKpointment was made by
hop caps aril tie wires.
casement windowns. Phone 753mobile home,unfurnished. Phone
producer Frank Gonzales. The
5366.
1TP
days 762-6280, nights: 753-9274.
play is performed each summer
See at 8 Riviera Courts. May 15C
in the Amphitheatre in Kenlake
1971 MEDALLION MOBILE
H&B GOLF CLUBS for sale. MAKE BEATEN down carpet
State Park, Aurora.
LITTLE GIRL'S shorts and Irons only. Three irons through nap at doorways bright and fluffy
In making the appointment home, 12'x55', located on Highdresses, sizes 4-5 and 8. Good pitching wedge. $35.00. Phone again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
Gonzales said, "I am very way 641 South. Will include air
condition, very reasonable. Also 753-9263.
pleased to announce the ap- conditioner and TV antenna.
A14C Belaire Shopping Center. A15C
A19P
lady's size 16. 18,000 BTU air
pointment of Vivian Parks to Phone 492-8232.
conditioner, brown vinyl recliner, ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
succeed Phillip Padgett the
two twin mattresses and box guest Checks, sold at cost, $10.00 TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
production's director for the
springs, 8 nun Kodak movie per case (100 books). Sold in case East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
past two seasons. Padgett,- now
camera and projector set. Phone lots only. Ledger & Times Office finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
pursuing a professional acting
753-4487.
Ai3C Supply, 103 North 4th Street. 'TF- month. Call 753-6202 or 753career, will serve as consulting
3648.
TFC
director for the coming
.NC
23-1/16x35"
SOW AND Pigs. Phone 753season.''
.009 Thick
2987.
Vivian Parks has her degree
Al3C
Larry Lyles
in speech-drama from Ken- These plates are perfect
SEARS Catalog Soles R•pr•s•rototow•
tucky Wesleyan College in
COUCH, TWO end tables, two
Owensboro, costuming and for siding or roofing
Call me for a
lamps, coffee table, beige)
78' Only .IN STOCK at ...
appearing in over thirty plays. barns, for placing
upholstered chair and ottoman,
detailed estimate Early
Her honors include: Best AcAmerican
chair and lamp,
around bottom of
tress, 1971; Best Director, 1971;
Jenny Lind bed with innersprings
Dial
753-2310
mobile
homes to keep
and technical awards in 1969,
and mattress. Phone 753- .
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
1970, and 1971. She was the
out the wind and snow, tit %RS I:1T 11.01; 9361.
Al3P
recipient of the Harry Holder
S %LES OFFICE
and for many other
Award in 1970 and 1971 and the
8 H.P. HUFFY electric start FOR better cleaning, to keep
Southside
FENCE SALE at Sears. Call
Tom Ewell Scholarship Award
uses such as
riding tractor lawn mower with colors gleaming, use Blue Lustre
Center
Shopping
Sears for all your fencing needs.
in 1971.
36" cut. Used one season. Sale carpet cleaner. Rent electric Chain
"building out"
link-Redwood and Farm
"Rameses is a tremendous
priced $295.00. Phone 753-1686 for shampooer $1. Begley Drug
Fences. Now on sale. Expert
mice or rats.
Play," relates Padgett in
TFC Store, Central Shopping Cen18 FOOT travel trailer. (Winston appointment.
installation available. Call Larry
discussing the appointment. "It
ter.
Traveler
Completely
Al5C Lyles for free estimate,753I.
selfis a visual production with over
contained, sleeps six, used only
2310.
May IC
80 costumes and the sets are
DINING ROOM suite with drop USED STOVE, 72,000 BTU air
at
Call
mileS.
3400
Coleman
Has
furmassive and magnificent.
leaf
formica
conditioner,
top
table
lawn
and
four
mower,
and
nance, bathroom with shower,
There's two years of my hanSMALL WORLD
high chair. Call 753-6409. A13C
three burner stove,spare tire and chairs. Like new. Phone 753ELECTRONICS
diwork in this production.
5283.
Al3P
Sales
and Service
jacks. Call 753-3&58 for further
Vivian is a most versatile and
VINDALE TRAILER with'8' x 12'
103 N. 4th St
Bog Jack Antenna'w,th pole
information.
Al7C
talented individual. She is a fine
x 20' Carport,
and lead
fl
SET OF Trailer axles, wheels, Expand° and
INSTALLED
$59 95
actress, the best costumer I
Murray, Ky.
NEW SET of cattle racks for long tires, springs and equalizer like new throughout. Call 753know and an excellent director.
A13P
307 N 41h wheel base Dodge truck. Phone brackets. Also nice oak swivel 9351.
753-6091
I am most happy to recommend
492-8816.
Al4C office chair. Oak breakfast set
her as the play's new director
AKC
REGISTERED Setter Bird
Skull Flag
with four chairs, and old wash
TAPPAN GAS range, good
and I look forward to working
LAYING HENS, 50 cents each kettle..Phone 435-4042 evenings. Dog puppies, FlamirreenStar.
FOndition. May be -seen at 1102
weeks
with her."
PHOENIX, Ariz.(API- For Downs Poultry Farm, on New
old.
Phone 753-5973 after
A 13P
\fine
after 4:00 p.m.,753'
"I could not be more excited Paul- Hayes, a dentist and re- Concord Road. Phone 7534:00p.m.
A13C 1981.
Al7C
over my new appointment" said luctant taxpayer, it's the skull 5147.
Al4C THREE PIECE bedroom suite,
Ms. Parks. "I have been with and crossbones until April 15,
excellent . condition. 5,200 BTU
Rameses since it started and I
"The government uses force .25' HOUSEBOAT with L.P. gas Coolerator Deluxe air conam looking forward to my first to take our money like a bunch range, electric pump sink,
head, ditioner, used very little. Phone
year as director. Also, I am of pirates," says Hayes, large cabinets, roofed deck, 4 489-2643 after 5:00
p.m.
A13C
looking forwerd to
working "That's why I chose the skull bunks , 40 H.P. Johnson electric
with producer Frank Gonzales. and crossbones."
start motor. Motor used less than NEW PLYMOUTH garden
DOUBLE DIPPED GALVANIZED
I have watclhed his work in the
The Jolly Roger, outlined in 20 hours. $2,500.00. Phone 753-8776 tillers, 5 H.P. Briggs and
Stratton
past and know the real support white on a 16-square-foot black after 5:00p.m.
Heavy Duty Rotors '29.95 with sale of tower
A13NC engine with forward and reverse
gairidariee he- gives to his aoth,Ilies Rom the •Iiip of a 60$139.95 Roby- Sates, Highway 687
directors. It looks like a fun foot flagpole at his home here, LARGEST VARIETY of
- CHECK OUR PRICES
pistols Benton, Kentucky, phone 527summer' '
Hayes says the flag will stay in Kentucky. No increase in 9368.
TFC
Auditions are scheduled for up until April 15-the deadline prices. Country
Boy . Stores,
Satorday arid Sunday April 22 for filing income tax returns-- Army Surplus, 9 miles from
CAMPER AND long wheel base
and April 23 at l0J30 a.m. in the and will .be flown during the Hopkinsville. Junction Kentucky
truck,- $1300.00. Excellent conCENTRAL Shopping Center
Amphitheatre at Kenlake State first two weeks of April in fu- 117 and 164. Open
Sunday until dition. Factory built camper.
•
-..
•,
r.. .
Aone 7535865_
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,
_

t
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ALUMINUM
PLATES

TOP 100 HIT RECORDS
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

25' each

Ledger & Times

BUY Pa BEST!!...
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SPACE AGE REPORT

ACROSS

Call

j

Call

ROHN TV TOWERS

TV Service Center -

can.sipener, r
old china closet
table.and chair
freeze, roll-aw
with thattresse
chest, dresser
fett, two
machines, tab
electric lamps
hand saws, tw
beam
sledge and w
scoop shovels,
three axes, w
picks, four
mower„ many
numerous to
Refreshents
James E. Littl
Littlejohn
Willard Knott
437-4666.
AkICTION SA
15,1:00p.m. r
Lofton home.
Highway 641 f
Will offer nice
room suite,
house full o
another home,
Garden title
collectors it
pressed, cl
glassware, chi
complete. Air
very little, oil
jugs, small
turniture, incl
iron bedstead
junk. Not res
accident.
Douglas St,
Frosty ) Mill
Phone 753-337

i,h

WANT
WANT TO B
Plo me 767-265
WANT TO B
worn out car
7410,
WANT TO B
In good condit
8749.
WANT TO B
of Ledger &
by officeJ03
phone calls pl
WA
-WANT TO R
trailer within
for middle ag
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Call
753-1916

Call
753-1916

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

MI PA PA PA PA PA PA PAPA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA

U
,

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

BUREAU OF
U,

Alm; Ky. at Pugh's Grocery Bldg.
ANTIQUES & COLLECTOR'S ITEMS:
Copper Boller, Copper Kettles, Silver Pitcher, Wash Kettle, Oak Buffet with brass teardrop pulls,Pedalling churn stand-a rarity! Kraut grinder, Grinding wheel, Fruit jars &
glasses, Old School desks, Old Picture frames, Old Mirrors, Old Oil Heaters, Carnival
Pitchers, Carnival glass, Churns, Bottles, Stone,jugs, Old Rockers, Old China Cabinet,
Oak Dresser,Hall Tree, Kerosene Lamps,Iron 4-bed, Wicker rockers, Washboard, Milk
Can, Cocoa Cola Trays.

'GARAGE SALE 306 South 4th St.,
Saturday, April 15 8:004:00
Pictures, Dishes, Chairs; 2
Chests, Hand Tools, Copper
tubing, Carpet, Some antiques,
Depression Glass, Pitch*,
Round top trunk, Needle work
Picture, Queen Ann Type Chair,
Copper utash.Boihr__ Many More
things too numerous to mention.
Sale will be held in heated
basement entrance in rear. Al4P

TERMS - CASH
Auctioneer - John Randolph

on Co.
Realty & Aucti753-838
John Randoe lph
2
Phone
Street
I 1 1 1 Sycamor

61 MI C C VA fit Ili

HELP WANTED

AUCTION SALE
Every Friday night on Hwy. 641.3 miles North of Paris.
This week another load from St. Louis; Desk,Secretary,
Chest, Dressers, Bookcase and clocks. .
Lots of other items.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL
engineer - Interested in and or
experience in automation. To
work in engineering department
of a'firm designingrand building •

timolote iletworieg
MI NOUS MAKI

4,2:1 2
7532-.3

YOU'LL PAY LESS for on
ALLSTATE TIRE

and GET MORE

CALL 753-2310
for SEARS extra-low
catalog price.
19/2 b

U +,.•J

ST.d..t.. 1,C

-

"IF THERE WERE MILLIONS MORE
OF GUYS LIKE ME, THERE WOULD BE
A LOT MORE LAUGHTER IN 'THE
STREET."
-111trnarT--lirartw-

2)

f.A07

Need Tires? Get
SEARS PRICE FIRST

•
FOR THE CHILDREN:
Baby stroller, Infant bed, High chair,Child's rocking horse,toys
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS;
Coffee Tables,Sail Ship aocks,Old Lamps,Soup Warmer, Heaters,2 Sewing machines,
Electric fans, Small table saw, 56-cup coftee-maker,ceiling lights, 3 T.V.'s, 2 electric
clocks, army cot, meat saw,Vacuum cleaners,fireplace set, 3-burner kerosene stove,
r
NEW table top ranges,Portable electric washer,record players,Lamps.

419,10664646d Valli CC all log WA

and two'.
Ledger &
North 4th
"TENc

INTERNAL REVENUE

Friday, April 21 - 7:00 p.m.,

I,

2
2
2

PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA

AUCTION II

U,

Another View

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

CYPRESS LUMBER
•Slabs
•Sawdust

W. M. AVERY
LUMBER CO.

-brickmaking equipment and
-plants. Must have shop and
Auctioneers ...
fabrication knowledge and
coordination. Northwest TenSHORTY McBRIDE - 247
Puryear, Tenn.
nessee area resident preferred.
JAMES E. TRAVIS - 278 Salary open. Send resume to
Lingl Corporation, P.O. Box 106,
Dresden, Tennessee 38225 At- FOR YOUR auction sale needs
April
AUCTION SALE,Saturday,
.SERVICE OFFERED
tention;,...E nginppring _Depart- contact. Otto Chester's A_uc_tioe
15, 10;00 a.m. at the late Calvin
Al4C Service, 4354042, Lynn Grove.
ment.
Littlejohn home in . Parma, SEPTIC TANK cleaning,- backi
z-Complete auction service. April
Kentucky. Turn right on Need- hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753TFC NIGHT WATCHMAN duties with 14NC
more Road,follow sale marker to 5933.
light janitorial chores. Inquire
Road.
sale 21-i miles on
Selling, new Frigidaire stove, FOR ALL your home additions at Boone Cleaners, 605 Main
A13C
new dining room suite, twig Alterations, remodeling, etc. Street in person.
recliners, braided rug, electric Free Estimates.Phone 753-

Sears
Catalog Sales Office
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

TWO BEDROOM brick, located
at Almo Heights.-Couple only or
small family. Phone 474Al3C
2369.

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment for married students,
air conditioned. Two blocks from
University.Phone 753-4684. AM

FURNISHED ONE .bedroom
apartment, air conditioned, one
block from campus. Couples or
singles only. Available May 1st.
Also new two bedroom furnished
duplex, central heat and air

duplex,
BEDROOM
TWO
Westwood Subdivision. Stove,
'refrigerator,dishwasher,drapes,
washer and dryer furnished.
Central heat.and air. Carpeted.Phone 753-4470 or 753-4421. A14C

•s • •

s •

s

VS •

L,•

:

753ELE -TROLUX SALES & Ser- May 12. Phone 753-9135 or
TFC
vices,Box 213,Murray, Ky.,C.M. 4478.
Sanders; phone 382-2468, FarTFC EXTRA NICE furnished, one
mington, Kentucky.
bedroom apartment, ,air conditioned. Part of utilities furHOM ELITE SAWS
nished. Adjacent to University
campus. Next to White Hall.
Waldrop Saw 8
$88.00 per Month. Couples -only
LOck Shop
Al9C
Phone 753-3805.

TWO BEDROOMrtuplex with stove, refrigerator, air conditioner, washer and
dryer.
Couple only. 1714 Wells ExA15P
tended. Phone 753-3696.
REAL ESTATF FOR SALE

IN ,LAXEWAY Shores, two
paneled
house,
bedroom
ULTRA MODERN mobile home, basement. $15,500.00. Phone 436Phone 901-247-3761
heat and air, set 5331.
A25C
Sheriff's office will be open all 13'x63', central
foundation
day'on Saturdays, April 15 and 22, up' on permanent
per month. NEW CABIN on Kentucky Lake
for the benefit of taxpayers to pay under shade. ;110.00
_ Lake
Ridge- _.,
Center
GARAGE SALE, starts Satur- their taxes before the list is ad- Includes all utilities, except in
day, April 15, 9:00 a.m., 206 South verti§ed far sale. Open daily, electric. Furnished or partially Development. Located on large
--9f privacy
vitio&K-1 irth
15th-gtreeT.--efieSt of'leavers;except Sundays, from eight a.m. tarnished:753=3855:
Cabin has bath, large comrefrigerator, desk and other to five p.m. through ApriI22.A15C
A14C
bination kitcken-living area,
small items.
furnished
BEDROOM
ONE
front porch, running •
enclosed
Work
TERMITES.
STOP
private building, lots water, electricity and partially
guaranteed. Free estimate. apartment,
block furnished. Will sell for $2750.00.
Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672 of storage, air conditioned,
month,
$75.00
college,
from
Phone 436-2448 for inor Huntingdon Termite Co.,
Al8P
available immediately,753formation.
Huntingdon,Tennessee,986Al5P
•
'TWO BEDROOM -frame wift0-1aluminum„ siding, carpeted and
automotive
BUILDING FOR
rip ii FAMPIM
. 417 South 10th .
redecorated
business. Air, compressor furBLUE MARLIN CLUB k
Street. Make.us a bid.
A15C
$100N
753-3018.
Installed
Phone
nished.
a
Band
for
On Highway 641 North, frame,
Wed.-Fri.4 Sat.
bedrooms, two acres land
two
FURNISHED EFFJCIENCY
Phone 642-9804
3-TON DUOTHERM CENTRAL
city water.
apartment, near University. Air with deep well or
Will
possession.
Immediate
private
conditioned, carpet,
consider a trade on either of these
included.
utilitiei
All
entrance.
YARD SALE,Saturday, April 15,
_Al3C
houses PttonPs.7.53-23211.
New crushed $85.00 per-Tomtit-Phone 753.8452
111:-90
plus tax
Al5C
velvet couch, used living room for appointment.
for
LOT ON Peggy Ann Drive,
suite, Mediterranean occasional
Phone 753-2632 after 5:00
90'x150'.
mobile
INSURANCE WORK ACCEPTED
tables, odd lamps, Magnavox NICE TWO bedroom
Al3P
p.m.
stereo TV console. Other home, all electric, 2,t miles
room
five
Also
Murray.
of
South
miscellaneous items. 1711
NICE THREE bedroom brick.
Johnson Boole ant,( by new high house, unfurnished, two miles
$2500.00 equity and assume loan,
after
753-4645
Phone
641.
on
South
A15C
school
Al9C less than 10 years to pay. Phone
4:00p.m.
TFC
492-8264.

207 S. 7th

SPECIAL!!

can..apener. radio._ wimlow tan,
man and mechanic. Top pay and
old cline closet, oarindrett, and PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. benefits for right men. Phone 753table.and chairs. Coldspot deep Prompt expert service. 15 year 2927 after 6:00p.m.
A14F
freeze, roll-away bed, two beds experience. Ben W. Dyer,
with Mattresses and box springs, Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247- WANTED ORGANIST to play 10
chest, dresser, pole lamp, buf- 8072.
Apri126C to 12 hours weekly. Prefer one
fett, two treadle sewing
with dining room experience. No
machines, table, chest, trunk,
phone calls. Apply Colonial
NG,
E
REFINISHI
FURNITUR
electric lamps, two irons, four
A15(
Hbuse Smorgasbord.
pick
all
Free
work
guaranteed.
hand saws, two cross cut saws,
Aialk
w,
beam - scales, wheelbarro
or natural finish. Jerry WANTED RELIABLE lady to
sledge and wedges, hoe, rack, 4 Antique
April 20C stay with small child in my home
753-3045.
McCoy,
pots,
dinner
three
scoop shovels,
1:00-5:00 p.m., Monday through
three axes, wash kettle, lantern,
Friday. Must have own tranpicks, four lawn chairs, lawn INTERIOR, EXTERIOR sportation.
furnish
Must
All
work
job.
any
size
painting;
too
items
other
mower, many
after
753-8045
Phone
references.
quality
Use
first
guaranteed.
numerous to mention.
A14C
6:00p.m.
Refreshents will be served. paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
IF
753-8495.
Todd,
James E. Littlejohn and Harvey
Littlejohn administrators.
WHITE ColdATTENTION
WANTED CLEAN up boy, exWillard Knott Auctioneer. Phone WILL MOW lawns,,now and all perience preferred. See Paul
Phone
247-4845
water bank gravel. $6.00 per load. TWO ROOM furnished apartKy.
Mayfield,
A14C summer. Phone 753-8550 after Garland, located in old ice plant
437-4666.
Phone 753-5343 or see Rudell ment with shaver-bath, on GOOD INVESTMENT property •
May3C.
6:00p.m.
Street,
4th
Bogard 1634 Miller Avenue. Murray-Mayfield Highway near nearly two acres in heart of town,
building on. South
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. Phone near 8th and Sycamore and the
Al4C
anywhere in
Delivered
acrossfrom Hih-Burger.
for
A13P
HIGHWAY 641 Pet Shop. Fish VA LOANS; no down payment
753-4552.
kUCTION SALE,Saturday, April BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
A19C
Murray.
hospital. Nice retirement home
and supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny qualified veteran. 12 years to
15, 1:00 p.m. rain or shine at Otis also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Buyer get, land, old 9 room
sight.
can
and
all
pay.
Your
lot
extras
modern home, and remodeling material.
Lofton home. Follow signs off topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569, WANTED AUTO clean up men. Toy Poodles, Irish Setter,
BEDROOM
TWO
Mobile
Bill's
also.
financed
be
A13P
days.
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles
Highway 641 from Almo Heights. 354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00 Phone 753-6881
apartment, unfurnished with A sound buy at $9,850.00. Phone
FAB-N-TRIM
North of Murray, Kentucky, Homes, 3900 South Beltline HighTFC
Will offer nice solid wood dining p.m.
built-in oven and range, air 753-7620 or 753-9942.
Main
314
Aprill8C
Phone
phone 753-1862 or 753-9457. April way, Paducah, Kentucky.
room suite, twin matching beds,
$110.00 per month,
conditioned.
Only
-Fri.
Thurs.
WANTED BODY repair man.
Al4C
443-6150.
and Good salary. 5 paid holidays per 24C
house full of furniture from GARDEN
PLOWING
all utilities included. See at 7101'2
BY OWNER: Three bedrooms,
An
another home,all clean and-nice. discing. Also Bushhogging. Call year. One week paid vacation
Poplar, Murray or phone FarAssorted Rayon 1' inch
living and dining room,
family,
Al7C
Garden tiller, truck load of now for appointment. Knight's after 1st year. Plenty equipment
mington 382-2299.
baths, utility room, storage
134
A18C to wortivith. Phone Rudy's Body
•
collectors items, depression, Shop,753-4035.
room and carport, fireplace,
pressed, clear .anci plain
Shop, 753-1277 days or 753-5175
SALE
FOR
AUTOS
large shady lot. Neap University
glassware, china, midget churns, WILL DO baby-sitting in my nights.
TWO-2 Bedroom apartments, one
A15C
and Elementary school. Phone
complete. Air conditioner, used home. Prefer ages from 2 to 5.
furnished, one unfurnished.
Al4C
753-9770.
specializing
is
now
ton,
2
Contractor
Swift
Masonry
Harold
very little, oil lamps, cans, jars, Phone 753-7829.
TRUCK-1963 Chevrolet
Available immediately.- Phone
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Midwest, hoist. 1967 Ford 2 ton Ronald W. Churchill, 753-2736 or
jugs, small saddle, some old
needs lady full time, preferably
in water-proof basements.
A13C 3 BEDROOM BRICK home,large
•
without bed. Phone...Farmington 753-8395.
furniture, including 100 year old EXPERIENCED WORK in 25-40 years old to conduct
A15P
family room, carpeted, central
382-2447.
iron bedsteadefarming tools and landscaping, mowing, planting, telephone survey. Phone (502
air conditioning, two car garage,
of
making
the
and
of
case
in
pruning,
junk. Not responsible
554-2895 collert after 7:00
AVAILABLE MAY 15th. Two
FORD RANGER, 1969 model 1-2 bedroom apartment, central air large lot, nice neighborhood, tow
flower beds. Phone 753-6051. A14C p.m.
accident.
Al5C
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-6311 ton pickup. Automatic, power conditioning. Wall to wall carpet. price.
Douglas Shoemaker and Bob
210 acres 3 miles east of New
steering, power brakes, air
Frosty o Miller in charge of sale. PAINTING INSIDE and out and
Best location. Phone 753--t
Concord, 12 mile blacktop
360 cubic ir.'2h
,
conditioned
apWANTED
JANITOR,
14C
general
A
Phone
repair.
43510C
May
one 753-3375.
4331.
WANTED SOMEONE to tend
frontage, Reasonably priced.
5173.
Al9C proximately four hours per day,5 AVAILA13LE NOW complete large garden spot in town. Phone engine. Topper with full door in
135 acres, excellent house with,
condition.
Excellent
County
Clean
Calloway
rear.
all
days per week, 1:30-5:30 p.m. listing of
Al4C
CY
D EFFICIEN
after 4:00 p.m.
central air conditioning, 90 acres
38,000 actual miles. Phone 753- FURNISHE
Will consider retired person. autos and trucks. Shows license 7514941,
WANT TO BUY
Al5P apartment, close to campus. cropland, wells, ponds, barn,
77077
CARD OF THANKS
Apply in person at Standard number, owtier, address, make
Phone 753-6564 for further in- good fences, blacktop road
for
must
Al5C and model of vehicle. A
EXPERT SEWING
Textile, Ill East Poplar.
TFC
formation.
bicycle.
We
speed
many
wish
to
our
thank
WANT TO BUY
frontage located south east of
MACHINE SERVICE
service stations, insurance

HURRICANE STRAPS

Pluto
own carpet
t and fluffy
re. Big K,
er. Al5C
17 spaces.
wy. 94. Will
t $135.00 a
.753TFC

AIR CONDITIONER
l'aik4 T625"

Bill's Mobile Home
Repair

ATTENTION!!

ALL NEW HOME BUILDERS

;ears. Call
cing needs.
and Farm
le. Expert
Call Larry
"753May IC
.D
'5

ice
vw,th pole
,TALLED
753-6091

oge, good
en at 1102
o3Al7C .
analmalor

Harold Swift Masonry Contractor

i,h

TENC,friends, neighbors and relatives
' fde the cards, letters, and WANTED BABY-SITTER 7:30
telephone calls during my stay in a.m.-4:30 p.m. Must furnish own
10.x12'
WANT TO BUY 9'x12' or
the Memphis Hospital. Also the transportation. Phone 753-7353
worn out carpet. Phone 753Aix surprise visits were most after 5:00p.m.
A15C
7410.

PI,one 767-2655.

welcome.
God bless each of you.
WANT TO BUY round oak table, Virgil and Rachel Gibbs. ITP
in good condition. Phone 498Al3C
8749.
LOST & FOUND
WANT TO BUY March 17 copies
of Ledger & Times. Please bring LOST IN Hazel, brown leather
of
_ by office,_103 North 4th Street. No billfold. Reward for the return
7
-01011V492
NMI&
and
i
TFNL
paper
please.
calls
phone
Al5C
8746. P.O. Box 84 Hazel.
WANTED TO RENT
. WANT TO RENT small house or
trailer within 15 miles of Murray
for middle age couple.Phone 437-

TO

agencies, salesmen, parking lot

iiikiators, etc. Inquire at the
Credit Bureau of Murray or
phone 753-5572.

413('

We pick up & deliver'
Discount Sewing &
Stereo Center
492-8812
azel, Ky.

1964 FORD TWO door hardtop
Galaxie XL 390 four speed. Extra
sharp. Will trade for pickup. See
at 1605 Catalina Drive or phone
A15C
753-9445.

DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five room
and bath, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, extra large
master bedroom, range. Days
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
TFC
5:00p in.,

GARAGE SALE, starting April
13, Thursday, Friday and
automatic
WANTED RESPONSIBLE babySaturday. Very good pieces of 1965 GTO, BLA(7K,
SIX ROOM unfurnished brick on
Phone
sitter weekdays for summer
312 Irvan. Absolutely no pets.
antique furniture and glassware; transmission. Best offer.
Al7C
months. Phone 753-8812 for
Al3C
Walnut hall tree, marble top 753-9581.
Phone 492-8283.
information.A15C
further
*ash .stand ( rare) Marble top
console table, four tire bookcase,
1965 BUICK SPORTS wagon, GARAGE APARTMENT, two
round glass china cabinet, walnut
unfurnished, near
-f111/$82ikeL rtd air I'S ooms
W-AN-T-ED -E XPE E-N-C-E-14
klichen Clocks, mbrbre" Mer.
75011-8941. after
Phone
University.
interest4r1
If
$675.00.
conditioned.
Welder. Apply in person to Five
ANC
goose rieek- rocker, walnut fern
p.m.
4:00
A14C
753-7694.
or
pho,ne 753-2282
Opens 7 -a.m.
A13C
Points Welding Shop.
pedestal,-swing rocker, chest of
secretary desk, Mk°
12th & Poplar Street drawers,
NEEDED FOUR tvomen for
bowl and pitcher gets, carnival
of _land for rent
396, all FIFTY ACRES
profitable part time beauty
glass, pressed glass and many 1966 CHEVELLE SS
Beans only.: Phone
Soy
for
exother
counseling cosmetics. Phone
FREE ESTIMATE on.septic.tank more items. Phdrie 753-2806, 1407 power, stereo, many
Hardin, 354-8569, 354-8138 or 354weau_i_ollazid-i-OR.P.111.-nLefstsgamyrinwnworgpregg-.Tperyfftgralfr----,-------Phone 743.25M1--Al3C
2416.

STARKS
HARDWARE

New Concord.
Claude I Miller Real Estate
418 Main Street
753-5064 Res. 753-3059
John C. Neubauer, Assoc. Broker
Al4C
753-7531
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fiRAY, KENTUCKY

Sen. Robert Byrd Joins List
In Opposition To Kleindienst

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)--A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
officer said Wednesday the corps is continuing operations to
neutralize the remaining- poisonous chlorine aboard a barge
wedged in the gates of the McAlpine Dam on the Ohio River.
Chuck Schuman, an assistant public affairs officer, said less
than X) tons of the liquid chlorine ars still on the barge, which
contained 640 tons of the chemical when it broke loose from a tow
March 19„ drifted down the channel and stuck in the dam.
Schuman said he couldn't estimate when the last of the chlorine
would be removed from the barge.

WASHINGTON(AP)— Some nation—Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr.,
—Heard John Ryan, No. 2
Senate Democrats say the nom- D-N.C., sponsor of the first two man in ITT's Washington ofination
of
Richard
fice, describe his meetings with
G. motions to subpoena Flanigan.
Kleindienst to be attorney gen"I hays reached the point Kleindienst which resulted in
eral may be in trouble because where I expect to oppose any the conglomerate's making a fithe -White House won't permit consideration of the Kleindienst nancial presentation to Justice
staffer Peter Flanigan to testify nomination," said Ervin after Department officials that
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)—The Federal Trade Commission
in the controversy surrounding the committee rejected in played an important part in the
International Telephone & Tele- closed session his motions to settlement.
IFTC, has concluded it has little power to deal with complaints
about Kentucky'-strip- mine reclamation advertising, the
graph Corp.
Ryan said no one told him to
summon Flanigan.
.,
Louisville Courier-Journal reported in Thursday morning
The latestAq Lehi the &TOON
The first rejected_propda, at by.... approach Kleindienst, a neigheditions.
opposition to the nomination is Ervin called for subpaenas to bor in McLean, Va.,-at a social'
The complaints, from conservation groups in the state, as well
Sen. Robert C. Byrd of West Flanigan, other White House affair, but said he felt he , was
as 'congressmen, were about advertising placed in national
Vi4ginia, the assistant Demo- aides and Justice Department well-armed with information to
magazines last year by Bethlehem Steel Corp., a major east
cratic leader and a member of officials mentioned during the make a strong bid. He said
Kentucky coal producer.
the committee.
hearings. His second called Kleindienst told him "his door
They questioned the company's contention that "Every acre of
Sources close to Byrd said only for Flanigan and Nixon at the Justice Department is alland surface mined by Bethlehem is promptly and effectively
Wednesday he would vote aide William Timmons.
ways open."
restored.''
against Kleindienst unless
—Took testimony froniaLawThe third unsuccessful moThomas Grady, the FTC lawyer handling an investigation of the
Flanigan testifies in
the tion, submitted by Sen. Quentin rence Walsh, an outside counsel
matter is quoted as .saying recently that the case has raised
Judiciary Committee on his N. Burdick,
D-N.D., called for for Ill', who had written a letserious legal issues.
role in the out-of-court settle- subpoenain
ter and memorandum to
g
Flanigan only.
He is quoted as saying, "Our jurisdiction involves false or
ment of three antitrust suits
Kleindienst outlining the ecoEach
was
defeated
to
6
6
deceptive practices in commerce. We're talking about consumers
against ITT, one of the biggest
nomic consequences that could
along
partisan
lines
with
chairbeing misled to their detriment. Here, we don't have a consumer
corporations in the United
man James Eastland abstain- result if ITT had to divest the
product involved, only an allegation that the ad is untrue."
States.
KEY GETS KEY—Stan Key, tight, graduating member of the University of Kentucky basketball
ing. A majority vote is required companies involved in the DeByrd told newsmen he would for
partment's antitrust action.
team, was presented the key to the City of Hazel by Cy Miller, left, mayor of Haze). The presentation
approval..
be influenced by either FlaniLOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP—Kentucky Congressman Tim Lee was made last night at the -Stan Key Day" banquet held to honor Ke!, for his participation in the UK
Finally,
Byrd
offered a comgan's refusal to appear before
basketball program. Coach Adolph Rupp was the guest speaker.
Carter urged a House subcommittee Wednesday to substantially
the committee or the refusal of promise that would have reincrease financing of a federal strip mine reclamation program,
Staff Photo by David Hill
quired Flanigan's testimony at
his superiors to let him testify.
at Berea, the Louisville Courier-Journal reports.
a
closed hearing. It was deJohn
Dean
W.
III,
counsel
to
experimental station at Berea
The U.S. Forest Service
President Nixon, in a letter to feated 9 to 4.
presently receives $330,000 from the federal government, but
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, Dthe
committee
released
-Carter---wis-tdiaignikE•1111.4101111144QUIPPri4140t15-..
Mass.,
said he believes a move
_„__Wedno
cky. mid the White
rta Jaggers, wife of
committee seeking approval of 4,8950-for the station.
egly,tarligan
Rupp
has
never
Researchers at the Berea facility study methods to reduce or
had a losing'
again before the commi
Calloway County, providing
one time principal at Murray
season ia his years as a telephone request for Flanigan
prevent environmental damage caused by stripping for coal, and
to end the current phase of the High School,
$5,000 for victims of a 1968
to appear.
.
died Wednesday at
basketball coach.
also studies restoration techniques.
tornado in Calloway County,
Subsequently, the committee hearings next•Thursday.
two-a.m, at the Caldwell County
James Finis McReynolds of
"Basketball is a big thing in
Ervin said he will act at next Hospital,
teaching approximately 300 Thornton, Ark.,
Princeton. She was 85
formerly of Kentucky, "Rupp said. "Since rejected four Democratic efBrady, of
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)—Authorities held Henry
Thursday's meeting to have the years of
Calloway county children how Calloway County,
forts
to
have
Flanigan,
Nixon's
age.
died
the
inception
Sunday,
of
the
(
NCAA)
committee
Mayfield, without bond Wednesday, on a charge of smuggling 40
recommen
to swim last year, providing 30 April 2, at the
d no SenSurvivors are one daughter,
Fountain View tournament, every boy who has liaison with the business comate action on the Kleindienst Mrs. Mary
grams of heroin into Kentucky. the Largest amount ever conor 40 couples per year mother Nursing Home in
Bell Cawood of
Springhill, La. played for me has gone to the munity, called to testify.
fiscated in the state.
and baby care, providing Mr. McReynolds was
Flanigan has become a key nomination.
Atlanta, Ga.; two sons, Dr. C.H.
83 years tournament."
evening
Tuesday
after
he
arrested
veteran
was
Vietnam
The
The nomination was approved Jaggers of
uniformed volunteers who old, a retired salesman,
Princeton and Dr.
and a
"Basketball will always figure in the ITT controversy unanimousl
stepped from an airliner. Treasury Agent Jim Covert said Brady
y by the committee Joe Hall Jaggers
contributed approximately veteran of World
because
he
recruited
a
New
of Louisville;
War
remain
I.
a
good
thing
if
it
is
held
was charged with bringing $300,000 in heroin into Kentucky in
in
February
late
but
$10,000 worth of time last year
has been two sisters, Mrs. Rachel
on a healthy basis," Rupp went York financial analyst to preOwen
January.
to the Murray-Calloway County
The deceased was born on,"and that is what we have at pare a report which Justice De- held up because of the hear- and Mrs. Anna Doran, both of
ings.
Kleindienst
Hospital and Convalescent December 22,
asked
the
partment officials say was a
Houston, 'Texas; one brother,
1888 in Lynn
committee to reopen the hear- Ben
Ward, and also providing blood Grove. He was
Hood of Bowling Green;
the son of the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP )—The superintendent of Louisville's
Rupp went on to discuss major factor in convincing ings after
columnist Jack An- two grandchild
for blood donors' families when late William flary
ren; five great
and Ellafair basketball today, its history, them to abandon prosecution of
Roman Catholic Schools says Catholic school officials find
derson published a memo link- grandchild
they are in need."
(Cochrtim) McReynolds. Mr. and some of his own coaching the Fa antitrust case.
ren.
planning difficult since some parishes have begun -competing".—
ing :the antitrust settlement
Fctpy noted that,
Byrd_ joined another .
The funeral will be held
for teaching nuns by offering, "various fringe benefits."
111Sto. Ife-spoke of. his
'the woi;j7kReynolds was marTiDemocrat.*his oppo- with ITT's commitment to un- Friday aT I0:313 a.m.—sr the
— Shephard Culp- -on teaching history and some of his
The Rev. Thomas Casper told the Louisville Archdiocese 'Red Cross' is also synonymous late:Enna
sition to Kleindienst's nomi- derwrite part of San Diego's fi- Morgan
School Board at a meeting Wednesday that as a result of such with provisions for the military April 6, 1935, wtio preceded him teaching techniques.
Funeral
Home,
nancial obligation to get next Princeton.
in
death in 1964.
competition schools with few teaching nuns-are forced to hire lay in time of war. The Red Cross
Graveside rites will
"Sports is the only thing that
summer's Republican National be held
at 2:30 p.m. Friday at
teachers, at considerably higher salaries, to replace nuns who
delivers emergency messages
SUrvivors include a brother, is still free enterprise," Rupp
Convention.
the Fairview Cemetery at
leave.
said, "not contaminated by
between servicemen and their Gaylen of Dexter, and
a sister,
In other actions Wednesday, Bowling
, (Continued from Page I)
Green. Friends may
families in case of _death or Mrs. Jessie Mae Brook of Hazel 'Washington'."
the committee:
call at the Morgan Funeral
Speaking of Key, Rupp porttonment bill during the 1972
illness or any other family Park, Mich., three
s. lc •
grand—Voted
to have -two Denve
•
In has
Home.
related the game with Auburn session. . Gov. Ford and his
... .
•••
.
. .
approved a $103,261 grant to Madisonville Community College, to
heart specialists examine Dita
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
requests
•
•
each
local
Cross
•
Red
and nephews.
., • .
assist in construction of Phase I of a new campus.
were behind and Key was put in Walter "Dee" Huddlestoni
Chapter to verify emergency
who allegedly wrote the AnderKentucky Sens. John Sherman Cooper and Marlow Cook anFuneral
services
the
game
were
in
-held
the
unconstitut
knew
second
it
was
half.
ional,"
situations when that leave
son memo, to determine whethnounced the grant Wednesday in a telegram from their leave
is is requested by a serviceman. Tuesday, April 4, at the Firs't Key came in and took five shots Nunn declared.
er she is well enough to testify
Washington offices.
Huddleston was Senate maAlthough there are still 160,000 Baptist Church in Thornton, from the left side, and hit five
for a second time.
men in Viet Nam,there is some Ark. Rev. E. L. Ward and Rev. shots from the left side to pace jority leader in 1970 and 1972.
W.
H.
Hudstall
conducted the the Wildcats in their come"If not," Nunn asserted, "the
PIKEVILLE, Ky. AP —Sen. John Sherman Cooper will give shifting in emphasis today, and services.
Mrs. Addie Tibbs of In City
Burial was in from-behind victory.
governor would not have writthe Red Cross is doing more to
the commencement address to Pikeville College May 2.
died suddenly on Wednesday at
Magnolia
Memorial
Cemetery,
ten
a letter before yesterday's
"There was a boy who
The Kentucky Republican will receive an honorary doctor of aid veterans and their depen- Magnolia,
11:50 a.m. at her home. She was
Ark.
responded to - the challenge hearing in federal court in
dents following the war. Many
--Tafriegeetleuns--lbe-eellege- dunng the commencement
82 years of
which
conceded
he
wrongthe
eTiiteran
o
sire ridraware of
called 441441 si4" RLIPP
cises.
The Tri City woman is surness of his actlon.
said of Key.
— -- their benefits and the Red Cross
tilir-ed-bj? one SISter,IVWS. Carrie "As in the case of so many, if
Also present at the event and
provides help in filing for
Theo 0. Allred, father of Mrs. Wilford of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
introduced were Frank Albert not all, of their actions, politi- Nancy Hayden of Murray,
pensions, educational benefits
died one half sister, Mrs. Omah
'
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Stubblefield, U. S. Represen- cal motivation is clearly in- Wednesday at 10:55 a.m.
and medical attention. During
at Northcutt of Lafayette, Ind.;
the past year many Calloway graduates," will conduct tative
from
the
Fifth volved," Nunn continued.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He one grandson, Phillip Tibbs of
"If
they
had
spent
more
Congressio
time was 69 years of age
nal
County families have received Beethoven's_!..'Fidelio OverDistrict of
and a 817 North 20th Street, Murray;
SAIGON ( AP—Thousands of North Vietnamese troops stor- increased veterans' benefits ture" and the "First Suite in E- Kentucky,Holmes Ellis, Mayor on the study and preparation of resident of Barlow.
three great grandchildren.
of the City of Murray, and the redistricting bills in 1970
med An Loc with tanks at dawn today and by late afternoon had due to the personal service they Flat Major" by Hoist.
The deceased was a retired
Funeral services will be held
.(
state
legislative redistrict- merchant and
the
Carroll Hubbard, Kentucky
taken half of the provincial capital 60 miles north of Saigon, field received from the local chapter.
farmer, and was Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
An Illinois native, Neumeyer State Senator from this District. ing plan, which was thrown out
reports said,
a member of the Blandville of the Byrn Funeral Home.
"Only our local contribution is currently president
Heavy fighting raged in the streets at dusk, according to the
of the
Ken Imes, State Represen- in federal court) and 1972, and Baptist Church and
Masonic Mayfield, with Rev. Orville
keeps this going. For $2.00 the National Association
reports. Some reports said the 12,000 South Vietnamese troops in
of Schools tative from this District, less time constantly trying to Lodge 489 of
Hazelwood.
Easley officiating.
Red
Cross
provide
can
comfort
of Music. He has also held the commissioned Key as a Ken- hamper and smear my adminthe town were rallying under the cover of hundreds of American
Mr. Allred is survived by his
supplies for a wounded ser- presidency of the
Burial will be in the Highland
istration," Nunn added, "pernational Phi tucky Colonel.
air strikes.
wife, Mrs. Elsie Allred of Park Cemetery
viceman in Viet Nam. For $5.00 Mu Alpha professiona
at Mayfield
l music
The banquet was sponsored haps these instances of in- Barlow; three daughters,
Mrs. with the arrangements by the
the Red Cross will train five fraternity, the American
Music by the Hazel Woman's Club and competence could have been Hayden of
Murray, Mrs. Byrn Funeral Home where
PARIS ( API—The chief of the U.S. delegation to the Vietnam people in First Aid, Small Craft Hall of Fame, and the the
Hazel Chamber of Com- avoided and hundreds of thou- Beatrice Massa of
Paducah, friends may call.
or Water Safety. For $10.00 the. Association
peace talks revealed today that President Nixon made a secret
of
Music merce. Sharon Ray, president sands of dollars in expense to and Mrs. Joan
Ogden of Cape
Red Cross can collect and Executives in Private
proposal to the Vietnamese Communists on April 1 to resume the
Colleges of the Woman's Club, presented the taxpayers of Kentucky for Girardeau,
Mot two sons, T.O.
process a pint of blood. For and Universities.
talks today.
special sessions would not have Allred,
Key with a bend for $450,
Jr., of Jefferson City,
"The only response came in the form of a mushrooming in- $25.00 the Red Cross can buy a
While a student at Murray donated by the citizens of Hazel been required."
Mo., and Charles Allred of
vasion of the Republic of South Vietnam by North Vietnamese week's groceries Apr parents
Ford did not set a definite
State,
Neumeyer was a member and Calloway County.
Barlow; seven grandchildren;
troops," Ambassador William J. Porter told a news conference as and two children who are
Honored guests included Mr. date for the convening of the one great
grandchild.
disaster victims. Please of the Men's Music Club, the
he returned from consultations in the United States.
and Mrs. Calvin Key, parents of special session Wednesday but
Funeral services will be held
remember the importance of forerunner of the Phi Mu Alpha
said
probably
it
would
Stan,
begin
Mrs.
on
Stan key, Mrs.
at one p.m. Friday at the
your donation and
give chapter chartered on the Janice Wilkerson,
who was in June 11 or June 18.
DETROIT AP)—The visiting table tennis team from the generously when you have the campus in 1938.
Milner-Phillips Funeral Home,
charge of the dinner. Mr. and
The other subject which Ford Wickliffe, with
People's Republic of China is being wined and dined in splendor opportunity. Contributions may
Rev. Tom Camp
He
was
the
founder
in
1953
of Mrs. Ray Rhodes, parents of said definitely would be taken officiating.
Mrs. Novella Hurt of Hazel
before buckling down to its first match_
be made by mail to P.O. Box the East Bay
Music Camp and Mrs.
Stan
Key,
and up then is action to bring Kendied this morning at 8:30 at the
The 14-trkernbet.• team, hosted Wednesday night by Detroit 488, Murray.," he concluded.
Burial
will
be
in
the
Wickliffe
has served as its director since John Ferguson, assistant coach tucky's voter registration law
Mayor -Roman Gribbs, Will dine tonight at 'an- old English-style
_
Cemetery
with
Other officials will be named
the Murray -Calloway County
',into actord with a recent U.S. arrangements by
mansion at Oakland University. The delegation arrived earlier soon and plans for the drive will that time. He has written many at UK.
Hospital. She was 74 years of
the
Milnerarticles for
Also introduced by Judge Supreme Court decision. That
professional
Wednesday to begin a two-week tour of the United States.
age.
Funeral
be announced by County At- magazines and
Home,
is the author of Miller were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse decision invalidated a one-year Wickliffe,
The Hazel woman was
torney Easley shortly.
'where friends may
"History of Accreditation of Key, and Mr. - and Mrs. Paul residency requirement for voter
call after five p.m. today preceded in death by her
Music in Higher Education," Dailey, Sr., grandparents of registration in Tennessee. The
WASHINGTON AP—Some §nata Democrats say the
husband, Coleman Hurt, on
Thursday).
which was copyrighted in 1954. Stan.
same requirement is in effect
nomination of Richard G. Kleindienst to be attorney general may
March 2 of this year. She was a
under present law in Kentucky..
be in trouble because the White House won't permit staffer Peter
member of the Hazel Baptist
Neumeyer was the assistant
Ford has said there was not
Flanigan to testify in the controversy surrounding International
Church_ Mrs. Hurt was born
dean of the School of Music at
Telephone & Telegraph Corp. Flanigan is Nixon's liaison with the
time to complete that task beOctober 12. 1897, in Calloway
Southern Methodist Universit
fore the May 23 primary in
business community.
County and was the daughter of
for 10 years before moving ti
The latest to join the growing opposition to the nomination is
Kentucky but that it had 'to be
the late N.P Hendricks and
Illinois Wesleyan in 1952.
Sen. Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia, the assistant Democratic
betty Alexander Hendricks.
'Prince Cloys, 84 year old done before the General ElecMiss Jewell Henley, a
tion in November.
leader and a member of the committee. Byrd joins Sen. Sam J.
He earned the B. Mus. degree resident of 238
Mrs. Hurt is survived by one
North
Fourth
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AF,..) — A" at Illinois Wesleyan and
Ervin Jr., D-N.C., who said Wednesday he expects to oppose any
When asked 'by a reporter if resident of Farmington Route brother, Leon 'Hendricks of
the Street, Mayfield, died Tuesday'
county
judge
does
have
not
consideration of Kleindienst's nomination.
it,could be assumed Ford also One, died Wednesday at 7:30 Hazel, one niece, Mrs.
Mus. Ed. D. degree at Indiana at ten p.m. at his home.
Harold
He was
complete authority to remove University.
a.m, at her home. She was 71 McReynolds of
would ask the special session to
klurray, two
retired
farmer.
a
members he has appointed to
years
of age.
nephews, Rev. Billy" Grey Hurt
He is survived, by one repass the bill setting up a new
THURMONT, Md. ( AP)—President Nixon, who embarks on a lamol boards, the attorney gen, State Department of EnvironFuneral services will be held of Paducah and Larry Hurt
daughter,
Mrs.
Houston
of
Carried
40-hour visit to Canada tonight, was cloistered at nearby Camp eral's office has advised.
today at three p.m. at the Byrn Murray, and one
of Mayfield; one brother, mental Protection, the governor
brother-inDavid today to put the finishing touches on a speech that could
Asst. Atty. Gen, Charles RunHerman Cloys of Mayfield; one replied, "It's not safe to as- Funeral Home, Mayfield, with law, Bill Hurt of Murray.
mean the success or failure of the journey.
Bro.. James Hardison of•
yan said that the power of resister. Mrs. Sam Andrus of sume-anything."
Funeral services will be held
Such a bill, making up a key ficiating,
-Saturday at two p.m. at the
Few officials expect anything approaching meaningful moval was not incident to the
Paducah; two grandchildren.
-part Of Feard's program and his'
Serving as pa Ilbearers,will be Hazel Baptist Church
negotiations during the three-day visit, which comes at a time power of appointment and that US 1-2 200-230 lbs.,. 22.75-23 00
with Rev.
The, funeral is being held
when economic disagreement" beset-the two countries,
the specific statute governing US 1-3 2h0-250 lbs., 22,25-275 today at one p.m. at the chapel campaign platform last year, Parvin Murdock, Leslie Mum- B.R. Winchester and Rev. Billy
dock,
was
Frank McClure, Billy C. Grey Hurt officiating.
passed,hy both'the House
each appointnient muit be con24fW-2a0- !by.
,itie--flyrn Funeral-'Home,
25
.•
'
sulted relating to removal prior US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 21.05-21 75 Mayfield, with Bro. Jones dia."VaW in the re€eiirlelfil-"
43 "
1 r•'"
/""ti`*11
*'.. raitbcat rt lbw Of'
lative
Gerald
sesiion
Shultz.
but was .misNewport, Joe Adams, Stanley
Shockley officiating.
NEW YORK (AP)—Police Commissioner Patrick V. Murphy to the normal expiration of a - Sows
placed by a clerk and -not enInterment will be in 'the Weldon, Ray Lassiter,
and R.M.
Serving as pallbearers are
has ordered a crackdown as the deadliest gangland warfare in a term.
rolled-before the session ad- Antioch Church of 'Christ
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.,. 19
Vance.
decade swept across New York City.
The attorney general's opin- US 1-3 300-500 lbs., .50-20.00 Kent McClain, I.F. Carrico, bourne& When the error ivas- Cemeterty.
19.00-19.50 William E. Hall,' Gerald Bell,
Interment. will( be in the
During the past two weeks, seven reputed gang figures have, ion was requested by Graves US 1-3
discovered after the session adSurvivors are three brothers, Murray Cemetery
500-650 lbs., 19.00-20.00 Jim Flood, and Wayne
'with the
Andrus. jourtied,
-been stain by the gun. Murphy today had hundreds of police QauRt-Y-4
Ford indicated he was.
Henley of Mayfield, Allen arrangements by the
14---4.*Aatnill Look- - -US
LWir
engaged in an effort to end'015e .stioming . •
gikiaofsky.
dgietry-w--I
per
t4F---tionloy-of-Tri
,Boars 16.00-17.50 .
Funere4-Home,
mington Cemetery.
sessidn to correct thC flla tt r
Henley of Bell City
friends may call.
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NEW YORK —„The growth4 as a reflection of the decline in
American churches is grinding the national birthrate. EnrollMentlell by129;370te 7,141,453.
to a- halt
In its 1972 "Yearbook of The all-time high was reached
American Churches," the Na- in 1964, when 7,671,165 Sunday
tional Council/of Churches re- school chairs were filled.
ports a continuation of a genSome of the principal old-line
eral tapering off of over-all Protestant bodies reporting to
church-growth — membership, the National Council on 1971 acatdanse, contributions and. _knowledge& declines in mem.9oUtruclion.
bership. Among them were the
/. At the height of the post- Christian Cherch (Disciples of
World War H religion "boom" Mist), the Episcopal church,
In the mid-1950s, Membership the Lutheran Church in Amergains forged ahead of popula- ica, the United Church of
lion growth. By the mid-1960s, Quist,the United Presbyterian
memberships had slackened to Church in the U.S.A. and the
a rate less than the population United Methodist church, the
second largest, with 10,671,774
growth.
Last year's statistics indicate members.
Constant H. Jacquet Jr., edia near-standstill in membership growth for the first time, tor of the annual "Yearbook,"
with a rise of only .03 per cent, the 56th edition of whidikis beas compared with a 1.1 per cent ing distributed by Abingdon
increase in the total population. Press,the Methodist publishing
According to the best figures house, attributed the slight
theyearbocar.'-seleditor-couldoverlill_illeMberibiR gains in
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with some being incomplete
while others are not current.
44e also cited several- technical
factors,such as that the Roman
Catholics and a number of
Protestant bodies include infants as members, while others
count only those who have been
baptized or confirmed at age 13
and older.
However, Jacquet noted,
general downward trends can
be ascertained on the basis of
figures covering the last quarter-century. There has :been
scarcely a year since the mid1050s without decreases.
While 63.2 per cent of the
American population belongs
to some religious body, the
"Yearbook" reported, this is
not reflected in the degree of
-church..attendance. Figures
compiled for 1971 by the Gallup
poll showed that only 40 per
cent of the adult population
filed into pews in a "t j•'cal

bodies to the "Yearbook's" sta- was 42 per cent.
ship reached 131,046,963 in 1971,
When it came to contributistical
charts and to a change
up 2,540,969 over the preceding
one denomination's method tions,45 U.S. bodies with a total
year. This included all religious in
of reporting rather than to any membership of 42,941,762 rebodies in the nation.
of
receipts
ported
real increases.
Slight gains were reported iri
$89.12
per
or
$3,826,852,386,
"Only on an individual
1971 by the Roman Catholic
member, in 1971. The previous •
church, which numbered church-by-church basis can "Yearbook," reporting on 48
gains
be
accurately
losses
or
48,214,729, the Southern Baptist
denominations, some of them
Convention — the nation's larg- reported," he observed.
The best available figures different from those on the 1971
est Protestant body with
contribucome
from the official tabula- list, computed total
11,628,032 members — the
tions in 1970 at $3,099,589,399, or
church
various
of
the
tions
Lutheran church, Missouri Sy$87 per person.
nod, and several small conserbodies, Jacanet explained,
vative Protestant groups.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Roman Catholic
.Latter-Day Saints k Mormon), Southern Baptist Convention
which does not regard itself as Unite&Meihmist church_
a part of Protestantism, also --Episcopal church
reported a moderate member- Lutheran Church in America
ship gain, as did the Eastern - United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
Orthodox churches.
Lutheran church Missouri Synod
In a report of their own, the American Lutheran church
.Southern :Baptists announced -Church of Jesus Christ of-Latter-Day Saints
that their Sunday school enroll- . United Church of Christ.
--ment continued to drop in 1971, Greek Orthodox Ardidiocese of North and South America

While the over-all figure for
giving in 1971 was larger than
that for 1970, Jacquet observed
that it has not kept pace with
inflation and so has dropped
sharply in terms of what the
dollar will buy.
Construction of religious
buildings continued to drop
from the all-time high of
$1,207,000,000 in 1965. The most
_recent figures,provided by the_
Department of Commerce,
showed that new construction
came to $921,000,000 in 1970,
down $28,000,000 h-cen the previous year.
Here again the whole story is
not told in the terms of raw
tree. Inflation played an important role. Jacquet said that
if the 1970 figure had been computed on the basis of the "inflationary factor" in the construction industry, it would have
been worth $580,130,000 in
terms of the 1965 dollar. '
Interestingly, while church
membership and attendance
have been falling off, the number of ordained clergy has
risen. This has occurred despite a general decline in recruitment and retention of
Roman Catholic priests.
In 1971 there were 303,826 or
States, as compare. wk
387,642 in 1970. Of those serving'
in 1971, 235,189 were in parish
posts,as compared with 217,380
in 1970. The others were either
retired or employed in nonparish capacities
The following table shows the
.membership trends of some of
the nation's major church
bodies as reported in the 1971
and 1972 editions of the National Council of Churches' "Yeartook of American Churches":
1970
1971
47,872,069
48,214,729
11,487,708
11,628,032
10,824,010
10 671 774
3,320,2723,285,862
-2,135,6843,106,344
3,166,490
3,087,213
2,786,102
2,788,536
2,559,588
2,543,293
1,930,811
2,023.146
1,997,898
1,960,608
1,875,000
1,950,000

YOU CAN MAKE IT

Black leaders
grope for goals
By VERNON E.BROWN
Copley News Service
"Black Journal," a television series, recently had a program
called "Who's Who In Black America."
The 90-minute program was very, very amusing. There were
black people therefrom the farleftandfrom the extremerighL.
The traditional black groups like the Urban League,the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference all said what they were
pected to say — nothing. They appeared more impressed with their
vocabularies and word pronunciations than with finding a solution
to the black man's dilemma and fa.e in America.
Dick Greg
WaShitutualf.ory se We bad a chance to see him perform free, rather than buy an album. His main thing was that he
and his wife keep having babies; that Is his answer to so-called
"genocide." But he didn't say that he earns $500,000 a Year, and
that they can afford all the children they want.
Congressman Charles Diggs, D-Mich., talked about how much
nothing he was doing for black people.
Educator James Creek, president of Howard University(a black
university in Washington, D.C.), spoke about the tragedies confronting black institutions of higher learning, and how the federal
•
colleges He is avery_
,4eepthinkinginaw---4htritind4hat-+/maid-we*
educate my kids.
Then there was a so-called preacher,from a militant church*organization, who should have stayed home. All he did was argue.
The honorable Elijah Muhammad,the messenger for the nation
of Islam, was interviewed by phone.
His points were that it's too late for.black people in America;
Integration was very bad for black people; black people will never
be equal in politics to white people because we haven't had enough
time; black people should stop begging from whites and do something for themselves.
He said now that we are free we should do our own thing, and dignify wherever we go or live. We should begin to farm, he said, because from farming comes everything we need.
He pointed out how Negroes made fun of him and his movement
years ago; now they don't laugh anymore, because the world has
seen what the Muslims have done.
Roy Innes, of the Congress of Racial Equality(CORE) was there,
.and added a bit.
Mrs. Dorothy Height, of the Organization of Negro Women-explained the black Arflan's part in the new America,and I was very
proud of her. '
The only thing bad about the whole show was the so-called brightest black minds in Ametica. They did not and Could not agree on a.
Path for totalireedom,or a direction tot our youth, or a platform to
enhance black dignity.

IMPROVISATION— To

minimize the car engine
noise, this 'racing fan covered his head and recelfeer with
a bag while making a call during races at Sebring, Fla.

Shapemaker Health Club
OPENING SPECIALS now available until April
15 on both the Health Club and Reducing Program

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THESE OPENING SPECIALS
* CALL 75.3-2962 *
Steam Bath and Massages Also Availabl
We Have.

Extensive Line of Physical
Conditioning Equipment-
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Wishing Well Miniature Golf
"Every day is family day"
Action surfaced with Monsanto Astro-Turf
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"Arcades, rides, concessions, fun galore"
Locally Owned and Operated
Open Week Days at 5 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 1 p.m.
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Games 1/2 Price!
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Happy Hollow
Amusement Center

We now have delicious
Pizzas and a Delicatessen

Happy Hollow Coupon
- Good For 1 FREE Ride
Coupon Good thru Sunday, April 16
NT Hollow Coupon
Good For 1 FREE Ride
Coupon Good thru Sunday, April 16

SPR-ING.HOUR
(through May 15)
-

Wed Thur 5 9 p m
Fri Sat 5 11.30 g
Sun 11 a m to 9'r m
Closed Mon & Tue.

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
HARVEY CONAWAY

502-753-9807

MURRAY, KY.

502-474-2773 AURORA, KY.
Specializing in the Lakes R egion
P.O. BOX 483 — MURRAigi KY. 42071

Wemtern Itentucky'N Host I flume
FEATURING

Restaurant

Ch4r.-broiled Steaks

t4e Olay a P$
Xce imeant Nrlor
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Sen. Robert Byrd Joins List
In Opposition To Kleindienst

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)—A U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
officer said Wednesday the corps is continuing operations to
neutralize the remaining poisonous chlorine aboard a barge
wedged in the gates of the McAlpine Dam on the Ohio River.
Chuck Schuman, an assistant public affairs officer, said less
than 20 tons of the liquid chlorine are still on the barge, which
contained 640 tons of the chemical when it broke loose from a tow
March 19, drifted down the channel and stuck in the dam.
Schuman said be couldn't estimate when the last of the chlorine
would be removed from the barge.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP—The Federal Trade Commission
FTC) has concluded it has little power to deal with complaints
about Kentucky strip mine reclamation advertising, the
Louisville Courier-Journal reported in Thursday morning
editions.
The complaints, from conservation groups in the state, as well
as congressmen, were about advertising placed in national
magazines last year by Bethlehem Steel Corp., a major east
Kentucky coal producer.
They questioned the company's contention that "Every acre of
land surface mined by Bethlehem is promptly and .effectively
restored."
Thomas Grady,the FTC lawyer handling an investigation of the
matter is quoted as saying recently that the case has raised
serious legal issues.
He is quoted as saying, "Our jurisdiction involves false or
deceptive practices in commerce. We're talking about consumers
being misled to their detriment. Here, we don't have a consumer
product involved, only an allegation that the ad is untrue."
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)—Kentucky Congressman Tim Lee
Carter urged a House subcommittee Wednesday to substantially
increase financing of a federal strip mine reclamation program,
at Berea, the Louisville Courier-Journal reports.
experimental station at Berea
The U.S. Forest Service
presently receives $330,000 from the federal government, but
Carter went before - 1811,--liouse Interior Apprpriations subcommittee seeking approval of 82,895,000 for the station.
Researchers at the Berea facility study methods to reduce or
prevent environmental damage caused by stripping for coal, and
also studies restoration techniques.
Brady, of
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)—Authorities held Henry
Mayfield, without bond Wednesday, on a charge of smuggling 40
grams of heroin into Kentucky, the largest amount ever confiscated in the state.
The Vietnam veteran was arrested Tuesday evening after he
stepped from an airliner. Treasury Agent Jim Covert said Brady
was charged with bringing $300,000 in heroin into Kentucky in
January.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP)—The superintendent of Louisville's
Roman Catholic Schools says Catholic school officia* find
planning difficult since some parishes have begun_ '_!_competin, g"
for teaching nuns by offering, "various fringe benefits."
The Rev. Thomas Casper told the Louisville Archdiocese
School Board at a meeting Wednesday that as a result of such
competition schools with few teaching nuns are forced to hire lay
teachers, at considerably higher salaries, to replace nuns who
leave.
Louisviug,j1044 The 1,1 s. ()Mice of Edugation has
approved a $193,261 grant to Madisonville Community College, to
assist in construction of Phase I of a new campus.
Kentucky Sens. John Sherman Cooper and Marlow Cook announced the grant Wednesday in a telegram from their
Washington offices.
PIKEVILLE, Ky.( AP)—Sen. John Sherman Cooper will give
the commencement address to Pikeville College May 2.
The Kentucky Republican will receive an honorary doctor of
reetrarrilhe=toliege during the commencement exerlaws deg—
•
cises.

•

•

KEY GEM KEY--Stan Key, right, graduating member of the U111 V ers ty of Kentucky basketball
team, was presented the key to the City of Hazel by Cy Miller, left, mas or of Hazel. The presentation
was made last night at the "Stan Key Day" banquet held to honor Ke for his participation In the UK
basketball program. Coach Adolph Rupp was the guest speaker.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Red Cross...
/Cot/Untied from Paget)

-

Calloway County, providing
$5,000 for victims of a 1968
tornado in Calloway County,
teaching approximately 300
Calloway county children how
to swim last year, providing 30
or 40 couples per year mother
and baby care, providing
uniformed volunteers who
contributed approximately
$10,000 worth of time last year
to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and Convalescent
Ward, and also providing blood
for blood donors' families when
they are in need."
--Eiiale--y- noted-that, the'Word
'Red Cross' is also synonymous
with provisions for the military
in time of war. The Red Cross
delivers emergency messages
between servicemen and their
families in case of death or
illness or any other family
CTisa.

The

.

m1itary

Mr. McReynolds Stan Key...
Passes Away
James Finis McReynolds of
Thornton, Ark., formerly of
Calloway County, died Sunday,
April 2,'at the Fountain View
Nursing Home in Springhill, La.
Mr. McReynolds was 83 years
old, a retired salesman, and a
veteran of World War I.
The deceased was born
December 22, 1888 in Lynn
Grove. He was the son of the
late William Henry and Ellafair
(Cochrum) McReynolds. Mr.
McReynolds was-married to the
late Euna Shephard Culp 'on
April 6, 1935, who preceded him
in death in 1964.
Survivors include a brother,
Gaylen of -Dexter, soda sister,
Mrs. Jessie Mae Brook of Hazel
Park, Mich., three grandchildren nd
and nephews.

requests each local Red C,coss
Chapter to verde. emergency
Funeral services were held
leave situations when that leave
is is requested by a serviceman. Tuesday, April 4, at the First
Although there are -st41.1.1602000 Baptist Church in Thornton,
men in Viet Nam,there is same Ark. Rev. E. L. Ward and Rev.
shifting in emphasis today, and W. H. Hudstall conducted the
the Red Cross is doing more to services. Burial was in
aid veterans and their depen- Magnolia Memorial Cemeter,
dents following the war. Many Magnolia, Ark.
older veterans are not aware
their benefits and the Red Cross
provides help in filing for
pensions, educational benefits
(Continued from Page I
and medical attention. During
the past year many Calloway graduates," will conduct
County families have received Beethoven's "Fidelio Overincreased veterans' benefits ture" and the "First Suite in E3iite-to-the personal se_tvice they Flat May:IL! by Hoist.
received from the local chapter.
An Illinois native, Neumeyer
"Only our local contribution is currently president of
the
keeps this going. For $2.00 the National Association of Schools
Red Cross can provide comfort of Music. He has also held the
supplies for a wounded ser- presidency of the national Phi
viceman in Viet Nam. For $5.00 Mu Alpha professional music
Red Cross will train five fraternity, the American Music
pie in First Aid, Small Craft Hall of Fame, and the
Water Safety. For $10.00 the Association
of
Music
Red Cross can collect and Executives in Private Colleges
process a pint of blood, For and Universities.
$25.00 the Red Cross can buy a
While a student at Murray
week's groceries for parents
and two children who are State, Neumeyer was a member
disaster
victims. Please of the Men's'Music Club. the
remember the importance of forerunner of the Phi Mu Alpha
your donation and
give chapter Chartered on 'the
generously when you have the campus in 1938.
opportunity. Contributions may
He was the founder in 1953 of
be made by mail to P.O. Box the East Bay Music Camp
and
488, Murray," he concluded.
has served as its director since
Other officials will be named that time. He has written many
soon and plans for the drive will articles for
professional
be announced by County At- magazines and is the
author of
torney Easley shortly.
"History of Accreditation of
Music in Higher Education,"
which was copyrighted in 1954.

Concert . .

World News Briefs
SAIGON (AP)—Thousands of North Vietnamese troops stormed An Loc wItEta&s fit dawn today and by late aftel iloiyo had
taken half of the provincial capital 60 miles north of Saigon, field
reports said.
Heavy fighting raged in the streets at dusk, according to the
reports. Some reports said the 12,000 South Vietnamese troops in
the town were rallying under the cover of hundreds of American
air strikes.

•

PARIS ( AP—The chief of the U.S. delegation to the Vietnam
peace talks revealed today that President Nixon made a secret
proposal to the Vietnamese Communists on April 1 to resume the
talks today.
The only response came in the form of a mushrooming invasion of the Republic of South Vietnam by North Vietnamese
troops," Ambassador William J. Porter told a news conference as
he returned from consultations in the United States.

DETROIT I AP 1—The visiting table tennis team from the
People's Republic of China is being wined and dined in splendor
before buckling down to its first match.
The 14-member team, hosted Wednesday night by Detroit
Mayor Roman Gribbs, will dine tonight at an old English-style
mansion at Oakland University. The delegation arrived earlier
Wednesday to begin a two-week tour of the United States.
WASHINGTON AP)—Some Senate Democrats say the
nomination of Richard G. Kleindienst to be attorney general may
be in trouble because the White House won't permit staffer Peter
Flanigan to testify in the controversy surrounding International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp. Flanigan is Nixon's liaison with the
business community. •
The latest to 4oin the growing opposition to the nomination is
Sen. Robert C. Byrd of WeA.Virginia, the assistant Democratic
leader and a member,of the committee. Byrd joins Sen. Sam J.
Ervin Jr.. D-N.C., who said Wednesday he expects to oppose any
consideration of Kleindienst's nomination
THURMONT, Md. AP)—President Nixon, who embarks on a
40-hour visit to Canada tonight, was cloistered at nearby Camp
David today to put the finishing touches on a.speech that could
mean the success or failure of the journey.
Few officials expect anything approaching meaningful
negotiations during the three-day visit, which comes at time
when economic disagreements beset the two countries.

County Judges Can't
Remove Appointed

Local Board Members

Neumeyer was the assistant
dean of the School of Music at
Southern Methodist University
for 10 years before moving to
Illinois Wesleyan in 1952.

Ile earned the B. Mus. degree
FRANKFORT,Ky. AP) — A at Illinois Wesleyan and the
county judge does not have Mus. Ed. D. degree at Indiana
complete authority to remove -University.
member ht has appointed to
local boards, the attorney general's office has advised.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Charles Runyan said that the power of removal was not incident to the
power of appointment and that
the specific statute governing
each appointment must be consulted relating to removal prior
to the normal expiration of - a
term.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

US 1-2
US 1-3
US 2-4
HS 3-4
Sows

200-230
200-250
240-260
260-280

lbs.,
lbs.,
lbs.,
lbs.,

22 75-23.00
22.25-22 75
2175-225
21.05-21 75

NEW YORK i•AP)—Police Commissioner Patrick V. Murphy
has ordered a crackdown as the deadliest gangland warfani in a
US, 1-2 270-350 lbs., 19.50-20.00
decade swept across New York City.
The attorney general's opin- US, 1-3 300-500 lbs., 19.00-19
Durthe past two weeks, seven reputed gang figures have ion was requested by Graves US 1-3 500-650 lbs.,
19.00-20.00
beewelam by-the- nun. hiunahy today hod.hundirda...of police ,CouttLy _Ally, Benjgrnin
.us 2,4_14459
111,100.111-0449.°°
engaged in an effort to end the shooting
-1:1fsky.
Boars- 146.00-17.50

ItA

(Continued komPtigel),
Rupp has never had a losink
season in his years as a
basketball coach.
"Basketball is a big thing in
Kentucky," Rupp said. "Since
the inception of the I NCAA)
tournament, every boy who has
played for me has gone to the
tournament."
"Basketball will always
remain a good thing if it is held
on a healthy basis," Rupp went
on,"and that is what we have at
UK."
Rapp went on to discuss
basketball today, its history,
and some of his own coaching
history. He
spoke of_. his
teaching history and SOThe of his
teaching techniques.
"Sports is the only thing that
is still free enterprise," Rupp
said, "not contaminated by
'Washington .
Speaking of Key. Rupp
related the game with Auburn
e uc y
'ca
were behind and Key was put in
the game in the second half.
Key came in and took five shots
from the left side, and hit five
shots from the left side to pace
the Wildcats in their comefrom-behind victory.
"There was a boy who
responded to the challenge
when-c-alled o to di so," Rupp
said of Key.
Also present at the event and
introduced were Frank Albert
Stubblefield, U. S. Representative
from
the • Fifth
Congressional
District of
Kentuckyjiolmes Ellis, Mayor
of the City of Murray, and
Carroll Hubbard, Kentucky
State Senator from this District.
Ken Imes, State Representative from this District,
commissioned Key as a Kentucky Colonel.
The banquet was sponsored
by the Hazel Woman's Club and
the Hazel Chamber of Commerce. Sharon Ray, president
of the Woman's Club, presented
Key with a bond for $450,
donated by the citizens of Hazel
and Calloway County.
Honored guests included Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Ke_L parents of
Stan, Mrs. Stan ley, Mrs.
Janice Wilkerson, who was in
charge of the dinner, Mr. arid
Mrs. Ray Rhodes, parents of
and
Key,
Stan
Mrs.
John Ferguson, assistant coach
UK.
atiuso
introduced by Judge
Miller were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Key, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Dailey, Sr., grandparents of
Stan.

Prince Cloys
Dies At Home
Prince Cloys, 84 year old
resident of 238 North Fourth
Street, Mayfield, died Tuesday
at ten p.m. at his borne. He was
a retired farmer.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Houston Carrico
of Mayfield; one brother,
Herman Cloys of Mayfield; one
sister, Mrs. Sam Andrus of
Paducah; two grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Bro. James
Shockley officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Kent -McClain, IF. Carrico,
William E. Hall, Gerald Bell,
Jim Flood, and Wayne Andrits.
,BuriaL will ,be in the
mington Cernetery.i.

—Heard John Ryan, No. 2
nation—Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr.,
D-N.C., sponsor of the first two man in ITT's Washington office, describe his meetings with
motions to subpoena Flanigan.
"I have reached the point Kleindienst which resulted in
where I expect to oppose any the conglomerate's making a ficonsideration of the Kleindienst nancial presentation to Justice
nomination," said Ervin after Department officials that
the committee rejected in played an important part in the
closed session his motions to settlement.
Ryan said no one told him to
summon Flanigan.
rejected proposal by approach Kleindienst, a neighErvin called for subpoenas to bor in McLean, Va., at a social
Flanigan, other White House affair, but said he felt he was
aides and Justice Repartment well-armed with information to
officials mentioned during the make a strong bid. He said
hearings. His second called Kleindienst told him "his door
only for Flanigan and Nixon at the Justice Department is always open."
aide William Timmons.
unsuccessful_ Tar,„_,Took testimony from Lawtion, submitted by Sen. Quentin rence Walsh, an outside counsel
N..• Burdick, D-N.D., called for for ITT, who had written a letter and memorandum
subpoenaing Flanigan only.
Each was defeated 6 to 6 Kleindienst outlining the ecoalong partisan lines with chair- nomic consequences that couldman James Eastland abstain- result if ITT had to divest the
ing. A majority vote is required companies involved in the Department's antitrust action.
for approval.
Finally, Byrd offered a compromise that would have required Flanigan's testimony at
a closed hearing. It was defeated 9 to 4.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., said he believes a move
Mrs. Roberta Jaggers, wife of
to call Flanigan will be made Akio -late Dr: CAI. Jaggers, Sr.,.
again before the committee has one time principal at Murray
to end the current phase of the High School, died Wednesday at
hearings next Thursday.
two a.m, at the Caldwell County
Ervin said he will act at next Hospital, Princeton. She was 85
Thursday's meeting to have the years of age.
committee recommend no SenSurvivors are one daughter,
ate action on the Kleindienst Mrs. Mary Bell Cawood of
nomination.
Atlanta, Ga.; two sons, Dr. C.H.
The nomination was approved Jaggers of- Princeton and
Dr.
unanimously by the committee Joe Hall Jiggers of
Louisville;
in late February but has been two sisters, Mrs. Rachel
Owen
held up because of the hear- and Mrs. Anna Doran,
both of
ings. Kleindienst asked the Houston, Texas; one brother,
committee to reopen the hear- Ben Hood of Bowling
Green;
ings after columnist Jack An- two grandchildren; five great
derson published a memo link- grandchildren.
ing the antitrust settlement
The funeral will be held
with_ITT's commitment to u.n- _Friday .at-.11L.111_-a..m.._itit,_
the
derweite-part of San Diego's fi- 'Morgan
FiTheral
Hame,
nancial obligation to get next Princeton. Graveside rites
will
summer's Republican National be held at 2:30 p.m. Friday
at
Convention.
the Fairview Cemetery at
In other actions Wednesday, Bowling Green. Friends
may
i-Coottooed from.Page 1)
the'committee:
call at the Morgan Funeral
portionment bill during the 1972
—Voted to have two Denve
Home.
session . . Gov. Ford and his
heart specialist& examine -Dita
, le
Walter "Dee" Huddleston) who allegedly
wrote the Anderknew it was unconstitutional," son memo, to
determine whethNunn declared.
er she is well enough to testify
Huddleston was Sehate mafor a second time.
jority leader in 1970 and 1972
"If not," Nunn asserted,"the,
Mrs. Addle Tibbs of Tri City
governor would not have writ- .
died suddenly on Wednesday at
ten a letter before yesterday's
11:50 a.m. at her home. She was
hearing in federal court in
•
82 years of age.
which he_ crinceded the wrongThe Tri City woman is surness of his action.
vived by one sister, Mrs. CarrTe—
"As in the case of so many, if
Theo 0. Allred, father of Mrs. Wilford of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
not all, of their actions, politi- Nancy Hayden of Murray, died one half sister, Mrs. Omah
cal motivation is clearly in- Wednesday at 10:55 a.m. at Northcutt of Lafayette, Ind.;
volved," Nunn continued.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He one grandson, Phillip Tibbs of
"If they had spent more time was 69 years of age and a 817 North 20th Street, Murray;
on the study and preparation of resident of Barlow.
three great grandchildren.
the redistricting bills in 1970
The deceased was a retired
Funeral services will be held
the state legislative redistrict- merchant and farmer, and was Friday at two p.m. at the.chapel
ing plan, which was thrown out a mvnber of the Blandville of the Byrn Funeral Home,
in federal court) and 1972, and Baptist Church -and Masonic Mayfield, with Rev. Orville
less time constantly trying to Lodge 489 of Hazelwood.
Easley officiating.
hamper and smear my adminMr. Allred is survived by his
Burial will be in the Highland
istration," Nunn added, "per- wife, Mrs. Elsie Allred of Park Cemetery
at Mayfield
haps these instances of in- Barlow; three daughters, Mrs. with the arrangements
by the
competence could have been Hayden of Murray, Mrs. Byrn
Funeral Home where
avoided and hundreds of thou- Beatrice Massa of Paducah, friends may
call.
sands of dollars in expense to and Mrs. Joan Ogden of Cape
the taxpayers of Kentucky for Girardeau, Mo; two sons, T.O.
special sessions would not have Allred, Jr., of Jefferson City,
been required."
Mo., and Charles Allred of
Ford did not set a definite Barlow: seven grandchildren;
date for the convening of the one great grandchild.
special session Wednesday but
Funeral services will be held
said it probably would begini on at one p.m. Friday.
at the
June II or •June•18.
Milner-Phillips Funeral Home,
The other subject which Ford Wickliffe, with Rev. Tom Camp
Mrs. Novella Hurt of Hazel
said definitely would be taken officiating.
died this morning at 8:30 at the
up then is action to bring KenBurial will be in the Wickliffe
tucky's voter registration law Cemetery
with .
the Murray -Calloway County
into accord with a recent U.S. arrangements by the
Milner- Hospital. She was 74 years of
Supreme Court decision. That Phillips
Funeral
Home, age.
The -*Hazel woman was
decision invalidated a one-year Wickliffe, where friends may
residency requirement for voter call after five p.m. today preceded in death by her
husband, ,Coleman Hurt, on
registration in Tennessee. The
Thursday ).
March 2 of this year. She was a
same requirement is in effect
member, of the Hazel Baptist
under present law in Kentucky.
Church_ Mrs. Hurt was born
Ford has said there was not
time to complete that task beOctober 12, 1897, in Calloway
fore the May /3 primary in
County and was the daughter of
the late N.P Hendricks and
Kentucky but that it had to be
Betty Alexander Hendricks.
done before the General ElecMiss Jewell Henley, a
tion in November.
Mrs. Hurt is survived by one
When asked by a reporter if resident of Farmington Roete brother, Leon Hendricks of
assumed
also One; died Wednesday at 7:30 Hazel, one niece, Mrs. Harold
a.m. at her home. She was 71 McReynolds of Murray, two
would
ldulaskthespecial
askbe
session
srsionto
years 'of age.
repass the bill setting up a new
nephews, Rev. Billy Grey Hurt
Funeral.serviceswill be held of Paducah and Larry Hurt of
State Department of Environmental Protection, the governor today at three p.m. at the Byrn Murray. and one
brother-inreplied, "R's not safe to as- Funeral Home, Mayfield, with law, Bill Hurt of Murray.
Bro. James Hardison ofsume anything."
Funeral services will be held
Such a bill, making up a.key ficiating.
Saturday at two p.m. at the
Serving as pallbearers will be Hazel Baptist Church with Rev.
part of Ford's program and his
campaign platform last year, Parvin Murdock, Leslie Mur- H.R. Winchester and Rey. Billy
was passed by both the House dock, Frank McClure, Billy C. Grey Hurt officiating.
and Senate in the recent legis- Poyner, Atwood Schrader, and
Pallbearers will include Jack
lative session but was mis- Gerald Shultz. Newport,.Joe -Adams, Stanley
Interment will ke in the Weldon, Ray Lassiter, and R.M.
placed by a clerk and not enrolled before the session ad- Antioch Church of Christ Vance.
journed. When the error was Cemetery.
Interment will be in the
Survivors are three. ifothers, Murray Cemetery with the
discovered after the session adjourried, Fad indicated he was I ,ubie Henley of MAyfield, Allen arrangements by the Miller
kjti
coantdoring-callienere. -operas*.
iPr;41,H04F,_44 Haul,,,wAere_
Henley
session to correct the matter.
Bell City.
friends may call. WASHINGTON (AP) — Some
Senate Democrats say the nomRichard
ination
of
G.
Kleindienst to be attorney general may be in trouble because
the White House won't permit
staffer Peter Flanigan to testify
in the controversy surrounding
International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
The latest to join the growing
opposition to the nomination is
Sen. Robert C. Byrd of West
Vi4ginia, the assistant Democratic leader and a member of
the committee.
Sources close to Byrd said
Wednesday he would vote
against Kleindienst unle
Flanigan testifies in the
Judiciary Committee on his
role in the out-of-court settlement of three antitrust suits
-against ITT, one of the biggest
corporations in the United
States.
Byrd told newsmen he would
be influenced by either Flanigan's refusal to appear before
the committee or the refusal of
his superiors to let him testify.
John W. Dean III, counsel to
President Nixon, in a letter to
the
committee
released
Wednesday, said the White
Molise was reel/Van Informal
telephone request for Flanigan
to appear.
Subsequently, the committee
rejected four Democratic efforts to have Flanigan, Nixon's
liaison with the business community, called td testify.
Flanigan has become a key
figure in the ITT controversy
because he recruited a New
York financial analyst to prepare a report which Justice Department officials say was a
major factor in convincing
them to abandon prosecution of
the ITT antitrust case.
Byrd joined another influential Democratin his opposition to Kleindienst's nomi-
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Former Resident
Dies Wednesday

Session ...

eat aims
Mrs. Tibbs

Father Of -Local
Woman Expires

Mrs. Hurt Dies
This Morning
At Hospital

Jewell Henley
Passes Away
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While the over-all figure for
giving in 1971 was larger than
that for 1970, Jacquet observed
that it has not kept pace with
inflation and so has dropped
sharply in terms of what the
dollar will buy. .
Construction -at religious
buildings continued to drop
from the all-time high of
NW YORK — The growth of as a reflection of the decline in with some being incomplete $1,207,000,000 in 1965. The most
American churches is grinding the national birthrate. Enron_ while others are not current. recent figures, provided by the
*ment fell by 129,370 to 7,141,453. He also cited several technical
'to a belt
Department of Commerce,
its-- 1972 'TV-eark of - The allayne high -was readied—lectors,such as that the Roman, showed that new construction
By VERNON E.BROWN
of
a
number
Catholics
and
American Churches," the Na- in 1964, when 7,671,165 Sunday
Copley News Service
1970,
in
$921,000,000
to
came
Protestant bodies include intional Council of Churches re- school chairs were filled.
prefrom
the
$28,000,000
fants as members, while others down
"Black Journal," a television series, recently had a program
ports a continuation of a genSome of the principal old-line
vious year.
called "Who's Who In Black America."
eral tapering off of over-all Protestant bodies reporting to count only those who have been
story
is
whole
again
the
Here
The 90-minute program was very, very amusing. There were
church growth — membership, the National Council on 1971 ac- baptized or confirmed at age 13 not told in the terms of raw figblack people there from the far left and from the extreme right.
attendance, contributions and knowledged declines in mem- and older.
urnan
played
ures. Inflation
The traditional black groups like the Urban League,the National
However, Jacquet noted,
construction.
bership. Among them were the
ten!.rolejacquet said that Association for the
At - the height --or the-OW —Christian Churdi (Disciples
canAdvancement of Colored People, and the Southtrends
downward
general
of
-had been com1970
figure
if
the
World War II religion "boom" Christ), the Episcopal church, be ascertained on the basis of puted on the basis of the "infla- ern,Christian Leadership Conference all said what they were exIn the mid-1950s, membership the Lutheran Church in Amer- figures covering the last quer- tionary factor" in the construc- pected to say — nothing. They appeared more impressed with their
_Icecabalaries and word pronunciations than with finding4 solution
ter-century. There has been
gains"
.forged_Shead of popula- ica, the United Church of scarcely a year since the mid- lion industryli would bate: to the black man's dilemma
and fa.e in America.
been worth 4580,230,000 in
don growth.-By the-Mid-1960s, Christ,the United-Presbyterian 19506 without decreases.
the
.IrS.A.
and
in
the
Church
dollar.
Dick
the
1965
Gregory
terms
of
was
his
usual self. We had a chance to see nun permemberships had slackened to
While 63.2 per cent of the
a rate less than the population United Methodist church, the
Interestingly, while church form free, rather than buy an album. His main thing was that he
10,671,774
second largest, with
American population belongs membership and attendance and his wife keep having babies; that is his answer to so-called
growth.
to some religious body, the have been falling off, the man-Last year's statistics indicate members.
s "genocide." But he didn't say that he earns $500,000 a year, and
[list they can afford all the children they want.
Constant H. Jacquet Jr., edi- "Yearbook" reported, this is ber of ordained clergy
a near-standstill in memberCongressman Charles Diggs, D-Mich., talked about how much
ship growth for the first time, tor of the annual -Yearbook," not reflected in the degree of risen. This has occurred deJmescreek.oesident:toward
peole
with arise of only .03 per cent, the 56th edition of which is be- *--aura attendance: Figures spite a general decline in ren°hinghwasdoingforblack
University(a black
as compared with a 1.1 per cent ing distributed by Abingdon compiled for 1971 by the Gaj
cruinent and retention—of,Educat:r
drill:40 per Roman Catholic priests. University,in Washington, D.C.), spoke about the tragedies conincrease in the total population. Press,the Methodist publishing Poll showed.fl
population
fronting black institutions of higher learning, and how the federal
According to the best figures house, attributed the slight cent of the adult
In 1971 there were 393,821 or- government isn't interested in helping black colleges. He is a very
the "Yearbook's" editor could over-all membership gains in filed into pews- in a "typical
United
the
clergy
in
dallied
bright, alert, deep-thinking man — the kind that I would want to
obtain, total church member- 1971 to the, addition of several week,'while in 1970 the figure
.. gtieste ing
Statek as compared with .
_
bedieois-themYearbooies"eta- w-s Atperornt
-preached 131,045,953 in 1971, tistical charts and to a change
When it came in earth-du-. - 387,642 in 1'970. Of those:Serving
men there was a so-called preacher,from
om a militant church orup 2,540,969 over the preceding
parish
were
in
235,189
1971,
in
ganizatim,who should have stavail home• All he did was,argue.
one denomination's method tions,45 U.S. bodies with a total
217,360
year. This included all religious in
The honorable Elijah Muhammad,the messenger for the nation
reporting rather than to any membership Of 42,941,762 re- posts,as compared with
of
bodies in the nation.
of in 1970. The others were either of Islam, was interviewed by phone.
receipts
ported
real increases.
Slight gains were reported in
per retired or employed in nonHis points were that it's too late for black people in America;
"Only on an individual $3,126,852,386, or $89.12
1971 by the Roman Catholic
previous parish capacities
1971.
The
member,
in
integration was very bad for black people; black people will never
church, which numbered church-by-church basis can "Yearbook," reporting on 48
shows
the
table
The following
be equal in politicgto white people because we haven't had enough
48,214,729, the Southern Baptist losses or gains be accurately denominations, some of them
•
membership trends of some of tune•
black people should stop begging from whites and do somehe
observed.
reported,"
'f„,.
Con4ntion.2-- the nation's largthe nation's major church._ thing
1971
on
the
from
those
different
The best available figures
est Protestant body with
1971-the
reported
in
bodies
as
list, computed total contribuHe said now that we are free we should do our own thing, and dig11,628,032 members — the come from the Official tabula- tions in 1970 at $3,099,589,399, or and 1972 editions of the Nation-,
church
various
the
tions
of
wherever we go or live. We should begin to farm, he said, benify
"YearLutheran church, Missouri SyChurches'
Council
of
al
$87 per person.
nod. and several small conserbodies, Jacquet explained,
book of American Churches": cause from farming comes everything wie need.
He pointed out how Negroes made fun of him and his movement
vative Protestant groups. .
1970
1971
47,072,009
years ago; now they don't laugh anymore, because the world has
The Church of Jesus Christ of Rotium catholic
48,214,729
seen what the Muslims have done.
11,487,708
Latter-Day Saints ( Mormon), Southern Baptist Convention
11,628,032
Roy Imes,of the Congress of Racial Equality(CORE)was there,
10,824,010
which does not regard itself as United Methodist church
10,671,774
and added a bit.
- 3,330,272
a part of Protestantism, also Episcopal church
3,285,862
3,135.08r-- Mrs. Dorothy Height, of the Organization of Negro Women ex,e.
,
.al
--1 cweb in Amer
- —reported-1r mOderiite member. ..,..laither"
,
---7-3;106144
ship
3,087,213
3,165,400 — -planed the black woman's part in the new America, and I was villy
the U.S.A.
'as did the Eastenl United Preibyterian
gain
2,786,102 • proud of her.
Orthodox churches.
2,788,536
Lutheran church Missouri Synod
'The only thing bad about the whole show was the so-called bright2,559,588
In-ereport of their own, the American Lutheran church
2,543,293
est black minds in America. They did not and could not agree on a
1,930,811
Southern Baptists announced Church. of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
2,073,146
path for total freedom, or a direction for our youth, or a platform to
1,997,898
that their Sunday school enroll- united Church of clout
1,960,608
3..$753)00
enhance,blaek dignity.
- 1,950,006
ment continued to drop in 1971: Graak,Orthodos ArchdioCese of Noah and South AMitieca

America n growth change
is grindi g to a halt

YOU CAN MAKE IT

Black leaders
grope for goals

Hurt of Hazel
gat 8:30 at the
way County
is 74 years of

woman was
leath by her
Ian Hurt, on
rear. She was a
Hazel Baptist
Hurt was born
7, in Calloway
the dafighter of
lendricks and
• Hendricks.
urvived by one
Hendricks of
•e, Mrs. Harold
Murray, two
3Illy Grey HurtLarry Hurt of
le brother-in1 Murray.
Les will be held
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kdams, Stanley
niter, and R.M.

Shapemater Health Club
OPENING SPECIALS now available until April
15 on both the Health Club and Reducing Program

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THESE OPENING SPECIALS
* CALL 753-2962 *
Steam Bath and Massages Also Availabl
We Have ...

Extensive Line of Physical
Conditioning Equipment
'ffighivay WS.Er'
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Members of Aurora Funland Inc.

Happy Hollow
Amusement Center

-Wishing Well Miniature Golf
"Every day is family day"

Open Week Days at 5 p.m.

I

Saturday & Sunday 1 pm.

Astrourf
Isar°
"
Acdunsurtac""

After the 1st Game, All

7 2 Price!
-daines /

AMA*.
ir

lir 7111
f,-,, rig I jrN

We now have delicious
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A h.,,,.Conaway

Illir ,:)PF.I.

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
502-753-9807 MURRAY, KY.
HARVEY CONAWAY, ,
502-474-2773 AURORA, KY.
Specializing in the Lakes Region
P.P. BOX 483 — MURRAY; KY,42071
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Happy Hollow Coupon
Good For 1 FREE Ride
Coupon Good thru Sunday, April 16
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Western Kentucky's Most Unique Restaurant
•
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,
Chafbroiled Steaks

Over 100 Varieties To Choose From

Drury's Candyland

IP

AURORA, KY

"Kettle fresh candies made daily"
Two Locations: Aurpra. Ky. and Lake City, Ky.
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SPRING HOURS
(through May 15)
Wed Thur. 5-9 p iri
Fr1,-Sat. 5-11:30 Win.
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"A DELICIOUS TASTE OF A BYGONE ERA"

Good For I FREE Ride
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Pizzas and a Delicatessen

Happy Hollow Coupon
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"Arcades, rides, concessions, fun galore"
Locally - Owned and Operated
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Flea Market
Scheduled,
Bardstow n

THURSDAY-APRIL 13, 1972

Report Lists Industrial Projects In This Region

BARDSTOWN,Ky.-With the
arrival of spring, Bardstown
folk are once again preparing
for their annual antique flea
market.
If you're a collector of items
old or unusual or just want to
see what fascinates other
people, you're invited to attend
tie • etate's largest - antique
market. April 15-16, in ,historic
Bardstown.
Thousands of hometown folk,
people from throughout the
commonwealth and out-of-state_i
tourists are expected to attend
the event.
Dealers
and
amateur
collectors from Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, Illinois', Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Ohio,
SPRING SPECIALS— Among the new London millinery creations for Easter were
Tennessee and New York are
the blue sisal headhugger with a large rose and a gold natural straw boater with a brown
band.
regular visitors to the show.
Some 75 dealers have
requested display space. Over
( 100 tables will be overflowing
with china, bottles, glassware,
LEXINGTON, KY.-Those touching on the subjects to be
primitive antiques, handmade
jewelry, Indian relics, old interested in camping and studied. Every effort is being
boOks, lamps, knives, guns, things of the outdoors should expended to make this a
WIESBADEN, Germanyweekendd jam packed with Technical Sergeant Harold G.
furniture, homemade quilts and mark April 28-30 on their
calendars. On that weekend, a interest for all those concerned Weeres, son of Mrs. Alice
other collectibles.
Local dealers and collectors wildflower and camping with ecology and the
en- Weeres, Malta, Mont., has been
who like to swap, as well as sell, workshop is scheduled at --vironment.named one of the top 15 per cent
According to sponsors of this
will be on hand with their Koomer Kidge Campground in
Air Force specialty. He
the Daniel Boone National Workshop, the U.S. Department will receive a Superior Perwares.
One of the highlights of this Forest near Natural Bridge of Forestry will waive its
formance Pay bonus for six
customary camping fees to
year's show will be the return of State Park.
months as a result of his
Guided tours through sections, registrants and all facilities will selection.
Kentucky artist Don Ensor.
of the Red
'
_
There willi--however,isrr7-Sergeant
Wares,
Ensoe, whose' - works are at trees, birds,
rocks, and no reservations and the grounds veterinary technician, was
psalmuoy prints of yesteryear,
will be present -throughout the wildflowers, and to explain and will be open on a first-come, chosen for his leadership,
show to meet and talk with instruct on each. will be first-serve basis. Registrations exemplary conduct, technical
featured. At night there will be for camp sites will begin Friday skill and duty performance
visitors.
in
Another popular attraction, slide lectures on the fauna, afternoon. April 28. Water and .competition with all other
returning for the fifth year, will flora, geology, and history of toilet facilities will be available, airmen in his grade
And
be a booth operated by Bill the region, and on outdoor but campers must be respon- specialty.
camping.
Schroeder
sible
of
Paducah,
for their own food and
He is presently serving with
featuring new books about price
The Quicksand Extension shelter.
the U. S. Air Force hospital at
trends in the collecting field. Area is sponsoring the event, in
For those who do not want to Wiesbaden AB, Germany.
These books cover everything cooperation with the U.S. camp, but would like to parThe sergeant is a '1954 graduate
from current collectibles to Forest Service, Region Twelve ticipate in the activities, the of Malta
High School. His wife,
,priceless antiques.
Tourism Committee, Soil sponsors say they Will be most Leah, is
the daughter of Mrs.
;- Visitors will also find many Conservation Service, State welcome also. In fact, the Elsie
Hopkins, 704 Elm St.,
interesting shops for antique Department of Parks, and the general public is cordially,:. 'in- Murray.
!browsing in the Bardstown Kentucky Division of Forestry. vited to attend this workshop
area; and for sightseeing Specialists from these agencies which will be very informal and
: abeautiful Federal 111111, witt-be outland -to-conduct the whin Was its objective t73
tours end-ether-sessions.
My Old Kentucky Home.
have • fun and to 'AiMaate a
The University of Kentucky greater appreciation and a
Don Comer, manager of the
antique flea market, said the College an of Agriculture's desire for a greater knowledge
affair will run from 10 a.m. to 9 Mobile Educational Unit also of our
wonderful outdoor
p.m. Saturday, and from 11 will be stationed on the cam- heritage..
pgrounds with various displays
a.m. to 6 p.m., Sunday.
Further information on this
workshop may be obtained by
writing or otherwise contactipg
41, Breia N-E441fArtlf,
John
Wore County
AP Farm Writer
.1" -Extension Service,- Campton, .WASHING
TON (AP)- A reKy. 41301, or Roger Weideberg,
vision of cigarette-smoking estiSoil Conservation Service,
mates shows that tobacco farmStanton, Ky. 40380.
ers can count on steady percapital puffing for an important
part of their market through
1980-at least.
April 10, 1972
After -three yvarz of decline-ADULTS 108
the per7gapita_Soldint_s_ate
NURSERY..1_
rki 1.1 I.asss,aluS S S 5#S BY
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS seems to be picking up, says
the Agriculture Department. In
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carmen Knight Moody, 1967 the average American, 18
Rt. 1, Murray, Billy Hugh Swift, years and older, smoked 214
207'2 Irvan, Murray, Mrs. Jean packs. By t970 the rate was
Adkins, 1721 Keenland
Dr., down to 198 packs, according to
Complete with 65 h.p.
Murray, Mrs. Betty Jean Haley, the Economic Research ServHardin, Mrs. Connie Sue Harris ice.
Johnson Motor
Last year, Americans smoked
and Baby Boy, 1717 Keenland,
203 packs of cigarettes, on a
Murray,
Mrs.
Nancy
Ellen
SPECIALLY PRICED AT
Ingram and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, per-capita basis, and the estiMurray. Mrs. Maryann Pearl mate for 1972 is about the
00
Gossett, 307 N. 7th St., Murray. same.
The ERS at one time last
'It's another of Duo's exciting "family-styled" boats for '72
year projected a decline of
. . Soft ride, style. comfort, and cruisability - Duo has
around 50 packs of cigarettes
it all. See all 16 models at Duo Family Boating HeadNo Long Hair
per capita by 1980.
quarters.'
SINGAPORE ( AP - The
"However,
DARNELL, MARINE SALES & SERVICE
assumptions
port master of Singapore has based on recent data show conHIGHWAY 94
warned shipping companies sumption may fall only slightly
ROUTE 3, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
that sailors with long hair will from the current level or even
.tA 0.0.111.
Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
be barred from coming ashore increase slightly, depending on
if Al f
here in a campaign against the health issue, prices and the
"undesirable alien influences."
makeup of the population,' the
EFtS now says.
'One of-the reasons for itie'revised smoking estimate involves a statistical appraisal of
age groups. According to the
experts, the number of -persons
between 18 and 24 years of age
grew the fastest during the
1962-71 decade.
Complete clearance of Washable Polyester, Acrylic Blend
"So, in the next nine or 10
years, the ers says, "the
Pant Suits. Solid, tweeds, jacquards...in all sizes.
biggest grain will probably be
in the. 25-34 (age) group. This
group has a higher smoking
Values up to
Values up to
rate than persons 18 to 24, and
the prospective population shift
'9.44
'14.44
could lift the over-all smoking
rate."
Thus, looking ahead to 1980,
ONLY...
ONLY ...
the United States will have al.
"above average" number of
Not Exactly
people in the older category.
as
Commenting on the recent
comeback of per-capital cigaPictured
rette smoking, the ers said:
"Though millions) have quit
smoking, new smokers in
younger age groups have taken
V
their place. Also, some of the
Bel-Air Shopping Center
initial impact of the publicity
about cigarettes and health...753_8777
BARKAMERICA
ph
RO
Mon.-Sat.
9-9
may have worn off."
1-6 Sunday
Regardless of the Change in
Acres of Free Parking
projection, the E:RS said,, the
possibility of further declines in
per-capital smoking still exists.

Workshop To Be Held This Month

The TennesseeValley served-power
-TVA
Authority's annual tabulation of distributors.
industrial growth in the TVA
Industrial devetbpment in the
region shows 496 new plants or region is one,of the Ipecific
expansion projects announced purposes assigned to TVA when
by industry in 1971,involving an' It was established by Congress.
estimated_ investment of $321 It works with state and local
industrial
million and creating an _IPlahnfilig--lind
development organizations in
estimated 30,600 new jobs.
planning for economic growth.
These figures represent In addition to economic and
increases over the 449 projects marketing research, this work
and 25,000 new jobs reported in involves water supply, water
1970; the investment total was and air pollution control, nobd
about the same. In both years, protection at plant sites, a
industrial growth was less than navigable waterway, electric
the very high levels that power supply, forest raw
orevailedln the late 1960's, TVA materials for wood-using
plants, fertilizer materials and
These totals are for the 201 processes, maps of potential
counties that are in the Ten- sites, and other industry
nessee River watershed and-or requirements.
The largest investment total
in the 1971 list of new plants and

COOKING
IS FUN

Harold Weeres Is
Named To Top Honor

Per Capita Rate
Of Smoking I
On The Increase

COL V

AP

DUO
FaMIL9 BOBTIDG

Hospital Report

Spring $ervice $pecials

1140,ANSTONE
Ede..

Fond

Our factory trained mechanics will make your car come alive for the hard driving
months
ahead. They have the know-how and use factory authorized parts. You get
the job done right
at the right price.

JEAN'S BOURBON BALLS
One of the best versions of
this popular confection.
1/4 cup bourbon, 86 proof
a
2 tablespoons dark corn syrup
I "ls_fi.-..
13r-erussised

LOOK!! SAVE MSS!!
ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIAL
---sewxpartplags;pointset,condenser,PCV valve Sixes slightlftiii.'
OIL AND OIL FILTER CHANGE SPECIAL

-fere

1 cup finely chopped pecans
1 cup confectioners' sugar
Extra confectioners' sugar
In a medium mixing bowl
thoroughly stir together the
bourbon ad corn syrup. Add
the wafer crumbs, pecans and 1
cup confectioners' sugar. Mix
thoroughly - mixture will be
soft and sticky. Spoon portions
11/2 tablespoon for each I of the
mixture onto wax paper generously covered with confectioners' sugar, dip hands in
confectioners' sugar and roll
each portion into a small ball,
roll again in confectioners' sug-as. Covell tightly and _refrigerate-overnight -before serving
- balls will keep for weeks in
the refrigerator. Before serving. roll again in confectioners'
sugar Makes about 36. ...

scHenHei
inviTes YOU TO

DUO
SPOILER

4
or

701 Main Street

BIG K's TREMENDOUS

PANT SUIT SALE

$300

$400
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A Passbook
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LUXURIOUS HOTEL! MOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS

on a

Meals and Transportation not

FABULOUS

in

or

3
4N
DIAGYHSTs—

MIAMI BEACH • HOLLYWOOD • FT. LAUDERDALE

PLANNED SOCIAL PROGRAM

included

EXCITING

LAS VEGA

WHERE THE FUN NEVER STOPS'

A MEMORABLE STAY!

Beach and Pool Parties ... BarON THE ill iORLD FAMOUS
beques ... Dancing
Movies
"STRIP" Around -the-clock daz... Bingo ... Entertainment .
zle and glitter . , . Flirt with
. . . Wading
Dame Fortune in the Casinos!.
Pools
. Baby Sifters . . Tots
Stage Extravaganzas with
and Teen Parties
. Playworld's greatest stars of Broadgrounds . . . Supervised Activway. Hollywood and Television!
ities ... All Oceanfront Resorts
Participants or holders of these Certificates will be invited to attend a land
sales presentation by GAC Properties, Inc There is no obligation to attend.

Pun! ron FLORIDA VACATIONERS:
BAHAMA ISLANDS CRUISE
OVERNIGHT WITH STATEROOM on the Imlay lino(
"FREEPORT•." Visit a native night club,, spectacular
gaming casino and lavish stage show
. . . all at special low price.
. ,
:
"7
"
:„7"--"Vs
• The M/V Freeport, registered in Siberia

COMPLIMENTARY!
DINER'S BONUS BOOK
SAVE PLENTY OF MI
Drning in famous Florida restaurants and visiting world-renowned attractions.

9
11.

HERE'S HOW YOU GET YOUR "HOUDAY FOR TWO"
1. Invest '25.00 or more in a 6% Passbciok Certificate.
2. Receive your "Holiday for Two" Certificate absolutely FREE!
3. This offer made to the 1st 100 Passbook Investors.
Invest $5,000 for 5 Years and
Receive 8 per cent Interest
PLUS A New Motorola
Quasar Portable Color TV
Absolutely Free!

Invest $3,000 for 3 Years and
Receive 7ifper cent Interest
PLUS A New 19" Portable
Motorola B&W TV Absolutely Free!,

Invest $1,000 for 1 Year and
Receive 7 per cent Interest
PLUS a New Stereo Tape
Player Absolutely Free!

Purchase Industrial
403 Maple — Phone 7537861

Open 9-5 Five Days A Week - Closed Saturday
Offpr Valid for First 100

Courtesy of GAC Prpertirts, Inc. is unit of
GAC_ Corpp:otion
GA

ill

•

$28.70

%

Invest in
Invites You ToCertific

FLORIDA

•
•

TR
Tokyo
world's
cause on
area is r
London
per cent
(43 per I

Phone 753-5273

Industrial

in

$2,895
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PARKER FORD, Inc.

-Guest

ti

subcomil
_pros

Get High Quality ... Low Prices at

Liaannimcncipe

and

WASH

no_smpoi
_numb=

$8.45
SHOCK ABSORBER SPECIAL-PAIR INSTALLED
$29.00
heavy duty.
BRAKE INSPECTION SPECIAL
$3.50
Clean and inspect front and rear brakes. Inspect linings and grease seals. Check for wheel
cylinder leaks, master cylinder fluid level, self adjusting mechanism and power
booster. Adjust front wheel bearings. Front drum brakes slightljgess.

Purchase

•

textiles, 2,377 in furniture, 1,970
in transportation equipment,
1,732 in rubber and plastic
products, 1,508 in fabricated
metal products, 1,465 in
machinery, 1,080 in lumber and
wood products, and .1,0511-in,_
primary metals.
The new report is available
from the TVA Information
Office, Knoxville. It is prepared
annually by TVA's Division of
Power Marketing, based _ on
information from news an:
nouncements, state and local
agencies, industrial development groups, distributors of
TVA power, and other sources.
'Included are some projects stitF
in initial planning or construction stages, and totals
include estimates where details
of investment or employment
were not announced.

Leave Town With Confidence!

GUESTS FOR LUNCH
Deviled Ham Sponge Roll
Salad Bowl
Fruit
Jean's Bourbon Balls

' CHRIS

expansions was' 151 million in
the transportation equipment
industry. Totals for other in-thitstry greuik-ineluded $33
million in rubber and plastic
products; $26 million in printing; $20 million in the chemical
indsutry ; $19 million each in
textiles, apparel, stone-clayglass products and electrical
equipment; $18 million in
primary metals; $17 million in
food products; $16 million in
nonelectrical machinery; $15
million in paper; $14 million in
fabricated metNproducts; and
$13 million in furniture. The
apparel And printing totals were
record highs:
The largest total of new jobs
was 8,142 in apparel plants.
Other totals for additional
employment included 2,942 in
electric equipment, 2,925 in
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Minimum Wage Bill
Passed By Senate
Labor Subcommittee
WASHINGTON ( AP) — With
no opposition from Republican
.xnembPrs,..the. Senate Labor
subcommittee has approved a
bill _providing a $2.20-per.,nour
.:ranimuni wage, higher than
the Nixon administration
wants.
The subcommittee sent the
bill to the Labor Committee
Tuesday without a dissenting
vote.
The bill provides $2'minimum
two months after enactment,
and a $2.20 figure a year later
forall workers covered by minimuzn wage laws befere 1968.
For those coming in after 1966,
it provides $1.80 within two
months of enactment, $2 a year
later and $2.20 a year after
that.
The White House wants the
present $1.60 floor raised to $2
through 1974
The bill would also bring under the law more than six million additional workers besides
the 45 million now covered.
TRAFFIC JAM CITY
Tokyo can lay claim to the
world's worst traffic jams because only 9 per cent of the city
area is roadway compared with
London 23 per cent), Paris ( 25
per cent) or Washington, D.C.
(43 per cent.

Hospital Report
APRIL 7, 1972
ADULTS..99
NURSERY..7
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Bessie Mae Miller,
Route 1, Almo, Leonard Wood
Walker, Route 6, Murray, Mrs.
Emma Dean Lawson, Box 206,
Murray, James Henry Green,
261 Rivieria Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Patricia Ann Fazi and Baby
Girl, 1609 Kirkwood, Murray,
Mrs. Detta June Burkeen and
Baby Girl, 1218 Melrose,.
Murray, Mrs. Susan Danette
Knox and Baby Girl, Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Cynthia CarKil
and Baby Girl, Route 1, Almo,
MrS,Clarice McDaniel,Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Nellie Christine
Tabers, 104 Vine St., Murray,
Mrs. Diane Elizabeth Curran
and Baby Boy, University
Heights, Murray, Mrs. Sue
Ellen Seales AND Baby Boy,
Route 8, Murray, Mrs. Martha
Ann Tharpe, 100 Ash, Murray,
Mrs. Janice Carolyn Raker, 300
Olive St., Murray, Jamie Don
Washer, 110 Broad St., Murray,
Miss Melessa Kay Thorne,
Route-1, Dexter, Mrs. Lorena
Parks, Route 1, Murray, Berlin
Rowe, Route 6, Murray, Claude
Jacob Gooch, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Maggie Mae Kirks, Route
2, Hazel, Mrs. Era Farmer, 509
Elm, Murray, Mrs. Bertha Mae
Rowe,113 Riviera Cts., Murray,
Mrs. Audis Marine - Gooch,
Route 4, Murray.

Astronaut Says He's AIK Members Warned To Beware Annual Sessions
'Straight Amertcan'
SPACE CENTER, Houston
tAP) — Charles Moss Duke Jr.,
the lunar module pilot on
Apollo 16, says he is "sort of
straight American" in his outlook, and they don't come much
straighter or more deeply felt.
The 36-year-old astronaut
likes to talk about his countr3.
and the space program and
sometimes, when the discussion
is intense; tears well up in his
eyes and his voice gets husky.
Duke can trace his heritage
back to a Virginia ancestor who
foughtin- the American Revolution. He's a member of the
American Legion and the Sons
of the American Revolution and
frequently sports an American
flag in his lapel.
The astronaut was born in
Charlotte, N.C., one of a set of
identicial twin boys.
He and the twin broths took
different patiiii.through life.
The brother, Dr. William M.
Duke, is a physician in Lancaster, and says he's not fond of
flying.
But for the brother whO is an
astronaut, airplanes and the
sensation of flight have always
been an attraction.
You get up at 40,000 feet
and you're above the clouds,
the stars are clear, there's a

828.70
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$8-45
$29.00
$3.50
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Brew up your own
rha-gicirittte Strides'
sandal. A

-

sheer sorcery.

Ilack.P_aint
White- Leather
NS

Blue Leather

ADAMS
Congratulations

I

YOU JUST SAVED 55
BY DOING YOUR OWN
INCOME TAX.
AND ALL IT COST YOU
WAS THREE LONG,
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS.

zi

If you had gone to H & R Block.
on the other hand, you could
have relaxed while someone else
figured out your return, quickly
and confidentially.
You see, when it comes to
income taxes, amateurs should
depend on If & R Block. We have
over 6,000 conveniently located
offices manned by thousands of
specially trained personnel.
H & R Block's 'charges start at
$5 and the average cost was
under $12.50 for the 7 million
families we served last year.
Open .9 A.M. 7 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Sat.
Phone 753.9204
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

By SY RAkISEY
Associated Press Writer
PRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Associated Industries of
feeling of movement; the ex- Kentucky-is telling its members
hilaration of height," says that things didn't go too badly
Duke.
for business in the 1972 legislaDuke chose a military avia- tive session.
tion career at an early age and
The tone of the report is mild
carefully' plotted a course to- m contrast to a scathing, satiward that goal.
rical denunciation of the Gener'He spent his last two years of al Assembly in its final days by
high school at a military prep AIK President Rayburn Watschool and won an appointment kins,
to the U.S. Naval Academy. -The 1)0'st-session rbunckiplsi
Duke was graduated in 1057, compilation and comment by
ranked in the upper 10 per cent both Watkins and Thro Smith, a
of his academy class, but found
himself washed out of the naval
aviation program.
"The doctors found a slight
astigmatism in my right eye,"
he recalls. "It was disqualifying for naval aviation,
but not the Air Force."
By BILL STOCKTON
So Duke took his commission
AP Science Writer
in the Air Force and within two
FONTANA, Calif. 1.AP) —
rs had graduated with honFor A. T. and Helen Barnors from both basic and adholder the first inkling of their
vanced flying schools.
After three years in a fighter approaching disaster came at
noon on a gusty Wednesday in'
squadron in Germany, Duke
December when several laying
won an Air Force scholarship
hens dropped dead in the
to the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology where he earned cages.
Three days later a laboratory
a master's degree.
returned
the verdict; exotic
He also met and married a
Newcastle disease, a virulent
Dorothy Meade Claiborned of
poultry virus, harmless to huAtlanta.
mans, with cold-like symptoms
Duke graduated from the Air
that spreads like wildfire and
Force test pilot's school at Edcan wipe out a flock in a day.
-wards Air Force Base, Calif.,
The Sentence: kill every bird
in 1965 and was named an REthe farm in this agricultural
R"9/1V,The tollowliy
tyllY "titres-east ofTAV
Apollo 16 will be •the first
Angeles.
space flight for Duke, but he's
With the help of their 21-yearhad a dramatic influence over
old son, and with tears streamtwo earlier missions.
ing down Helen's face, the
Duke was the capsule comBarnholders
methodically
municator for the final few
dragged each of their 10,600
minutes before the Apollo 11
chickens from the cages and
landing—man's first on the
broke their necks.
moon.
Federal veterinarians hoped
His was the voice from earth
the disease, apparently inthat urged on the Apollo 11 astronauts and he was the one troduced by an exotic bird imwho first announced that the ported‘from abroad—almost all
sqacecraft had come to rest on barnyard fowl are susceptible-the moon that July night in could be restricted to the Fontana area.
1969.
But it was too late.
lubackup
,Later, Duke was
The disease spread and AgrinaLmodule pilqt fox the AN&
13 flight and came down 'with *litreSecretary Earl Butz has
the German measles after a declared a national agriculture
conference with the prime emergerity, warning that the
disease seriously threatens the
crew.
Blood tests on the prime crew nation's $5 billion poultry inwed that Thomas K. Mat- dustry. A massive campaign
tingly II, the command module unprecedented. in the industry's
pilot, was not immune to the history has been launched to

DON'T LET AN AMAXEUR DO
HsR BLOCK'S JOB

H&R Block.
The income tax people.
100B No. 6th St.
Murray, Ky.

veteran AlK lobbyist.
It is divided into three sections — unemployment compensation and workmen's compensation; taxes, consumerism'
rind the environment; and labor:
measures.

"In general none of the damaging 'labor bills' become
law," the AIK said in a bulletin
to be distributed this week.
"Employers failed to get
their version of a workman's
compensation law but actilevtqf
25 per cent or their objective
rather than 100 per cent."

scattered farm that has destroyed more than 200,000
birds. "This could -be very
tough in the long run, even for
some of the biggest."
End Adv Wed Anis April Sent
April 10

Air Route
VIENNA i AP) — China and
Romania have agreed to connect their capitals with an international air route, the Romanian news agency Agerpres
reported.

Gov. Ronald Reagan has proclaimed a state of emergency
in six Southern California counties and a strict quarantine has
been clamped on a total of
eight counties. The area encompasses 12 million people and
stretches from the Mexican
border 200 miles northward and
from Santa Catalina Islaild in _
Pacific Ocean to Arizona.
Arizona. U.S. Department of
Agriculture officials said the
latest data showed 1.2 million
birds have been -depopulated"
or destroyed since the disease
broke out. Another 4.9 million
have been vaccinated.
The battle is projected to last
into May or June, and federal
officials predict two million
fowl will be destroyed and 32
million vaccinated—all at a
cost of at least $12 million.
Easily overlooked in this vast
project is the anguish and hardship borne by the farmer whose
flock has been destroyed.
The federal government paid
the Barnholders more than $10,000 for the birds. But with their
daily income stopped,.A,. T. has
taken a job at a nearby filling
station.
"It's the first time in my life
I've had to go out and ask for a
job. I've always been self-employed," he said. "But we've
got to eat."
Newcastle disease first popped up in the United States in
1950 and has appeared intermittently since but always in
isolated flocks. And it was always quickly stamped out.
Veterinarians say tJapt whethThe intersection of 16th and er the eradication program will
Main Streets was the scene of a succeed depends on the hastily
two car collision at three p.m. trained two-and-three-man vacon Tuesday between a 1968 Ford cination teams cruising the
four door Falcon driven by Dan streets and back roads of the
Shipley of Murray Route Five, vast quarantine area, ferreting
and a 1968 Oldsmobile four door out "back yard" poultry flocks.
98 owned by Billy Erwin and
It's not difficult to locate and
driven by Geraldine Paul Erwin treat the large commercial
of Hazel Route Two.
flocks. But a single diseased
Police said Shipley, going bird in a tiny coop in someone's
north on South 16th Street, came back yard could bring the epito Main Street, and started to demic back to life.
turn left onto Main Street. The
For the family-sized chicken
Erwin car, going west on Main, farmers, the disease is a disstarted across the intersection aster: With
their flocks and its
and collided with the Shipley daily income 'gone, each family
car, according to the police. must seek other -work while
report.
waiting out the disease, which
Wimage to the Shipley car some say might take a year.
was on the right back fender - "The market value indemnity
and to the Erwin car on the left payment is fair but not adefront signal light and front quate," said the manager of a
bumper.
C.

was grounded 72 hours before
launch and another astronaut
went in his place.
For Apollo 16, Duke and Mattingly are crewmates.
He refuses to allow me to
cough around him," says Duke
of Mattingly.
- The third 'crewman Is:. John
Young, the_ csnenrrta ruler Of
Apollo 16. Young and Duke will
land on the moon and spend
three days there while Mattingly remains in lunar orbit
aboard the command ship.
The Dukes live in a Southern
style house in El Lago, near
the Manned Spacecraft Center
The couple have two sons.
Charlie, 7, and Tom, 4.
Duke and his family are fond
of the outdoors. On vacations,
they frequently go camping or
fishing.
On the weekends when the
astronauts is home, according
to his wife, Duke likes to cook
a Southern breakfast for the
family. He, cooks ham, grits
and red-eye gravy.
- 4-Charlie- really likes his
Southern food," says Mrs.
Duke.
He likes it so much, he's going to take some with him. The
astronaut dietician has made
up a special package for Duke
so that the spaceman can have
a breakfast of grits while he's
on the moon.

what was inthe offing, employ- rorunent bills, commenting that
ers came out as well as could "The public Vogue is ever-shift,
be expected on unemployment
proposals
environmental
OR
compensation."
in part:
'It viewed'Iiinsumer legisla- the organization said
T.-An assortment of bills to stringent
tion
restrict, strip
than necessary" and noted that ban, or further
mining were defeated or asbusiness takes were increased.
limbo.
The -AIK said consumerism signed to legislative
"Another 'perennial' that
made more heaciqay than envifailed was the proposal that
would permit the virtual commandeering of private property
_
along stream banki_for. .
purposes and use.
"A proposal to deny a buildOver fifty Murray State ing permit for a new industrial
ROTC cadets conducted field plant until _ hearings demontraining near Wildcat Creek on • strate that it will meepellAtir
standard was shelved.
Blood River last weekend.
"Tough air and water polluThe cadets, members of a
special training unit preparing tion standards were proposed in
numerous bills, none of which
for ROTC summer camp, a
along, with members of the passed."
The one that did pass—but
Murray State Pershing Rifles.
Company and Ranger Com- somehow never was enrolled
pany, participated in simulated and thus did not,become law—
would have created a centraltactical situations.
ized Department of EnvironThe Pershing Rifles and
Rangers assisted in the training mental Protection.
Looking ahead, • the AIK.
by acting as "agressor" forces
to add realism to the field warned inembers to "watch out
problems that the camp for the annual session amendment which will be on the baltrainees faced.
tactical lot again."
various
The
The reference is to a prosituations were designed to test
the leadership abilities of the posed constitutional amendthird year cadets, while, at the ment which would allow the
same time, to introduce the General Assembly to meet evcadets to one phase of the ery year for up to -45 days within a four-month period.
training they will receive in
"There are many who would
June, July, alb August at
like to do it to you more often ''
..it
teaulembers.

Cadets Conduct
Field Training

Newcastle Disease Causes
National Farm Emergency

Two Car Collision
Reported Tuesday

,ektv

Apd_a slight case
of heartl?.urn.

and
rest
ape
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CIVIL RIGHTS MARCH
On Mar. 21, 1965, the Selina to
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Guard
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%2ndtire_
at regular- low
Tire
1st
-buy

price

—
Excise ai grai-s-15Elts.-PriseAisislAe Federal
Each
2 fiber
cord plies plus
111.ATtLS sk:24
4 polyester
Two
TUBELESS
Each
4150 fits
LS
7 35-14
SUE
14
E78
SiNGLE-STRIPE WHITEVAI
6
59.22
61 9
39.41
41.31
TUBELESS
7.75-14
45 40
; 35 14
43.60
E/8-14
0
0.3
64 10
14
7
7 75
42.74
46.81
8.25-1.4
176.14
825 1,4
0,-14
50.1S
65 80
2 55 14
80 12
4217
53.42
als.14
/1.94
8 15 825-15
g5
47 96
in 14
IS
76.46
70 66
15 8 25
24
G18.15
8.45 8.55-15 47.12
855 15 51
81 74
54 50
H18-15 8.45885.15
86.46
57.65
118-15
,9 15 15
118 15 9 00

vtben ino

(

‘111,1
SEARS HAS EVERY KIND OF TIRE FOR EVERY DRIVING NEED

Sears Famous Steel
Belted Radial Tires
175 13
uiriess
I. h 4o via II

l45

Sears Crusader Our
Lowest Priced
Nylon Cord

$

6 00 13
Tubeless
Black.oi

Plus $1 94
PET

Only

$ 25

Plus $1 60
'WILT

Only
2 rayon cord plies plus 2 steel belts.
Prices inclug• Federal Excise Tax

4-ply nylon cord. Prices include Federal Excise Tax
Each

Also tips

SIZE

Also fits

SIZE
175-13
115-14
195-14
205-14
215-14
19515
205 15
..215 15

TUBELESS 4/10.111611 WHITEWALL!
6 00-13, 6 50 13. 700 II C78 13
6 95-14, 7 35 14, 078 14, E78 11
7 72 14, P7814
8 25.14, 678 14
855i4. $ 85 14, 900 14 1178 111
178-14
7 35 15. 7 75 15, 178 15
815 15. 9 25 15. 678 15
8 45-15. 8S1 15. 11711 15

41 39
46.83
51 31
57.26
63 42
54 98
61 52
4.5 26
-

TUBE•TYIKE 4/10-INCH WHITEWALL TIRE WITH TUBE
50-15, 560 15, 590 15, 6 00 15, •
847.65
*35 15.6 65 15

6 00 13
6 50 13
6 95 14
7 35 14
775 14
8 25 10
775 15

Each

TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
478 13.
878 11
C78 14
178 14
119 II.
519 14
178 15 ,

'
9.85
11.03
16 37
16.44
17.60
17.79
17 62 —

Also Ms

SIZE

Each

TUBELESS 6/10-114CH WHITEWALLS
. 114.12
E171 13
650 13.1
Cu8 14
691 14
719.46
E79-14
7 35.11
19.53
F79 14
7544
20.69
578 14
25 14
20.88

110.1.00:1110*-?Le...

•••••.

(Ise Sears Easy Payment Plan

Sears Catalog Sales Office
ANC, HOEBDCK AND CO

Southside Manor Shopping Center
Phone 753-2310 753-2310

!Alum, Ky.
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run as a Democrat, Kay said
he would seek the American
Party's nomination to keep the
third party alive. So far, he
Kay, 53, is a lawyer in Cleve- says, he's the only candidate.
carrier.
Kay has some definite ideas
As an example, Kay called a lab*. He is tall, well-dressed..
news conference in a Washing- and a bachelor. He ran two on what the country ought to
years ago as the Ohio Amen- do. One is to get back on the
ton hotel Tuesday.
Only one reporter showed up. can _f!ertzt candidate for thergoid_staidart_bvposting an
iiiorinouz increase In the price
-r have run into small pock- Senate, lost and *IMO_ ott
ets of people who'd rather have out Pay as one of the lawyers of gold—enough to cover the
me than George Wallace," he for U. William L. Calley Jr., at cost of mining. .
says. "They recognize that if -theity Lai murder trial.
"If we raise the-Price ititiad
y uu haven't got a national perLast December, long before to 657 an ounce, we could open
sonality you're handicapped." Wallace announced he would the mines. The national treas-

Richard Kay Gets Little Recognition

Honors Day
Program Set
On April 30

WASHINGTON (API — RichFederal State Market News ard B. Kay says he believes in
Service April 12, 1972
miracles and he believes a mirKentucky Purchase Area Hog acle could make him president
Market Report Includes 9
of the United States. His big
Buying Stations _ _
hurdle, he_rs, is fighting the
RemitsJEsL. WOrsonalify cult'that's built up
Barrows and Gilts 25 cents Pe
around George C. Wallace.
individual
200
More than
higher Sows steady
"It's a tough nut to crack,"
Murray- -State': University US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 23.00-23.25
third-party candidate says.
the
have US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 22.50-23.00
who
students
"I'm not going out with ax hanthemselves
distinguished
50
.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 23
through academic achievement US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 21.50-22.00
and leadership will share the Sows
spotlight during the annual IX _1-2 270-350 lbs., 19.50-20.50
Honors Day program Sunday, US 14 300-500 lbs., 1g.00-19.50 4
April 30.
US 14 500-650 lbs., 19.50-20.50
18.00-19.00
Scheduled at -2 pin.(DCF) in US 2-3 450-650 lbs.,
17.00-19.50
Boars
the
auditorium,
university
the
program will include presentation of grants,- rash-awards,
certificates and citations by the
university and various campus
honorary and scholastic
organizations.
Charles L. Eldridge, director
of school relations and chairwere
persons
Several
man of the Honors Day comcharged, entered pleas of
mittee, said one of the Largest
guilty, and were fined in the
crowds ever.to attend Honors
March 31st session- of the
to
&tither
Day is expected to
Murray City Court with Judge
recognize award recipients.
William Donald Overbey
"Honors Day is becoming a
presiding. tradition on the campus
Names placed on the perbecause it is symbolic of the
manent court records were as
he
very purpose of education,"
follows:
added. "It gives patents and
Michael L. Ward, driving
friends an opportunity to share
intoxicated, amended to
while
a sense of accomplishment with
reckless driving, fined $120.00
these students of dedication and
costs
determination."
David H. Elliott, improper
Noting that "a university
registration and unnecessary
exists to give birth to new noise, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
ide41*." EldrA. Politted st
-,-iniproper registration,'
"a manifestation of the and no, cycle license enscholarly rather than the dorsement, fined $45.00 costs
reactionary approach to those $10.00.
new ideas."
James R. Self, driving while
All parents will be invited to intoxicated, amended to
attend the program, he con- reckless 'driving, tined $100.00
tinued, with parents of students costs $10.00.
to be _recognized on stage to
Martin,
public-L.0.
2SC Value
receive a personal invitation by drunkenness, sentenced to five
Dr. Harry M.Sparks, university
days in jail.
president.
Eddie Ellis, reckless driving,
Raymond D. Muzia of fined $30.00 costs $10.00.
Stamford, Conn.; senior
Dexter W. Priest, sPefding.
President of the student fined
$10.00 costs $10.00.
government-will preside during
Kathleen B. Berry, speeding.
the honors program.
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Sparks_wilLwelcome gueststp_ _Joyce Ann Bowden,speeding;
the campus,and Dr. William G. fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
William Dee Dodd, reckless
Read, vice president for
academic affairs, will introduce driving,%-fined $10.00 costs
the academic deans. The deans .$40.00.
will preside as department
unheads from each
dergraduate _school- make the.
presentations.

dies or stand in a schoolroom
door. I'm not going to resort to
ginunickery."
ity his own admission, Kay is
the least-known, worst-financed
candidate for president in 1972.
He has picked up the American
Party banner where Wallace
dropped it—but he's having a
hard time getting anybody to
see the banner or look at its

ury can start buying gold to inciapase the supply that backs
our dollars. This will also cause
people who speculated in gold
to sell gold back to the United
States, which will give them
dollars. And the only thing they
can do with dollars is to buy
American goods andget our
balance of trade back-into-Um.
This makes it simple."
One way to get the welfare
rolls down, he says, is by making government aid too uncomfortable.
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senior pre-law student, wiU
deliver the invocation.
Musical entertainment will be
-provided by the Symphonic
Brass Choir of Murray State
under the direction of Dr.
Wayne M. Sheley, professor
.
of music.
Among those to be recognized
(rSITOVIIITS are
the outstanding senior woman
and man, students named to
-Who's Who Among Students in
and
Colleges
American
Universities,- the ideal freshman weman, student government recipients and seniors who
have achieved an accumulative
scholastic standing of 3.3 or
better of a possible 4.00.
Refreshments will be served
on the second and fourth floors
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at the conclusion of the
, program. Members of the
Kappa Omicron Phi national
honorary home economics
.fratecnity and the Home
Student
Economics
Association will- serve as
hostesses.

X 111ks
Expected Here

Hospital Report
April 9, 1972
NURSERY 9
ADULTS 105
NEWBORN ADMLSSIONS
Baby Boy Spillman (Mrs.
Camille Spillman),203 Williams
,Ave., Murray, Baby Girl
Roberts (Mrs. Brenda Joyce
Roberts), Rt. 4, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Martha Jean Woodridge
and Baby Girl, 842 E. Broadway, Mayfield, Mrs. Dorothy
Ann Barrow and Baby Girl, 512
S. 8th St., Murray, Mrs. Gloria
Dean Dowdy, 305 Chestnut,
Murray, Theddore Roosevelt
Cunningham, Jr., 302 Cherry,
Murray,Mrs. Mildred Sue Peal,
Rt. 1, Box 29, Sedalia, Mrs.
Mary Louise Balentine, Rt. 3,
Murray, Jasper
Newton:
Outland, 1605 Keenland,
Murray, Billy R.Smock, Rt. 5,
Murray, Lamer Farmer, 416
S. 9th St., Murray, Mrs. Rhoda
Ethel Humphreys, 400 N. 5th
St., Murray, Fred Smith, 736
Nash Dr., Murray, Benny Ossie
West, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Guthrie.
BryanChurchill (expired),.511
N.' 7th St., Murray.'

About 500 elementary, junior
high and high school students
are expected to enter a record
number of exhibits in the fifth
annual West Kentucky Regonal
ence rate at Murray ste
University Saturday, April 72.

3 H.P. 4 cycle Briggs & Stratton engine with
automatic choke.
PULL AND GO INSTANT STARTING.
Safety pull recoil starter.
Turbo deck design - Side election chute.

Secret
Anti-Perspirant
Deodorant
3oz...-

*LOS

V.1440

To include competition in five
science categories-biology,
chemistry, earth sciences,
mathematics and physics-the
fair is jointly sponsored by the
science division of the First
litsteict Education Aksactation
and Murray State,
Dr. William F. Smith,
associate professor of physics
at Murray State and director of
the fair for the third year, said
exhibits will be judged in the
morning and more than 90
awards presented to individual
and group winners in afternoon
ceremonies.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
university president, will be on
hand to welcome the students at
the beginning • of the day.
Exhibits in the ballroom and
cafeteria of the Waterfield
Student Union Building will be
up by 9 30 a.m., according to
Smith
Besides an overall grand
prize winner, who will receive a
U. S. savings bond and plaque,
a top award winner will be
recognized in each keel of
competition-elementary,
junior high and high school.
The teacher of the grand
award winner will also be
presented a. plague.
Gold, silver and bronze
medallions will also be awarded
to first, second and third-place
exhibits at each level of individual and group competition
in each science category.
All awards will be presented
during a ceremony at 2 p.m. in
the
University s School
-Auditorium.
Smith called the fair "
wonderful opportunity for
science students to be. exposed
to other students and to
university personnel."
He emphasized thatthe public
is.invited to• see the exhibits.

Sift Poly
Dish Pan

-Sharp 3 element lens
-Color pictures in 60
seconds
.Electric eye and
electronic shutter
•Buill
-rocused
flash

Polaroid
Square Shooter
$24.95 Value

KODAK
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reduce his normal activities
during 14.6 days of the year. Of
those restricted activity days,
reports, there has been no by Census field workers in week, weather conditions, and 6.1 were bed days. Or, you could
single, widely accepted index of 42,000 homes each yekr.
say the average person enjoyed
other factors.)
health status. But one is cerOn a bed day, he spends more normal health 96 percent of the
Disability days measures the
tainly needed.
effect people say chronic and than half the daylight hours in time, and was free of bed
bed becalLSe of a disabling sickness 98 percent of the time.
UPDTATE's candidate for acute illnesses and injuria -p-eondition:
-A day as a hospital
have
on
their
living
patterns
The healthiest people live in
the job-caned "Msabilitidayii"
inpatient counts as a bed day. the North Central states, the
The
of
two
index
is
made
up
- has the advantage of being
t. BY definition, all bed days are -UPDATE- r-eport finds. People
sunple,--deseriptive - --and--jnain,components...
also restricted activity days,
reliable, Furhterinore, the
On a restricted activity day, but the opposite is not in the Western states have the
most overall restricted activity
index is backed by the data- illness or injury causes a person necessarily true.
days, but people who live in the
gathering know-how of the to cut down 'on whatever his
To return te.the question, how South have .the most bed
Bureau of the Census and the normal activities might have
National Center for-,Health been on that particular day. healthy do we Americans report sickness. . _ _ — People Who-live on- farms ire
Statistie4ita branch of the-U.S. (His normal -activities would ourselves to be?
Public Health Service). The depend, of course upon his age;
In 1970, disabling conditions generally healthier than people
Index is based upon interviews sex, occupation, the day of the caused the average citizen to who live in cities and suburbs.

Report Shows Americans re 98 Per Cent Healthy
CHICAGO—How healthy are
, we Americans?
The question is far from
trivial. The nation now spends
over 875 billion a year for health
care and helath related
programs. A "Dow-Jones index" of health could help pinpoint priorities for
those
dollars, says the current
I March) issue of AMA UPDATE.
It could also indicate whether
our health, as a people, is improving or worsening
Until now, the American
Medical Association newsletter

That is a significant turnabout
from 1965-1966, when farmers
were reported to be the least
healthy of all Americans.

Gringo campers
discover Mexico

Comparing the first hall of the
-1960's with the second half, the
index shows the nation's health
MEX1Co--crrvIre
to be gradually improving. In
-tint
-id M co m 1965, the average person siil- rolli4 Ur
fered 16.4 restricted activity pstetic passels, hippies with'
days,8.2 days of which he-spent- --stereo headsets clamped overtheir ears, itinerant homemakin bed.
ers with gadgetry to can freshAlthough disability days data netted shrimp, professors on
have been published regularly sabbaticals and elderly retired
since 1958 by the Nationa Center with seashells to string into
for Health Statistics, according mobiles.
-ttrUPDATE,their usefulness as
In shainTy-Ther
-easing num• an index of health has been little bers, the restless Americans
are turning up here and in other
recognized.
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HOW MUCH ARE YOU PAYING -FOR YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS???.
on prescriptions. You get the same high
quality drugs but you enjoy the extra
savings. Only a registered professional
pharmacist will fill your prescriptions
with the skill, care and integrity that has
made Begley's a leader in the drug industry for over 50 years. Bring your
prescription by TODAY and let us give
you our low price! You'll like the money
you'll save! And remember, your
prescription belongs to you. You may be
trading with your friends now. But if
your "friends" aren't saving you Money just how good of friends are they?

Your prescription belongs to you. You
have every right to have your
prescriptions filled any place you want.
to
Begley's wants the opportunity
prove to you that we can save you money
on yous. prescriptions. During our Get
Acquainted Offer Promotion we will sell
all prescriptions, both new and refills, at
Wholesale Price plus only $.50 for the
your
Bring
fee.
Pharmacist's
prescription by and let us price it with
absolutely no obligation on your part. We
think you'll find our price so low you
can't afford to have it fille4, elsewhere.
ftegley's GUARANTEES lows prices

We Are Discontinuing Top Value Stamps
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-Mifr camy,
ee.?azxl
buses, spawning in their wake
clusters of trailer parks, handy
Laundromats and shops stocking sanitized ice cubes alongside stacks of tortillas.
They've discovered a new
way of life. It's a relaxed, inexpensive fun life that can offer —
for those who can adapt — a
touch of adventure, casual
friendships, easy mobility and
its own set of mores.
Why, these people here live
like kings," Stu Bryson, the
American owner and harried
manager of a 175-space trailer
park near Guaymas,says of his
clients. "They arrive when
they want, stay as long as they
feel like it, move on when
they're ready. There's firstrate fishing, good weather nine
months of the year, prices they
can live with and freedom to be
themselves."
A recently relired-Los Angeles County sheriff*lieutenant
and his artist wife, now living
in the Guaymas park, quickly
agree. Owners of a luxury trailer drawn by a heavy-duty
camper, they maintain almost
constant residence in Mexico,
keeping only a postal address
with friends in the states.
"We move around with the
sun," the retired officer said.
"When thenights start getting
a little chilly in one area we
_ .
"And vice versa. I like to flab and skin dive, my-wtfe =Nilo
paint. We live ow own lives.
."If we take a notion to get
farther into the Mexican back
country for a.while, we leave
the trailer here at the park and
take off in the camper for a
week or two. The living quarters are tighter, but with fourwheel drive and heavy-du
tires we can go most anywhere."
The trailer park at Guaymas
is fairly typical — except for its
spectacular sea and mountain
setting — of hundreds of others
segitered_ dirCiugh. Mexico. As
in the states, each numbered
parking place in the camp
comes equipped with power,
water and sewer connections
and a paved pad for outdoor
camp table and chairs.
Adequate if rarely luxurious
washroom, shower and toilet
faciliti are near '
rirarl• ,
ug mo
of the mobile units have their
own bathrooms.
Transients pay on the average of 25 pesos ($2) per night
per family, others the equivalent of $13 a week or $48 a
month. Some trailerites simply
pay $500 for year-round rental
of a given plot, build a- trailer.. port or,pad shelteraian flatters,shrubs and grass and call it
home whether they're there or
not.
While the park at Guaymas
caters more to semipermanent
beach lovers than to transients,
others in Mexico are set up primarily for overnighters and
short-stay visitors. One trailer
and camp guide currently lists
some 300 trailer parks around
115 different Mexican cities,
and the number is increasing
stead4._
Oneiof the United States' biggest franchise campground
chain operators,'Campgrounds
of America KOA), opened its
first Mexican park in late 1971
at Tepic, an important road
junction north of Guadalajara,
more are planned. -Newer installations offer filtered pools, clubhouses and
even patios done in niosaici.
Existing motels and hotels,
too,--have found it-profitable to
get into the act. They simply
permit Camping rigs to park on
their grounds for the night,
sometimes — and sometimes
not -- offering bathroom facilities of a sort. Charges range
from 12 to 20 pesos.
"Shower? Of course we have
a shower." an employe of-a Morelia mote not long ago advised an economy-minded
• traveler in a Volkswagen van.
"Only thing is, when you go to
use it take along a pair of pliers
to turn on the Water. The faucet
handles are gone."
Handles or no, park service
anywhere is minimal. For as
little as $1.25 a night -in one
Guadalajara park to as high as
$3.50 szpr nfore in Mexico_Cily,
the camper gets little more
guidance or help from the collecting attendant than a casual s
wave to his parking space.
'That's all, in fact, most
canipers want or need. Mexico's trailer park habitues are a
resourceful and independent
lot. They wave genially to each
other on the highway, but once
- in the parks the mutual need to
maintain a degree of privacy
despita ,close-parked ..trailtrs
engenders studied isolation.
-

.
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Investigation
APi
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goy.:
ernment announced it is starting an investigation to determine whether violence is in-
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Will gals compete in car racing?
American Motorcycle Association races at the San Francisco
Cow Palace and other tracks,"
says 25-year-old Connie Furtack), "because it's virtually
impossible for a woman to race
a stock car."
The statuesque blonde motorcyclist makes one thing
clear.
'I'm not a Women's libber.

PAGE SEV

That's not me. I think men are
great. I enjoy being a warm.
world?
creasing in Britain's 28,000
"This is a crazy drew l'ye
Well, women are in motorcySAN FRANCISCO — There
always had. I want
state-run schools.
cle racing now, and one pretty
are women jockeys at the Thorrace car.
San Francisco Bay Area blonde
oughbred racetracks, there's a
WORTH REPEATING
' -Someday the day will come
motorcycle racer would really
wornarrumpire.,there was even
-None but the welbred man
when a woman can race.
thi_ver's seat
a girl_ playing On.a..Men's col!mows how to confess.a fault, or
against women on the —
same
stock
car.
late-model
ai
a
lege
basketball
team
in New
acicnowledge himself in an erkind of field as men do, but as
racing
'That's
mowhy
I'm
•
Hampshire recently, so what
ror.
far as women racing against
torcycles on the amateur end of
—Benjamin FrankEn other -men only" signs are
men in NASCAR or USAC,
don't think it will happen," she
says.
A man has to have his own
CH. 311
CH. 12
CH. 3
CH. 11
pedestal, she says, and the
CH 6
CH. 5
CH. 4
--INDKR
.
KFVS
•
WSIL
WS1X
WPSD
WSM
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This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to tamayers. The column answers questions
most ft equently asked by taxpayers.
Q) I damaged my car in an
auto accident. Can I deduct

ministering any Federal tax
statute. Usually, this is three

the end ofthe year or a fulltime student during five
months of _the year, you may
not claim him as a dependent
if his gross income Is $675 or
more;-.-.
3) The person must be a
member of your household
and live with you for the
entire year or be closely related to yuu;
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ARMY FOOD AND A5KE•D
ME TO FP( SOMETHING
NE NEVER
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GOING
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ttfm Was- due or'fffed, or-tteo izen or resident or a reaident
years from the date the tax of Canada, Mexico, Panama
A) Yes. The loss from unwas paid, -whichever occurs Canal zone or the Republic of
insured damage incurred in
an auto accident to the tax- later. Some records, such is Panama for some part of the
those dealing with stock and
payer's own automobile, if it
year.
property transactions should
was not caused by the willful
5) The person must not
act or willful negligence of be retained even longer,
file a joint return unless one
the taxpayer, may be deducis not due hut was filed
tilde as a casualty loss to the
Q) I .-had a part-time job merely to obtain a refund,
extent that each loss exceeds between school semesters last
year and earned nearly SI,501). II Q) Do I have to report in.
$100. The limitation does not
apply if your car is used in Do I still have to file a re-. terest from U.S. Savings Bonds
.
your trade or business. For - turn?
on my federal income tax redetails on how to compute a
A) If you are single and turn?
'
casualty loss deduction, write
your adjusted gross income is
our IRS district office for a
A)
Yes. Interest earned on
under $1,700 or you are marco p y of l RS Pu lil ication 54T
your Savings Bonds is taxable
ried
with
adjusted
combined
Ta x l n fo r ination on I)isaster,
of less than
and must be reported. HowCasualty losses,. and thefts, gross income
'er, if you are a cash basis
$2,300, generally you do not
It's available free.
_example, that two...New -York
iffes•c to CI,
Tataz
B
..
__
secnen took their plea to court
--- - - - you had income talc withhettr' -ef- “-Pv..,is the -Witcreint 017
Q) Can you recommend a
and won a lawsuit ordering th*
Series "E" bonds each year
from your pay, you must file
American Motorcycle Associa- good tax preparer for me to - a return in order to get your
as the' redemption value increases or all at once when
tion to let them run profession- see about my complicated tax
refund,
situation?
the bonds are redeemed, or
ally o for money ) against men.
mature, whichever is earlier.
Q) Are gambling losses deConnie got started because
A) Call your local account, If you elect the.yearly metltod
ductible?
when she met her husband "he
ing, legal Sr lax Practitioner
of reporting, you must -conwas riding quite a bit and it was
association. They will be able
A) If you itemize, you may
tinue it for all future bond
to
u
a matter of ither
•
t
• fa
ii
quail
people
: _
_ _
_incurre
during the year,
races
watChing
ride,
Avoid any person who
but only to the extent of your
or getting up and doing it my"guarantees" you a refund or
winnings. Gambling winnings
self, and I can't stand being left
who suggests that the refund
must be reported as income.
behind."
be sent to his address. Also,
But she also sees the A. J.
you should not sign a .blank
Q) I heard that there are
Foyts and Ray Elders racing
return or one that has been five tests that must be met
and doeset want to be left beprepared in pencil. Remember,
Despite all the nutty drivers
hind either.
you are legally responsible for for a -taxpayer to claim a perwe see on the roads and streets
"It has to be great fun" racevery item on your return son as a dependent. What are
regularly,the World HealthOr--ing late-model stocks, she says.
even though someone else they?
.4
ganization says the UnitM_
"They_NOwn doing it for too__.lielptiL4oii.re.:It.
pRoFt-evA--t•o•—•,4...W
many years."
as your dependent for 1971 "Slates has the highest number
Q) How long should I keep the following tests must be of safe drivers, proportionate..
ly. •
met:
the records that support my
furnish
1)
You
mitst
income tax deductions?
The United States death toll
over half of the dependent's per 100,000 vehicles is 52 comA) Records that support
total support during the calpared with more than 257 in
an item of income or a_deendar yr:1r;
iluction must be .kept as long.,
2) Unless the person is Italy, 261 in Finland and 400 in
as they are material in diless than 19 years of aire'at Japan.
A. J. Foyt," she laughs, "although I would if he asked me
to. It's not my thing to go out
and compete against men."
But make no mistake. She is
100 per cent serious about
wanting to get into a stock car
someday and squeeze on the
gas pedal and race against other women.
"If A.J. Foyt or Ray Elder or
any of these guys were to walk
up and say, 'OK. Connie, you
can drive my car,' I'd be down
there."
Some feel the breakthrough
is near. It was just recently, for

ByllItyron Bradley
Wuanerful, Wunnerful! by
Lawrence Welk with Bernice
McGeehan, Prentice-Hall, 294
pp., Illus., $7.95.
Welk's
Lawrence
autobiography, a sure-hit with
the over-50 set, is also of more
passing
interest to
than
everyone interested in popular
music. It is a moving account of
accordian
a tough-minded
player, obsessed by music, who
eventually found a mother lode
in Champagne Music and has
mined the lode assiduously ever

NANCY, .

since.
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The Apollo moon voyages, the wage-price freeze, the
emergence of China. These are some of the big news
events of 1971, history as we lived it. Now you can have
all the news of the year, complete with hundreds of
exciting photographs, plus a 16-page color Atlas in
The World in 1971 . This entertaining and informative
volume, available through this newspaper, will let you
and your children re-live the history that was made in
1971. Send for your copy now'

THE WORLD IN 1971 •
The Murray, Ky., Ledger & Times

autobiography is
much like his music: frothy, upbeat, and made to order for

Name

Champagne Music fans.
"Wunnerful, Wunnerful!" is
available at the Murray-

City and State

Murray, Kj
Tickets w
the door on
19.
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astringent on the subject of
while
his
mothers
stage
recollections about losing
"family" members such as the
Lennon Sisters and Champagne
Lady Alice Lon reveal a very

Calloway
County
Library, 710 Main.

voice. He
spent in P
accepted I
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where she s

Wunnerful!"
The saccharin level of the
book is notably lower than on
his top-rated tv show. Welk's
downright
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the B.A. de

University
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Renzi earn

English language—it is all
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recorded
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College of
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faculty

and downs of his Hotsy Totsy
Boys and Honolulu Fruit Orchestra—not overlooking his
spectacular tussles with the
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Riclrard Scarborough
Receives Meritorius
Service Medal Award

Judith Hauman
To Give Concert
Soprano Judith Woodall
Hauman of Toledo,'Ohio, a
naUeiPwkWas -.
widely featured as a soloist in'
the Midwest, will present _a
concert at Murray State
University April 19.
Sponsored by the Iota Beta
chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota
professional women's music
fraternity; the program willthe
begin at 8:30 p.m.
university auditorium.
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Look in the section in which surprise now, or soon, unless
your birthday comes and find you work at odds with congenial
FRANKFORT, Ky. —Gov. what your outlook is, according influences. Wrap up duties
without delay; save some time
Wendell Ford has proclaimed to the stars.
for rest and relaxation.
the month of April as Clean-Up ARIES
and Beautification Month in (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr
The ambitious Arien should
Kentucky, to focus public attention on
thege
enviroi
portance of a • find this day a most challenging
D° the things that make you
one. Be ready ior new op.cleaner
feel that life is wort!, living. In
beginnings,
new
portunities,
The observance is being
this way, you can relieve the
sponsored by the Division of new incentive!
ciirs of the past, become
ots
z
i
*Nt
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clean-op-and Beautifibaticin-in TAURUS
fit to handle the busy days
_
21 to May 21) tW
(Apr.
Howard Woodall of Paducah
the state Department of Natural
.-Fine aspects- -encourage Allead•
-Padurah_r
and a _graduate of
Resources.- --up
set
clever action, but don't
In signing the proclamation, hazards for yourself through AQUARIUS
Tliglunarf High --Scliool, Mrs.
Hauman is presently on the
Governor Ford pointed to the haste, superfluous moves, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A fine day for artistic,
many benefits of keeping nonfruitful interests.
faculty of the Bowling Green
literary and social interests. In
Kentucky clean.
State University School of
GEMINI
all things, capitalize on your
"A cleaner and more ( May 22 to June 211
Music in Bowling Green, Ohio.
finesse and general know-how.
beautiful Kentucky proves our
A former winner of the $2,500
Emphasize sympathy, afappreciation of Kentucky's fability, sincerity. Don't spend PISCES
Detroit Grand Opera Grinnell
by
weather
warmer
of
takes
angler
advantage
ardent
THE FISHIN'S EASY --'An
God-given natural beauty and all you've earned monetarily, i Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Scholarship Award, she has
tryie% foe haat In a farm pond near Hermiston in the northeastern sectigytrof Oregon.
A number of small matters,
develops the respect of our but double your spending in
participated in Metropolitan
and friendship, wholehearted in- well handled, cap add up to a
for
beauty
youth
Opera regional auditions.
terest in the good things of life. winning day. Begin early tá
cleanliness," he said.
Recently _ she was one of 20
determine just where you wish
"A more beautiful Kentucky CANCER
400
finalists selected from
to go, and HOW!'
6(2)
23)
July
to
22
June
(
for
attractions
our
enhances
contestants in the Illinois Opera
Eastern Kentucky University new industry and more tourists,
Keep ears attuned for really
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A April 16, at 4 p.m.
Guild Auditions of the Air, and
plays. When lunch is served, an and benefits every citizen in useful hints; recognize the
was heard in a broadcast recital portrait of Kentucky's famed
On the same day,at 2:30 p.m.,
YOU BORN TODAY are a
student will perform old
valued efforts of others;
EKU
Marcellus
over station WGN in Chicago. abolitionist Cassius
enjoyment of clean, beautiful
a portrait of former Gov.
natural leader, with a penchant
own
your
to
ideas
good
transfer
ballads.
Kentucky
Clay will be unveiled at White William .1, Fields will be.
highways, cities, towns, parks
introducing the unusual to
Mrs. Hauman received early
program. Emphasize com- for
Gov. Fields was active in the and all places used by
Hall Shrine, once his home, dedicated in the lodge at Carter__
novelty and increase public
add
the
vocal recognition at the
posure all day.
establishment of Carter Caves public."
near Richmond, on Sunday, Caves State Resort Park.
• _interest in a product or enI
LEO
National Music Camp at Inin
done
portrait,
His
Park.
State
Sta
deavor. You are extremely
Beautification Director
Clay's portrait, painted by
terlochen, Mich., where She Was
made -William A. Jacobs said most of (July 24 to Aug. 23) v6tat'a
energetic and, being quite
artist Jack K. 1923 from a photograph
Winchester
others
leader,
natural
a
_Being
chosen as soloist with the choirs
Fields was elected Kentucky's 120 counties will
materialistic in your aims, are
was commissioned by when
Hodgkin,
and did leading roles with the
governor, will hang in Caveland hold clean-up campaigns during now look to you for guidance, willing to work long and hard
Madison County Historical
the
genboth
Supply
incentive.
operetta group.
.
Society. The painting depicts Lodge.
_the,:nionth and,added that
be grateful for the luxuries you desire. You
She was a voi_
pupil of
---Ftirrnany-years the painting division will provide help and erously.- Tbey-will
usually achieve them, too, for
age 20, with a copy
at
conipensating
Clay
reap
will
and you
Marjorie Lawrence, ormerly of
governor's home, six coordination
the
in
was
your perseverance and deat
where
Independence
Declaration of
reward.
the Metropolitan Opera, while
west of the park on US-60. requested. termination are outstanding.
VIRGO
side. Prints .of the Clay miles
his
she was a student at Newcomb
You make friends easily, but
Later, Fields gave it to George
A highlight of the oh.,ervance (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
portrait will be on sale in the
lose them through
College of Tulane University of - The Kentucky Division of
who was also
sometime
Robinson,
F.
to
Stop
mind?
in
goal
A new
will be Recycling Seminar in
shrine gift shop.
and bossioverpossessiveness
the
New Orleans, where she earned Forestry reports there is just
establishing
in
instrumental
Ashland, April 18-19. The ascertain first what is really
Miss Esther Bennett, Richness. Try to curb these traits
dedication is
the B.A. degree with a major in two more weeks to obtain trees
park. The
the
out
figure
then
required,
Shannon,
by
attended
J.
be'
will
session
James
mond, and
voice. Her junior year was for Spring planting. They still
sponsored by the Grayson and leading industry and govern- best avenues to its achieve- since they can also be liabilities
Jr., will unveil -the Clay porprofession.
spent in Paris where she was have loblolly pine, shortleaf
Olive Hill Rotary Clubs. A ment officials.
ment. Consult with those who in your business or
trait. Miss Bennett is Clay's
almost
is
versatility
Your
multinew
a
accepted as a student of the pine, Virginia pine and Scotch
denoting
plaque
Governor Ford called for the have your interests at heart.
great-granddaughter.
boundless, but the fields in
Caves
Carter
at
famous baritone, Pierre Ber- pine; however, all hardwood
room
purpose
LIBRA
cooperation and dedication of
A second Clay portrait, that of
which you could succeed most
species have been sold out such
nac.
will be unveiled in the all Kentuckians in keeping (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Green Clay, Cassius' father,
notably include writing, the
conception
walnut,
black
fragile
a
is
ComIf there
Graduated Phi Beta Kappa as yellow poplar,
unveiled in the ceremonies by Parks
Kentucky clean the year round.
be
also
will
painting, business
theater,
of values this day, then your
Ewart Johnson.
from Newcomb, Mrs. Hauman cottonwood, or any species of
missioner
mansion library. It was com"I urge all citizens of the picture is NOT in focus. You management and finance.
received a Woodrow Wilson oak.
missioned by the First Federal
commOnwealth to exert effort should be scaling the heights of Birthdate of: James Branch
Boyce McCuiston, County
Fellowship for graduate study.
Cabell, novelist; Sir John
and Loan Association,
Savings
and care in order that Kentucky inspired thinking.
She earned the M. M. degree at Ranger for Calloway County,
Gielgud, Eng. dramatic actor;
Madison National Bank, State
may always be a clean and SCORPIO
the University of Michigan and reminds all organizations such
Julie Christie, film star.
Trust Company and
and
Bank
who
IleneNov.
for-t
to
24
(Oct.
state
iri---teatitrful
sffia
a
pteda teaching fellowshin.,as 4-H Clubs, Boy &-Girl Scout the RaiikirlahritiminfOligkin
• a
more
in
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as
not
Well
Why
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ahere,
work
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--.410 teach on the staff of theClubs, FHA & EFA Clubs, that
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
Green Clay portrait oval at the foot of Broadway for visitors from other states venturesome manner if you
his
based
FOR 1972 • including a detailed day
School of Music at the &they should want to start their
by day forecast, complete guide to
on one by Matthew Jouett that where Peter Minuit is said to and
countries," -- the have all needed facts, and your
University of Michigan for two own home forest project to get
love and marriage, and a cam
have
bought
Manhattan
Island
is
NOW
that
you
the Madison Circuit
tells
in
hangs
intuition
character analysis -dreams,'
concluded.
years.
from the Indians for 124 in 1626, proclamation
their orders in now for their free
now ava,laole Fat' 101.1r personal
the time? Stars are on your
Courtroom in Richmond.
V 00 PloS 25 cents in
seed
torecast.
Ranger,
to
is
your
it
be
restored as was in the
She has been a guest soloist trees. Contact
coin for postage and haadling- to this
Visitors at the unveiling will 1700s.
side.
NAPOLEON'S SON
nerwepeer. care of Horoscope book
with the Toledo Symphony Boyce McCuiston, at 753-3087.
walk through the first floor of
DeparTHWett, Box 173, Old Chelsea
On Mar. 20, 1810, a eon was SAGITTARIUS
The project could cost a milOrchestra several times and He will see that you get your
Stator, New York, N V 10011 Print
White Halo view the painting lion times what Minuit
Archduchess ( Nov. 23 to Nec. 21)
Austrian
to
born
planSpring
the
has also appeared as a soloist order during
OF BIRTH
se a • . po eon.

no4V1".

Seedlings Are
Available For
Two More Weeks

ortve

Bowling Green Park
set for restoration

xf,00-

the Toledo Symphony Chorale
and the "Music Under the
Stars- Summer Concert Series.
She was also featured in peron
formance
Toledo's
Educational TV Network.
In February Mrs. Hauman
was guest artist in the
Festival
American Music
-Dowel
Library Auditorium in New
York City. She is continuing her
vocal studies under the tutelage
of Eugene Bossart of the
University of Michigan faculty.
Her piano accompanist for
the program will be Mrs.
Frances Renzi of Toledo, a
faculty member at the
University of Toledo. Originally
from Fort Worth, Texas, Mrs.
Renzi earned-the M. S. degree
at the Julliard School of Music
where she studied with Madame
and
I.hevinne
Rosina
Beveridge Webster.
She has performed as a soloist
with the Fort Worth, Dallas and
Houston Symphony Orchestras
and the New Hampshire Music
Festival Orchestra. She has
given numerous solo recitals
throughout the Southwest and
New York City area. She has
received prizes in .many
competitions, including second
prize in the Emma Feldman
Competition in Philadelphia.
Tickets for. the concert are
$1.50 each and may be ordered
by contacting Chairman's
Office, Music Department,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
Tickets will also be on sale at
the door on the evening of April
19.
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Kentucky continues to learl
the nation in coal productiort
despite an overall reduction
Thr---titifriter orthr15•
The state edged past West
Virginia into the number-one
spot last year, despite a sixmillion-ton drop in production.
However, West Virginia's
production dropped even more,
giving Kentucky the top spot
with 119 million tons produced.
West Virginia totaled 118
millicn tons.
Strip mining played a major
role in Kentucky's new
dominance, as it outproduced
the underground industry by'
about 14 million tons.
underground
In 1970, the
miners produced the greater
tons
to 61 million for stip mining.
Fred Luigart, president of the
Kentucky Coal Assn., said West
Virginia could regain the lead in
1972, since a United Mint
Workers work-- stoppage kept
more mines closed there last
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CASH and CARRY

15% Cash Discount On All Prescriptions

2-oz.
1
4/
Tube

Makes
hair
12%
Thicker!

Reg.
139

Reg. $1.09
Now

COLD TABLETS
Reg.

50's

1.59

For Men's Hair

LYSOL SPRAY
Large 21-oz.

Get
more from
the sun--

11111./C7ED
F041 tat rr
U OtnIPIC
RAM

Coppertone

20%

X-Thief
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.( AP I —
Someone broke into the gymnasium of Thomas Jefferson High
School and took several items,
including a record player and
ANA .in.sa$11,,scitool officials
told police.
But they reported finding the
items later Monday in a cardboard box in the school's east
wing.
On top of the box was the
$10.40 in an envelope, which
bore this message:
"Sorry about this, but God
made me bring it back."
It was signed, "K-Thief.."
- -.

VALPARAISO, Fla.—Master
Sergeant Richard Scarborough
Jr, son of Mrs. George Boone,
Rt 1, Madison, Tenn., has
Meritorious
received the
Service Medal during his
retirement ceremony at Eglin
AFB, Fla.
Sergeant Scarborough, who
served as a space systems
control equipment technician at
Eglin before his retirement,
was cited for his outstanding
professional skill, leadership
and dedication to duty.
He has more than 20-years-of—
service and has completed 15
months of duty in the Republic
of Korea.
The sergeant is a 1949
graduate of Dupont High
School, Old Hickory Tenn. His
wife, Dolly, is the daughter lac
,Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Ferguson
1414 Bryan St., Old Hickory. Hl
fathe'r, Richard Scarborougl
Sr., lives on Rt. 1, Murray.
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State
molds
lives
Editor's Note: James Cary
was among the group of American newspapermen ho accompanied President Nixon on
his visit to China. „
BY JAMES-CARY
Copley News Service
HANGCHOW, China — Sen
Hsiu-chen spread the fans on
the counter. .
"These are very nice," she
explained through an interpreter.
They were, indeed. Delicately carved, they were made of
fragrant sandalwood.
Sen is the manager of the
most famous fan shop in Hangchow,a'city noted for centuries
for making beautiful fans. Her
cheeks are apple red. Black
pigtails frame the sides of her
broad, gently smiling face.
Now 30 and a mother of three,
she is a typical worker in the
new China under the rule of
Communist Party Chairman
Mao Tse-tung.
- "My husband works in a
Hangchow electrical plating
plant," she says. "Together we
earn a little more than 100 yuan
a month."
'That's about $42 a month
other prices in
China are correspondingly low.
She and her husband pay four
yuan rent monthly, a little less
than $2 for a home with two
large rooms. The money goes
to the government. The price
includes electricity and water.
Every day she rises, prepares food for the family — a
girl, 13, a boy, 9, a second girl,
il, and her husband — then gets
the three children off to school
before hurrying to her shop on
the main street of Hangchow.
There her time is Spent directing the activity of seven ern*yes and a business that
greasesla;000-ram a--rnorith,wking-size volume in Comnumist
China.
The shop she operates, owned
by a local factory, has shelves
and counters stocked with my_ rind varieties pf delicately
carved and painted fans. The
sandalwood fans are probably

1 GAL. THERMOS

CHARCOAL
GRILL
.Stainless Steel Grid
•Fingertip, Grid
Control
•Folds for Easy
Storage
Baked Enamel Finish

miler touches of state control are visible elsewhere is
this famous resort city. Work.
ars, especially those who have
set high production standards,
. are rotated in and out of Hangchow on vacations every year
by their communes, factories
or party organization..
A large number of the 700,000
residents work for the West
Lake people's -. commune in
Hangchow, hauling 770,000
pounds of fish out of the lake located across the street from
Sen's shop:
There is a major textile in'dustry, too. Hangchow is famous for its silk, satin, brocade, pictures woven in silk,
parasols and othek products of
local crafts. Its fertile soil also
produces rice, hemp, silkworms, cotton and "dragon
well" green tea.
All this is placed in a spectacularly beautiful setting, a
clean, vacation community
curving around the placid
waters of West Lake.
Chairman Mao is known to
visit the city frequently to rest
and relax, but local inhabitants
profess they know nothing
about this.
Another famous man came
here before him and was also
struck by Hangchow's beauty.
Marco Polo, one of the first
Europeans to come to China
—and - -writewtlarhesnwT- -recorded that: -Hangchow is the
greatest city which may be
found in the world, where so
many pleasures maY be found
that one fancies himself in
paradise."
Sen Hsiu-chen tends to agree
with that. She says she likes it
here.,

Reg.
6.77

Special Savings On 3 Pc.

588

Lawn Furniture Sets
Huge savings if you buy the
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plastic webbing in green and
white
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k storage — Light, eaH__ to
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•47 Qt Cap.
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Ste seems a typical mother
but is very much cut in the
mold the country's Communist
regime giants.
What will her two girls do
when they grow up?
"What the state wants them
to do," she answers quickly.
What do- youlvatit the son to
beL"..1. wanthim ia defend/he
motherland," she replied.
When asked if she didn't have
-same secret ambition for him
to be a doctor, a professor, a
scientist or develop some other
such high skill, she said:
"I want him to be a soldier in
the People's liberation Army.
" Whatever the state needs hirn
to do he will do."

* Prices Good Thurs:-Fri.-Sat.-Sun., April 13-14-15-16 *
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